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ABSTRACT

Homogeneous nucleation during solidification in Al (fcc), Fe (bcc) and Mg (hcp)
is studied by million-atom molecular dynamics (MD) utilizing the second nearest neighbor
modified embedded atom method (2NN-MEAM) potentials. Spontaneous homogenous
nucleation from the melt was produced without any influence of pressure, free surface
effects and impurities. We also study the effect on the simulation size on homogenous
nucleation and the heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation. The heterogeneity in
homogenous nucleation originates from the twins, grain boundaries and short range order
in the liquid during the initial stages of solidification.
To study the solid-liquid coexistence in binary Al alloys, interatomic potentials for
binary Al-Cu, Al-Fe, Al-Ni, Al-Mg, Al-Si and Al-Ge alloys were developed based on 2NNMEAM formalism. Using these interatomic potentials, we compare formation energies,
elastic constants, lattice parameters, enthalpy of solid and liquid mixing with experimental
or first principle data of the binary Al alloys. In addition, we also compare the liquidus
temperature of the Al-alloys from the phase diagram to the MD simulation.
Finally, directional solidification of Al-11 at. % Cu is shown utilizing the 2NNMEAM interatomic potential. The condition for directional solidification is produced by
imposing dissimilar temperatures at the model boundaries along the [100] solidification
direction to create a temperature gradient. Both the microstructural properties of solidified
alloys and the mechanical properties under uniaxial tension is investigated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Liquid-to-solid

(solidification)

and

solid-to-solid

(solid

state)

phase

transformations are essential structural evolution behaviors in the processing of single and
polycrystalline materials. In many manufacturing processes including casting, welding and
additive manufacturing, these phase transformations are commonly observed. Moreover,
the resulting nano and microstructures are responsible for the mechanical and physical
properties, as well as the yield and failure of the materials. Therefore, fundamental
understandings of these phenomena are in urgent demand in order to identify the
nano/microstructure-property relations of materials, and also accelerate the design of new
generation of materials with unprecedented properties. During solidification and solid state
phase transformation of alloys several inherent processes are involved: crystal nucleation,
segregation of alloying elements, defects formation (such as vacancies, voids, dislocations,
stacking faults, etc.), metastable and/or intermetallic phase formations, grain growth, and
recrystallization. Current understandings of the mechanisms of crystal nucleation and
defect formation are extremely limited due to the challenges in conducting experimental
studies. For example, experimental techniques are incapable of capturing the dynamic
formation and evolution process of relatively small nuclei (~2 nm) at the melting point in
an opaque bulk material.
In metal manufacturing processes involving solidification (e.g., casting [13] ,
welding [14], and laser additive manufacturing [15]), the crystal nucleation from the melt
controls the formation and growth of nano- and micro-structures of metals. The
solidification structures of materials significantly influence their mechanical and physical
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properties. If large undercooling can be achieved before crystal nucleation occurs (as in
rapid solidification), different and potentially useful forms of crystalline metals may be
produced [16]. To predict and control the solidification nano- and micro-structures in
different manufacturing processes, a fundamental understanding of mechanisms of crystal
nucleation and solidification is necessary.
The crystallization process during liquid to solid transformation can be monitored
by using X-ray scattering [19, 20], dilatometry [28], differential scanning calorimetry [29],
or microscopic methods [30-32]. But there are several factors that limit the experimental
studies of the nucleation process during solidification or crystallization, especially in pure
materials (homogenous nucleation) [16]. There are difficulties in quantifying the surface
free energy of liquid-solid interfaces and their anisotropy [33]. Also experiments are
typically performed at temperatures that differ by hundreds of degrees from the actual
nucleation conditions [16]. As a result, experimental measurements of nucleation rates in
crystallization from the melt cannot provide reliable tests of the classical nucleation theory
(CNT) [34, 35]. Another fundamental problem with homogenous nucleation experiments,
especially for metallic materials, is that it is difficult to purify a liquid to exclude all the
impurities that can catalyze nucleation [36, 37]. Recent experiments were done by Lee et
al. [38] for an aqueous KH2PO4 solution by combination of electrostatic levitation, in situ
micro-Raman and synchrotron X-ray scattering. They captured the nucleation pathways
from supersaturated KH2PO4 transforming to crystalline KH2PO4 or metastable crystals
with a monoclinic structure. Another recent study by Schreiber et al. [39] overcame the
experimental challenges to observe formation of small crystal nuclei (five to thirty
molecules) in aqueous solutions of an oval polyﬂuoroxometallate in the presence of NaCl;
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they utilized cryogenic transmission electron microscopy for their study. Even for these
materials with low solidification temperatures, formation and evolution of nanoscale
defects during crystal nucleation could not be detected in the real time. Also, it should be
noted that the experimental conditions for these studies are very different from
solidification of metals. Solidification of metals happens at much higher temperatures and
nucleation rates, and there are no studies on observation of nuclei formation during
solidification of metals.
Nucleation often is facilitated by the action of foreign substances or surfaces, which
results in what is commonly called heterogeneous nucleation. Although the conditions
required to realize homogeneous nucleation in real systems can often be quite difficult to
achieve, the concepts and principles of homogeneous nucleation are the simplest and form
the starting point for analyzing other types of nucleation. Although nucleation has a strong
impact on the properties of bulk materials, nucleation originates at the atomic or molecular
level. Early studies of nucleation began with the liquid-vapor phase transition (i.e., vapor
condensation or liquid boiling) but were soon extended to the crystal-liquid phase
transition. The latter is somewhat more complex owing to the change of symmetry that
takes place upon passing from a liquid phase to a crystal phase. Transitions between liquid
and vapor phases can be continuous owing to the existence of the critical point, but
transitions between liquid and solid phases are generally first order. In addition, the
experimental observation of crystallization from solution or melt is complicated by the fact
that it occurs within the interior of a dense liquid. Therefore, the molecular origins and
microscopic mechanism of homogeneous crystal nucleation remain poorly understood and
controversial. With the development of computer technology, numerical simulation has
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become a useful tool in the study of homogeneous nucleation in the past 20 years, during
which time new concepts and methods have been developed. This chapter reviews the
development of simulation methods for the study of homogeneous nucleation, in particular
that of crystal nucleation from a dense liquid.
Homogenous nucleation from metallic melts is a very complex phenomenon. It
starts from the interior parts of an undercooled liquid, and due to the opaque nature of
metallic melts, it is very difficult to experimentally detect the nuclei [33, 40]. Therefore,
alternative theoretical or computational methods can be used to study homogenous
nucleation in pure metals. The problem of nucleation from melt has been studied utilizing
different approaches, including theoretical studies based on CNT [34, 35], density function
theory (DFT) calculations [41], solid-liquid coexistence by molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations [40], and other simulation studies based on phase-field [14], front tracking
[42], cellular automata [43], and Monte-Carlo (MC) [44, 45] methods. CNT has been
utilized as a theoretical tool for understanding the homogenous nucleation, and it has been
applied for purely theoretical understanding [46-48], simulation based [49-52] studies or
experimental studies [53-55] of nucleation. CNT offers an initial platform to understand
the nucleation pathways; with more sophisticated sampling such as Brownian dynamics,
Umbrella sampling, and forward flux sampling [56, 57], it may capture the complexity of
atomic level events accompanied by the nucleation phenomenon. Daan Frenkel et al.
provided further insights on how CNT can numerically predict the crystal nucleation rate
closer to other simulation and experimental studies [46, 49, 56-58].

However, the

probability of a system to follow a direct or indirect pathways is difficult to predict with
the present theoretical understanding. The complicated kinetics of nucleation and the
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various thermodynamic factors governing the formation of metastable clusters poses a
major challenge in the theoretical treatments.
Studies utilizing electronic structure calculations based on DFT are limited to few
hundreds of atoms and this limits investigation of formation of physical nuclei, which could
become large clusters of atoms. In some other computational methodologies such as phasefield, cellular automata and front tracking methods, the length scale is microscale which
limits a fundamental understanding of the nucleation process at atomic level. MD
simulations can bridge the gap between the electronic and micro scale computational
studies of nucleation and solidification from the melt. MD simulations act between the
length scales of DFT and microscale studies, and with the recent advancements in
supercomputing, it is now possible to run multi-million atom MD simulations to study
phenomena occurring in several hundred nanometer systems. The reliability of MD
simulation results significantly depends on the interatomic potentials. DFT calculations
alongside experimental data are often used in developing semi-empirical interatomic
potentials [59], and MD simulations results are frequently used to provided necessary input
information for higher scale models like phase-field models [60-62].
There are few works on homogeneous nucleation during liquid-solid
transformation [63, 64] and liquid-vapor transformation [65] by MD simulations. Yasuoka
et al. [65] investigated the dynamics of vapor phase homogeneous nucleation in a water
system; their predicted nucleation rate was three orders of magnitude smaller than that of
the CNT. In metals, it is not straightforward to observe the homogeneous nucleation and
solidification processes at the atomistic scale. Shibuta et al. [63] utilized MD simulations
and linked the empirical interpretation in metallurgy with the atomistic behavior of
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nucleation and solidification in pure iron (Fe). These major drawbacks of these works are
the use of Finnis-Sinclair (FS) potential [66] and use of isothermal process for all the
simulations. Utilizing an isothermal process in MD simulations does not resemble the
experimental solidification process. In experiments with slow or fast cooling (quenching),
the temperature change will affect the crystal nucleation and solidification processes. The
utilized FS potential predicts the melting point of Fe to be 2,400 K, which is much higher
than the experimental melting point of Fe (~1,811 K), and consequently results in
inaccurate prediction of solid-liquid co-existence properties. Only one previous attempt
was made to study heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation from a metallic melt of Fe by
a billion atom MD simulation [63]. Finnis-Sinclair (FS) interatomic potential [66] was
utilized for the simulations, predicts the melting point of Fe to be 2,400 K whereas the
experimental melting point of Fe is ~1,811 K, and consequently results in inaccurate
prediction of solid-liquid co-existence properties. After the solidification of single crystal
Al solidification, we also study the heterogenity in homogenoud nucleation utilizing
different crystal structures such as bcc-Fe and hcp-Mg. It is also worth to note that to study
homogenous or heterogeneous nucleation it is not necessary to utilize such a large MD
simulation, and several studies produced reliable and comparable results to experimental
observations with only thousands to million atom MD simulations [67, 68]. In fact our
recent study suggests the influence of the simulation size diminishes when a model size is
larger than approximately 1 million[69]. It is also worth to note that a MD simulation using
the less accurate FS potential utilizes orders of magnitudes less computational power
compared to a case utilizing a more accurate interatomic potential, such as the Modified
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Embedded Atom Method (MEAM) potential. However, the primary goal of scientific
research should be accuracy rather than efficiency.
As the single elements 2NN-MEAM interatomic potentials were fitted high
temperature and meting properties, it was expected that the potential for binary alloys can
also be fitted for the same properties. Accoding to the author’s knowledge there are no
existing set of interatomic potentials for binary Al alloys that predict both low and high
temperature properties accoding to their experiemental properties. In the present study, we
developed and modified the interatomic potential for melting-solidification studies of AlCu, Al-Fe, Al-Ni, Al-Si and Al-Ge. In previous studies the thermal properties and melting
temperature has been verified for Al, Cu, Ni, Fe and Mg by Asadi et. al. [59, 70, 71] and
Kim et. al. [72]. The MEAM potential developed by Jelinek et. al. [73], is also studied for
high temperature properties and melting point in this work. The melting point of Ge
predicted by the MEAM is 2200 K, in the first step, the interatomic potential has been
parameterized for formation energy for the B1 crystal structure or the available stable
compounds. Then, the next stage of parameterization is done while verifying the solid and
liquid mixing enthalpy of the alloys, thermal expansion, higher temperature lattice
parameters. After the interatomic potential perform reasonably, with the low and high
temperature properties we calculate the solid-liquid coexistence properties at different
composition of Al and its alloying elements. Then we also, determine the formation
energies of intermetallic and imaginary structures, which can be crucial doing the
precipitating studies of the Al alloys. The MEAM potential for Al-Mg [72] was also studied
for liquidus temperature by changing the Mg atomic composition in Al-Mg.
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2. OBJECTIVE AND SIGNIFICANCE

The objective of this research is to develop and validate the fundamental
understanding of phenomena occurring from the early stages to the late stages of
solidification by performing large scale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. We also
develop and employ the most accurate interatomic potentials, and impose realistic size and
time scales for gathering reliable data.


Objective 1: Solidification in pure Al was performed and the results for critical nucleus
size, temperature, defects during solidification, nano structural evolution were
analyzed. Comparison of critical nucleus size with classical nucleation theory was also
performed in this task.



Objective 2: Once the polycrystalline Al solid is available from Objective 1, further
study was performed on solidification defects and their evolution in uniaxial tensile
deformation of solidified polycrystalline aluminum (Al) were investigated by
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations solidification studies of pure Al. Evolution of
nanostructures and defects in uniaxial tensile deformation of solidified Al under
different temperatures and strain rates were also studied.



Objective 3: Evaluation of optimum simulation size for studying nucleation during
solidification were performed. A series of 2,000-8,000,000 atom simulation were
perform to get the data for several quantities such as, diffusion coefficient, free energy,
critical nucleus size, nucleation temperature. Then these data were analyzed of each
of the simulation size to get the influence have on the solidification simulations.
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Objective 4: Heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation was studied for fcc (Al), bcc
(Fe) and hcp (Mg). The metastable phases, grain boundary and twinning were
visualized and quantitative analysis were performed to observer how it ease the
homogenous nucleation in pure metals.



Objective 5: Interatomic potentials for binary Al alloys were developed based on
modified embedded-atom method (MEAM) potentials for predicting low temperature
and melting properties. The binary alloys chosen for this study are, Al-Cu, Al-Fe, AlNi, Al-Si and Al-Ge. Using these interatomic potentials, we compare calculated lowtemperature properties of the binary Al alloys such as formation energy of stable and
unstable intermetallic, elastic constants, lattice parameters, enthalpy of solid and liquid
mixing with experimental data. In addition, we also compare the liquidus temperature
of the Al-alloys from the phase diagram to the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation.
Available MEAM potential for Al-Mg is also considered for solid-liquid coexistence.



Objective 6: The interatomic potential developed in Objective 5, were utilized to study
directional solidification in Al-11 at % Cu. The unique Nanostructural pattern and its
evolution, defect formation was analyzed in the solidification direction. After the
simulation box is solidified, it was subjected to uniaxial load to study its mechanical
properties.
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ABSTRACT

Homogeneous nucleation from aluminum (Al) melt was investigated by millionatom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations utilizing the second nearest neighbor modified
embedded atom method (MEAM) potentials. The natural spontaneous homogenous
nucleation from the Al melt was produced without any influence of pressure, free surface
effects and impurities. Initially isothermal crystal nucleation from undercooled melt was
studied at different constant temperatures, and later superheated Al melt was quenched
with different cooling rates. The crystal structure of nuclei, critical nucleus size, critical
temperature for homogenous nucleation, induction time, and nucleation rate were
determined. The quenching simulations clearly revealed three temperature regimes: sub-
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critical nucleation, super-critical nucleation, and solid-state grain growth regimes. The
main crystalline phase was identified as face-centered cubic (fcc), but a hexagonal closepacked (hcp) and an amorphous solid phase were also detected. The hcp phase was created
due to the formation of stacking faults during solidification of Al melt. By slowing down
the cooling rate, the volume fraction of hcp and amorphous phases decreased. After the
box was completely solid, grain growth was simulated and the grain growth exponent was
determined for different annealing temperatures.

1. INTRODUCTION

In metal manufacturing processes involving solidification (e.g., casting [1] ,
welding [2], and laser additive manufacturing [3]), the crystal nucleation from the melt
controls the formation and growth of nano- and micro-structures of metals. The
solidification structures of materials significantly influence their mechanical and physical
properties. If large undercooling can be achieved before crystal nucleation occurs (as in
rapid solidification), different and potentially useful forms of crystalline metals may be
produced [4]. To predict and control the solidification nano- and micro-structures in
different manufacturing processes, a fundamental understanding of mechanisms of crystal
nucleation and solidification is necessary.
The crystallization process during liquid to solid transformation can be monitored
by using X-ray scattering [5, 6], dilatometry [7], differential scanning calorimetry [8], or
microscopic methods [9-11]. But there are several factors that limit the experimental
studies of the nucleation process during solidification or crystallization, especially in pure
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materials (homogenous nucleation) [4]. There are difficulties in quantifying the surface
free energy of liquid-solid interfaces and their anisotropy [12]. Also experiments are
typically performed at temperatures that differ by hundreds of degrees from the actual
nucleation conditions [4]. As a result, experimental measurements of nucleation rates in
crystallization from the melt cannot provide reliable tests of the classical nucleation theory
(CNT) [13, 14]. Another fundamental problem with homogenous nucleation experiments,
especially for metallic materials, is that it is difficult to purify a liquid to exclude all the
impurities that can catalyze nucleation [15, 16]. Recent experiments were done by Lee et
al. [17] for an aqueous KH2PO4 solution by combination of electrostatic levitation, in situ
micro-Raman and synchrotron X-ray scattering. They captured the nucleation pathways
from supersaturated KH2PO4 transforming to crystalline KH2PO4 or metastable crystals
with a monoclinic structure. Another recent study by Schreiber et al. [18] overcame the
experimental challenges to observe formation of small crystal nuclei (five to thirty
molecules) in aqueous solutions of an oval polyﬂuoroxometallate in the presence of NaCl;
they utilized cryogenic transmission electron microscopy for their study. Even for these
materials with low solidification temperatures, formation and evolution of nanoscale
defects during crystal nucleation could not be detected in the real time. Also, it should be
noted that the the experimental conditions for these studies are very different from
solidification of metals. Solidification of metals happens at much higher temperatures and
nucleation rates, and there are no studies on observation of nuclei formation during
solidification of metals.
Homogenous nucleation from metallic melts is a very complex phenomenon. It
starts from the interior parts of an undercooled liquid, and due to the opaque nature of
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metallic melts, it is very difficult to experimentally detect the nuclei [12, 19]. Therefore,
alternative theoretical or computational methods can be used to study homogenous
nucleation in pure metals. The problem of nucleation from melt has been studied utilizing
different approaches, including theoretical studies based on CNT [13, 14], density function
theory (DFT) calculations [20], solid-liquid coexistence by molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations [19], and other simulation studies based on phase-field [14], front tracking
[21], cellular automata [22], and Monte-Carlo (MC) [23, 24] methods.
CNT has been utilized as a theoretical tool for understanding the homogenous
nucleation, and it has been applied for purely theoretical understanding [25-27], simulation
based [28-31] studies or experimental studies [32-34] of nucleation. CNT offers an initial
platform to understand the nucleation pathways; with more sophisticated sampling such as
Brownian dynamics, Umbrella sampling, and forward flux sampling [35, 36], it may
capture the complexity of atomic level events accompanied by the nucleation phenomenon.
Daan Frenkel et al. provided further insights on how CNT can numerically predict the
crystal nucleation rate closer to other simulation and experimental studies [25, 28, 35-37].
However, the probability of a system to follow a direct or indirect pathways is difficult to
predict with the present theoretical understanding. The complicated kinetics of nucleation
and the various thermodynamic factors governing the formation of metastable clusters
poses a major challenge in the theoretical treatments.
Studies utilizing electronic structure calculations based on DFT are limited to few
hundreds of atoms and this limits investigation of formation of physical nuclei, which could
become large clusters of atoms. In some other computational methodologies such as phase-
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field, cellular automata and front tracking methods, the length scale is microscale which
limits a fundamental understanding of the nucleation process at atomic level.
MD simulations can bridge the gap between the electronic and micro scale
computational studies of nucleation and solidification from the melt. MD simulations act
between the length scales of DFT and microscale studies, and with the recent advancements
in supercomputing, it is now possible to run multi-million atom MD simulations to study
phenomena occurring in several hundred nanometer systems. The reliability of MD
simulation results significantly depends on the interatomic potentials. DFT calculations
alongside experimental data are often used in developing semi-empirical interatomic
potentials [38], and MD simulations results are frequently used to provided necessary input
information for higher scale models like phase-field models [39-41].
There are few works on homogeneous nucleation during liquid-solid
transformation [42, 43] and liquid-vapor transformation [44] by MD simulations. Yasuoka
et al. [44] investigated the dynamics of vapor phase homogeneous nucleation in a water
system; their predicted nucleation rate was three orders of magnitude smaller than that of
the CNT. In metals, it is not straightforward to observe the homogeneous nucleation and
solidification processes at the atomistic scale. Shibuta et al. [42] utilized MD simulations
and linked the empirical interpretation in metallurgy with the atomistic behavior of
nucleation and solidification in pure iron (Fe). These major drawbacks of these works are
the use of Finnis-Sinclair (FS) potential [45] and use of isothermal process for all the
simulations. Utilizing an isothermal process in MD simulations does not resemble the
experimental solidification process. In experiments with slow or fast cooling (quenching),
the temperature change will affect the crystal nucleation and solidification processes. The
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utilized FS potential predicts the melting point of Fe to be 2,400 K, which is much higher
than the experimental melting point of Fe (~1,811 K), and consequently results in
inaccurate prediction of solid-liquid co-existence properties.
To reliably study the crystal nucleation process from melt by MD simulations, the
interatomic potentials used for MD simulations of solidification need to accurately predict
the behavior of solid-liquid interfaces. In the early interatomic potentials, which were
developed and used for MD simulations of Al such as Lennard-Jones (LJ) [46] and hardsphere [47] models, only pair interactions of atoms were considered without including the
effects of neighboring atoms. Pair potentials do not have environmental dependence (e.g.,
an atom in the bulk is not similar to an atom on the surface or near a defect site). In reality,
the strength of the “individual bonds” should decrease or increase with the change in the
local environment during the simulation. Pair potentials do not account for the directional
nature of the bond. These are the reasons why pair potentials are not good for predicting
the nonlinear phenomena such as failure, plasticity, solidification, melting etc. More
complex interatomic potentials were developed for metals to address the shortcomings of
pair potentials. Finnis–Sinclair [48] and embedded-atom method (EAM) [49] potentials
were developed and used to predict mechanical and physical properties of Al. EAM is a
semi-empirical many body potential for the atomistic simulations of metallic systems [50].
FS and EAM predict various properties of several metallic materials and alloys accurately.
MEAM interatomic potentials were introduced later to include the directionality of bonding
in covalent materials in the EAM and FS formalisms which make the property predications
more accurate [51, 52].
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Currently the MEAM potentials are widely used in the computational materials
science and engineering community to simulate unary, binary, ternary and multicomponent metallic systems with different nanostructural features, such as grain
boundaries, defects, free surfaces, etc. [53, 54]. In our previous works, we demonstrated
the capability of 2NN MEAM potentials in predicting solid-liquid coexistence properties
of Fe [55, 56], Ni, Cu, Al [38], and Mg [57], such as melting point, latent heat, expansion
in melting, liquid structure factor, and solid–liquid interface free energy and anisotropy.
2NN MEAM potential can also reliably predict room-temperature properties, such as
elastic constants, surface energies, vacancy formation energy, and stacking fault energy.
The detailed formalism of MEAM and 2NN MEAM can be found in works of Baskes et
al. [51] and Lee et al. [58].
To the best of our knowledge, there has been only one experimental study on
homogenous crystal nucleation from pure Al melt based on the free boundary (also called
the CNT method) and interacting boundary models [59]; the incubation period (or the
induction time) and small nuclei were undetectable in this study. There is only one work
which used MD simulations [43] to study solidification of Al. However this study doesn’t
provide quantitative analysis on nucleation, critical nucleus formation, induction time,
comparison of MD results to CNT, or details on solid state grain growth.
In this work, we studied the homogenous crystal nucleation from Al melt by MD
simulations utilizing the second nearest-neighbor modified embedded atomic method
(2NN MEAM) interatomic potential of Al [58]. Homogenous nucleation from Al melt was
studied in both isothermal and quench processes. We also provide quantitative details of
critical nucleus formation, and comparison of MD with CNT. The regimes of the
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crystallization process during quenching have been identified. In the last section we also
provide detailed analysis of the solid-state grain growth mechanism of pure Al after
solidification.

2. SIMULATION DETAILS

2.1 INTERATOMIC POTENTIAL
The second nearest neighbor modified embedded atom method (2NN MEAM)
interatomic potential of Al developed by Lee and Baskes [58] was used is this work to
study solidification of Al by MD simulation. We recently tested this interatomic potential
[38] which showed accurate prediction of solid-liquid coexistence properties (i.e. melting
point, solid-liquid energy, melting point, specific heat etc.) of Al as provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Properties of Al predicted by MD simulations utilizing the 2NN MEAM
interatomic potential and experimental results.
Properties
Bulk Modulus (GPa)
C11 (GPa)
C12 (GPa)
C44 (GPa)
Specific Heat (J mol-1 K1
)
Thermal Expansion
Coeff. (106 K-1)
Melting Point (Tm) (K)
solid–liquid interface
free energy (mJ/m2)

Experiments
76.4 [60]
111.5 [60]
58.8 [60]
29.5 [60]

MEAM MD [38]
79.4
114.3
61.9
31.6

26.15 [61]

24.70

17.31[61]

23.50

934 [62]

925

168.9±21 to 158±30 [63]

172.6
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2.2 SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
MD simulations of homogenous nucleation from pure Al melt were performed in a
simulation box with size of 25×25×25 nm3 (64×64×64 unit cells, with 1,000,188 atoms)
and with the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble. Time step of 3 fs was used for all
simulations. Temperature and pressure were controlled by Nose-Hoover thermostat and
Parrinello-Rahman barostat [64] respectively. Periodic boundary conditions were
employed in all three directions. All the MD simulations were performed in LAMMPS
[65]. The 2NN MEAM interatomic potential of Al developed by Lee and Baskes [58] was
used is this work; we recently tested this interatomic potential which showed accurate
predication of solid-liquid coexistence properties of Al [38].
The OVITO visualization package was used to monitor the nucleation and
solidification processes [66]. Within OVITO, common neighbor analysis (CNA) was used
[67] to identify the local environment of atoms. Using CNA, one can distinguish atoms in
different crystal structure regions by calculating the statistics of diagrams formed from the
nearest neighbors (NN) of each atom and comparing it with those previously known for
standard crystals. For example, if a central atom and its 12 NN form a structure such as
fcc, CNA identifies the central atom as fcc. Any such atom is considered an fcc atom.
Atoms not identified as fcc, hcp, or any other crystal type implemented in OVITO are
identified as amorphous liquid or amorphous solid atoms.
The predicted melting point of Al using a 2NN MEAM MD simulation is 925 K
[38], which is in a very good agreement with the experimental value of 934 K. We found
that at a temperature close to the melt temperature, the liquid has a fluctuating number of
fcc atoms. We wanted to start the nucleation simulations with a pure liquid having no solid
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regions. In order to find the temperature at which a completely melted simulation box
with no fcc crystal can be achieved in a relatively short simulation time (~150 ps), several
simulations were performed by increasing the temperature of the simulation box higher
than 925 K using 25 K intervals. After 16 intervals, when the temperature reached 1,325
K, we could obtain a completely melted simulation box in ~100 ps. The simulation is
continued to 300 ps to make sure the initial melt is properly equilibrated. The CNA of the
simulation box for very large time scale is provided in Figure 1(a). The percentage of
amorphous liquid atoms keeps increasing with increasing the annealing temperature.
Finally, the box had no crystalline atoms at 1,325 K. The radial distribution function (RDF,
g(r)) of the simulation box was calculated for all the temperatures, which is plotted in
Figure 1(b). There are no long-range peaks at 1,325 K. The CNA analysis and RDF plots
confirmed that Al was completely melted at 1,325 K.

Figure 1. (a) Percentage of amorphous liquid atoms at different temperatures; (b) The
radial distribution function of Al melt. Figure 1(a) is showing liquid characteristic with
no long range peak at 1,325 K.
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For isothermal simulations, the Al melt was isothermally solidified at
temperatures between the range of 300 K and 800 K with 50 K intervals. Maximum
nucleation rate was observed to be between 400 K and 500 K, so we ran more simulations
with 25 K intervals to more accurately determine the exact critical temperature of
nucleation (when the nucleation rate is maximum). Each isothermal simulation was
repeated five times to evaluate the possible errors. Each isothermal simulation was run for
a total of 500 ps (167,000 time steps) to simulate the crystal nucleation and solidification.
We also performed solidification by quenching with different cooling rates of
5.83x1010 Ks-1, 5.83x1011 Ks-1 and 5.83x1012 Ks-1. Different cooling rates were applied by
changing the number of total time steps. The initial temperature of the melt was 1,325 K,
then the melt was cooled down to 450 K in 150 ps, 1,500 ps and 15,000 ps (5,000,000 time
steps), which resulted in cooling rates of 5.83x1012 Ks-1, 5.83x1011 Ks-1 and 5.83x1010 Ks1

, respectively. 450 K was chosen because it is lower than the critical temperature found in

the isothermal process (see Section 3.6). The quenching method was used to mimic the
actual experimental procedure to produce undercooling where the temperature decreases
from above the melting temperature with a certain cooling rate. This method of simulation
is closer to what is performed experimentally and differs from the previous MD simulations
of homogenous nucleation which usually utilized isothermal simulations [42]. In
experiments, cooling rates in rapid solidification of bulk Al lie between 104 and 107 K/s
[68-70], notably much slower than the rates used in MD.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF NUCLEI
The primary observation of nucleation in MD simulations shows the formation of
nuclei from the melt. CNA and visual inspection are used to study the structure of the
nucleus throughout the quenching and annealing. The formation of crystal structures and
stacking faults occurred in the same way for both the isothermal and quenching processes.
Figure 2(a) shows that the crystalline nuclei form in different parts of the melt. The atomic
coordinates of the cluster atoms in the specified nucleus in Figure 2(b) are extracted, and
the measured distances from the surface atoms of the nucleus to the central atom show
almost the same value in all directions. The magnified nucleus in Figure 2(b) shows atoms
with fcc (green) and hcp (red) crystal structures using CNA. The nearest neighbor distance
for fcc Al should be 2.86 Å as the lattice constant is 4.05 Å. The distance between two
nearest atoms within the fcc (green) atoms in Figure 2(b) is ~ 2.86 Å. It should be
mentioned that few solid amorphous atoms get trapped inside the fcc/hcp crystalline phase
nucleus, which don’t have enough neighbors to be detected as a solid crystalline phase.
We calculated the difference between formation energies of fcc and hcp Al to be
only 0.03 eV, whereas the difference between formation energies of fcc and bcc Al was
determined to be 0.12 eV [38]. Since there is a random thermal fluctuation of energy during
solidification, this thermal fluctuation of energy can cause formation of hcp stacking faults
in the Al system, but it is not enough to promote formation of bcc atoms.
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Figure 2. (a) Formation of nuclei after 1,050 ps of simulation at annealing temperature of
400 K, (b) Magnification of one of the nuclei in Figure 2(a), (c) Stacking fault around
<111> direction. FCC atoms are in green and hcp atoms are in red.

3.2 CRITICAL NUCLEUS SIZE
The minimum size required for continuous growth of a crystalline nucleus is
known as the critical nucleus size. In this study, the size of a nucleus is taken as the average,
as discussed below, of the maximum length of the nucleus in x (100), y (010) and z (001)
directions (Fig 3a). In Figure 3(a), one example is given to show how the nucleus size is
determined in one of the three directions; the length in (001) direction is determined to be
15 Å for one of the nuclei. Measurements are taken in (100) and (010) directions as well.
A similar process is applied to measure the size of all the nuclei at the different timesteps.
Simulations are repeated 5 times to determine the uncertainty in the measurement in
nucleus size. 5 different nuclei in each simulation are chosen and the nuclei sizes are
measured in three directions. Total of 75 measurements are done for each nucleus to
determine the average and the error bar for each case (3-directions × 5-nuclei × 5-replicate
simulations).
This is assumed to be equivalent to the diameter of a spherical shaped nucleus. The
nucleus size and number of atoms in the nucleus are determined by direct observations.
Before a nucleus reaches its critical size, for a short period of time (nucleus origin time,
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discussed in Section 3.9), the nucleus gains and loses atoms. We assume that a crystalline
nucleus reaches its critical size when it doesn’t lose any atom back into the liquid. Figure
3 shows examples of nuclei size and number of atoms in the nuclei versus simulation time
for isothermal and quenching cases. The arrows in Figure 3(b) and (c) show when the nuclei
reach the critical size. The number of atoms in the critical nucleus is ~1400 atoms at 700K
(Figure 3(b)) and for the case with a cooling rate of 5.83x10 11 Ks-1 in Figure 3(c), the
critical sized nucleus has ~1000 atoms. After reaching the critical size, the crystalline
nuclei grow in size and gather more fcc and hcp atoms. The evolution of critical nucleus
can also be monitored by potential energy change with time and the visualization snapshots
(Inset Figure 3b-c). The crystalline nuclei reach the critical size slightly before the sudden
change of slope. At that point the nucleus has become large enough to overcome the free
energy barrier for phase separation. A critical nucleus does not become smaller after it
reaches the critical size. The critical nuclei are found to be quiet stable against the mobility
of liquid phase, structural change, i.e. fcc-hcp, or continuously changing shape.
As it was mentioned before, each simulation was performed 5 times; after the nuclei
reach the critical size, a set of 5 random critical nuclei are chosen at each annealing
temperature from each isothermal simulation; total of 25 critical nuclei were selected for
each annealing temperature. The average critical size and its standard deviation versus
annealing temperature are plotted in Figure 4(a). The average size of critical nuclei is
between ~0.82 nm and ~4 nm (Figure 4(a)) for all annealing temperatures in the isothermal
process. The critical size of crystalline nuclei increases as the annealing temperature
increases.
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Figure 3. (a) A measurement of the nucleus size along the (001) direction. Nucleus size
versus simulation time for: (b) isothermal process at 700 K annealing temperatures, and
(c) quenching process at the cooling rate of 5.83x1011 Ks-1. Arrows show the number of
atoms in the critical sized nuclei. The inset graph of potential energy vs time shows the
change in slope. The exact point of formation of critical nucleus formation is marked by a
black dot. The other inset of the simulation box shows the critical nucleus

In the quench processes, the average critical size of nuclei is found to be ~1.8 nm
for 5.83x1012 Ks-1, ~3.49 nm for 5.83x1011 Ks-1, and ~4.5 nm for 5.83x1010 Ks-1 cooling
rate. With a slower cooling rate the nucleation occurs at higher temperatures, which results
in a larger critical size for nuclei. It should be noted that nucleation rates decrease with
slower cooling rates (discussed in Section 3.7), and the nuclei can grow larger before the
whole simulation box becomes solid.
During the isothermal process, the maximum number of crystalline nuclei in the
system varies (Figure 5) with annealing temperature. When a relatively low annealing
temperature is applied (below 600 K), the nucleation starts instantly, and since the driving
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force for solidification is very high, fcc crystalline atoms form all over the simulation
box in the early stages of simulation. This will result in formation of multiple critical nuclei
simultaneously, and a higher number of nuclei will form but they grow to a smaller size
compared to the nuclei in higher annealing temperatures. The maximum number of
separable nuclei in the simulation box for annealing temperatures between 350 K and 650
K is more than 40 nuclei in 25 nm3.

Figure 4. The critical nuclei size versus (a) annealing temperatures in the isothermal
process and (b) different cooling rates. Error bars are shown as the standard deviation for
5 randomly chosen critical nuclei for isothermal simulations. The temperature at which
the critical nucleus forms is shown for quenching in Section 3.3 below.
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Above 650 K the maximum number of separable nuclei is reduced; for example,
at 700 K and 725 K, 12 and 9 nuclei are detected, respectively. While the number of nuclei
is reduced by increasing the annealing temperature above 500 K, each nucleus can grow to
a much larger size before the simulation box is completely solid. In the quenching process,
the maximum number of separable nuclei varies between 9 to 15 for different cooling rates,
which is similar to that of 700 K and 725 K isothermal cases. The maximum number of
separable nuclei is seen at 715 K, 665 K and 655 K for 5.83x10 10 Ks-1, 5.83x1011 Ks-1 and
5.83x1012 Ks-1 quench rates, respectively.

Figure 5. Maximum number of separable nuclei at different annealing temperatures
during the isothermal process. The error bars show standard deviation for 5 replicate
simulations at each annealing temperature.
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3.3 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF NUCLEATION
The crystal nucleation from an undercooled Al melt predicted by MD simulations
is shown in Figure 6 for two isothermal cases (annealing at 475 K and 700 K), and two
quenching cases (cooling rates of 5.83x1010 Ks-1 and 5.83x1011 Ks-1); only fcc Al atoms are
shown for a better visualization of nuclei. The instantaneous time and temperatures during
each quenching process are also shown in Figure 6(c) and Figure 6(d).
As mentioned before, the number of nuclei in the system is reduced with increasing
the annealing temperature above 500 K (Figure 5); the same conclusion can be made by
comparing Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b). These figures also show that each nucleus can grow
much bigger in size at a higher annealing temperature. Nucleation by quenching in Figure
6(c) and Figure 6(d) shows a very similar behavior to the nucleation of isothermal process
at 700 K (Figure 6(b)). This indicates that in the quenching process nucleation starts at high
temperatures with a small number of nuclei which can grow in size.
As shown in Figure 6 the number of nuclei differs at various temperature, so it is
certain that the growth of nuclei must be affected by the growth of other nuclei in the
system at a particular time steps. At lower temperature, the solid-liquid interfaces are very
close to each other and that indicates that the solid-liquid interfacial energy shows large
orientation dependence. As shown in Figure 7(a), different nuclei in a form simultaneously
and in Figure 7(b) we can see in a very quick succession (~6 ps) another 2 critical nuclei
form. Finally, within another 6 ps all these 4 nuclei come too close to each other to grow
anymore. The free growth of nuclei during the crystallization fails for faceted nuclei.
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Figure 6. Snapshots of nuclei formation and growth during solidification for two
isothermal processes at annealing temperatures of (a) 475 K and (b) 700 K, and for two
quenching processes with cooling rate of (c) 5.83x1011 Ks-1 and (d) 5.83x1010 Ks-1. Fcc
are shown with green color; hcp and amorphous atoms are ignored for a better visibility
of nuclei.

Due to this reason the equilibrium shapes of nuclei vary from sphere to the specific
faceted shape. The shapes are illustrated in Figure 7(c). Unlike higher temperature, at 700
K the free growth is possible in most part of the solidification process. As shown in Figure
7 (d-f) the critical nuclei has no influence from the neighboring nuclei, which appears ~20
ps later than first critical nuclei. In Figure 7(f) the nuclei is reaching almost a spherical
shape.
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Figure 7. Snapshots of shape of the nuclei is shown at various time steps for 500 K and
700 K. At 500 K, the multiple nuclei form at the same time step of (a) 9 ps. Then other
critical nuclei form within (b) 6 ps. The faceted nuclei shown at (c) 21 ps. At higher
temperature (700 K), initial nucleus shown at (d) 48 ps, it free growth is shown at (e) 66
ps and it reaches spherical shape at (f) 90 ps.

The instantaneous temperature for crystal nucleation during quenching can be
determined by plotting percentage of crystalline atoms versus temperature change (Figure
8). Figure 8 shows that during quenching the nucleation process starts between ~747 K
and ~712 K for the slower cooling rates of 5.83x1010 Ks-1 (Figure 8 (b)) and 5.83x1011 Ks1

(Figure 8 (c)). For a high cooling rate of 5.83x1012 Ks-1(Figure 8 (a)) the nucleation starts

below 700 K, and the exact temperature of formation of first nucleus is found to be ~586
K from dumps (per atom data) available from LAMMPS (such as Figure 6). The number
of fcc/hcp atoms is very low for 5.83x1012 Ks-1 cooling rate that it doesn’t reflect the
nucleation starting temperature in Figure 8(a). The most solid atoms for this cooling rate
remain at amorphous configuration, and the change in overall crystal structure is not
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significant until about 575 K. Overall the quenching simulations suggest that the
nucleation starting temperature is between 586 K -747 K.

Figure 8. The change in types of atoms with temperature for three different cooling rates.
The cooling rates are (a) 5.83x1012 Ks-1, (b) 5.83x1011 Ks-1, and (c) 5.83x1010 Ks-1.

3.4 CRYSTALLIZATION DURING NUCLEATION
The percentage of atoms having different structures (amorphous, fcc or hcp) is
plotted in Figure 9(a)-(c) at three different annealing temperatures for the isothermal
process. The percentage of fcc atoms for 700 and 725 K (~60-65 %) is slightly higher than
the percentage of fcc atoms generated at lower temperatures (~50-55 %). At very low
temperatures such as 350 K, the percentage of fcc atoms is very low. The lower amount of
fcc atoms also causes a very low nucleation rate at 350 K. At lower temperatures (below
600 K), the accumulation of fcc atoms starts immediately. At the same time number of hcp
stacking faults grows and number of amorphous atoms decreases. At 725 K the initial
nucleation starts later than any other temperature. At temperatures, higher than 725 K, there
is no nucleation in 600 ps.
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Figure 9. Percentage of atoms with fcc, hcp and non-structured amorphous
configurations. The plots of different annealing temperatures is shown in (a) fcc atoms
(b) bcc atoms and (c) amorphous atoms. Data from each the 1.5 ps were used to generate
the figures.

Percentage of atoms having different structures (amorphous, fcc or hcp) for
different quench rates are also plotted in Figure 10(a)-(c). In quenching the process of
nucleation starts after first regime when mostly sub-critical nucleus/nuclei forms and
dissolves. Slowly the temperature reduces to nucleation regime and then the nucleation
happens very fast. However the rate of formation of fcc atoms differs for different cooling
rates. The slower the cooling rate is the more time the melt has to solidify the fcc/hcp atoms
and this lowers the number of amorphous atoms. With a slower cooling rate number of hcp
stacking faults also decreases.

3.5 TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT NUCLEATION REGIMES
As it was shown in the previous Section 3.3, nucleation is a temperature driven
phenomenon, and a change in temperature affects the rate and behavior of nucleation.
Potential energy is one of the fundamental quantities that correlates temperature with
nucleation and solidification processes. Figure 11(a) shows the potential energy versus
simulation time for different isothermal annealing temperatures. When the Al melt is
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brought directly to a low annealing temperature, there is a very sharp drop in the initial
potential energy due to the specific heat of the liquid.

Figure 10. Percentage of atoms with (a) fcc, (b) hcp and (c) non-structured amorphous
configurations. Quenching vs. time data from all the time-steps were used to generate the
figures.

Below 600 K, the Al melt starts solidifying immediately within the first few time
steps. For higher annealing temperatures (such as 650 K, 700 K and 725 K) the
solidification doesn’t happen immediately. The time required to form the first critical
nucleus (or nuclei) after starting the annealing is ~40 ps, ~75 ps and ~ 250 ps for annealing
temperatures of 650 K, 700 K and 725 K, respectively.
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In isothermal cases, we can roughly see from Figure 11(a) that the behavior of
melt changes with temperature. At 750 K and above, the potential energy is flat for the
entire simulation time indicating that no nucleus forms. Between 600 K and 725 K three
distinct regimes can be observed. We initially see a flat region similar to 750 K where no
nucleation occurs. Then the curvy decay of the potential line indicates that nucleation
happens at this stage. This indication is verified against per atom data (i.e. LAMMPS
dumps), and it is found that the decay of potential energy and nuclei formation happen
simultaneously. The final flat region shows the start of the solid-state grain growth. From
350 K to 575 K the sharp decrease in potential energy starts immediately and continues
until the end of the simulation, which shows that the nucleation starts immediately, and
towards the end of the simulation the potential energy curves becomes parallel to each
other. At lower annealing temperatures (below 350 K), even though the Gibbs free energy
difference between fcc/hcp and amorphous liquid atoms is large, the low mobility of atoms
at low temperatures affects the kinetics of nucleation and not all the liquid atoms can form
crystalline structures. An amorphous solid structure is retained. At the final stage of all
cases, curves become slowly parallel to the time axis with an offset from each other. This
offset is due to the specific heat of the solid phases, which results in lower potential energy
at lower temperature. Overall, the isothermal simulations do not give the temperature range
for the different stages of nucleation; these simulations only indicate that liquid Al melt
has to be below 725 K for nucleation to occur.
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Figure 11. Potential energy versus time for (a) isothermal process at different annealing
temperatures, and (b) quenching process with different cooling rates. We also calculate
(c) Potential energy versus temperature for quenching process. (d) Log of percentage of
fcc/hcp crystalline atoms versus temperature, (e) the self-diffusion coefficient of Al at
various temperature.

Figure 11(b) shows the potential energy versus time for the quenching process with
different cooling rates from 1,325 K to 450 K. It is not possible to identify the nucleation
regimes by this figure, but the plot of the potential energy versus temperature, Figure 11(c),
reveals three temperature-dependent regimes very clearly. As shown in Figure 11(c), the
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potential energy decreases when temperature decreases during quenching simulations.
During this period (> 725 K), sub-critical nucleus/nuclei form and dissolve back into the
melt. For the low cooling rates (5.83x1010 Ks-1 and 5.83x1011 Ks-1), the sharp change in
the slope (Figure 11(b)) indicating a sudden decrease in potential energy occurs at
temperatures range of 715-725 K. The beginning of the sharp change in slope shows the
start of formation of critical nuclei (at ~725K), and once the first sub-critical nucleus
reaches the critical size the crystallization happens very fast at low cooling rates. The supercritical nuclei grow bigger in size until the simulation box is completely solid, and solidstate grain growth starts; this region can be easily identified for low cooling rates (e.g., <
710 K for 5.83x1010 Ks-1). For the low cooling rates, the almost vertical slope line (Figure
10(c)) signifies the release of latent heat due to crystallization (or solidification). This event
represents the fast and spontaneous formation of solid nuclei during solidification. Figure
11(c) shows nuclei formation can only happen in a temperature range depending on the
cooling rate. This finding shows the drawbacks of isothermal simulations and clearly shows
the existence of different temperature regions in the solidification process.
Initially atoms attempt to crystallize from the melt by formation of small clusters
of fcc and hcp atoms, but as the simulation progresses most of these clusters of atoms
dissolve back into the liquid phase. This region can be identified as the sub-critical
(unstable) nucleation regime in Figure 10(d) where there are small fluctuations in the total
number of crystalline atoms. The sudden change in the slope shows the regime change
from sub-critical to super-critical (stable) nucleation, and the temperature at which this
transition occurs is named Tsc . The exact value of Tsc depends on the cooling rate, and
remains between ~715-725 K for 5.83x1010 Ks-1 and 5.83x1011 Ks-1. Multiple super-critical
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nuclei are formed in the system following the formation of the first critical nucleus and
they grow until the whole simulation box is solid and solid-state grain growth starts.
The second sudden change in the slope shows another regime change from supercritical nucleation to solid-state grain growth, and the temperature at which this transition
occurs is named Tgg . The difference between Tsc and Tgg , is very small (only 9 K for
5.83x1010 Ks-1 cooling rate, Tsc = 724 K start and Tgg = 715 K end) for the slowest cooling
rate. Super-critical nuclei will grow until the whole box is solid, and then solid-state grain
growth occurs. This solid-state grain growth and end of nucleation are the same
temperature ( Tgg ). The grain growth is not a part of nucleation process, but an essential
part of solidification. So overall the solidification process can be divided into three
temperature based thermodynamics regimes, i) the sub-critical (unstable) regime, ii) the
super-critical (stable) nucleation regime when, multiple critical nuclei form along with the
growth of the previously formed critical nuclei, and iii) solid-state grain growth regime.
In any experimental method, the Al melt needs to release heat to go down to a
specific annealing temperature. Even if the Al melt can be brought to a constant
temperature environment instantly, it is practically impossible that the Al melt will go
down to the lower annealing temperature immediately. In other words, the quench rate in
isothermal processes are infinite. In quenching we showed, the Tsc for 5.83x1010 Ks-1,
5.83x1011 Ks-1, 5.83x1012 Ks-1 are 724 K, 715 K and 586 K respectively. So, we can see as
the cooling rate decreases the Tsc increases. In MD, the quench rates are very high. If we
assume in bulk experiments the cooling rate to be 1-100 Ks-1 the nucleation temperature
should be higher (above ~725 K). So, in the real world there is no nucleation at all at lower
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annealing temperature (i.e. 650 K for Al). We also observed the slope in the supercritical region (Figure 11(d)) is getting more vertical as the cooling rate is reduced. So, in
experiments when the cooling rate is much slower, the Tsc and Tgg can be almost the same
temperature.
We can also relate the self-diffusion coefficient to the nucleation regime (Figure
11(e)). The increasing self-diffusion coefficient with increasing temperature results in
higher mobility of the Al atoms or vice versa. As previously shown in Figure 11(a), the
potential energy indicates that no nucleation occurs after 725 K. The reason for this
phenomena is the higher mobility of atoms, with self-diffusion coefficient of 1.35 x10 -9
m2s-1 at 750 K. The self-diffusion coefficient in MD is comparable to experimental finding
[71].

3.6 NUCLEATION RATE: ISOTHERMAL SOLIDIFICATION
It is evident from the previous Section that annealing temperature certainly affects
the nucleation process, so it is expected that it would also affect the nucleation rate. The
nucleation rate for each annealing temperature is calculated by fitting a line to the data on
number of nuclei versus time, where the slope of the line is the nucleation rate (Figure 12).
The nucleation rate increases as the annealing temperature increases from 300 K to 475 K
(Table 2). At room temperature (300 K) very few separable crystalline nuclei can be found;
for higher annealing temperatures, the kinetic energy of atoms increases, which helps liquid
atoms overcome the activation or free energy barrier to produce critical sized crystalline
nuclei.
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Our initial simulations were done for undercooling temperatures between 300 K
and 800 K with an interval of 100 K. We found that the nucleation rate is a maximum
between 400 K and 500 K; therefore to find the exact critical nucleation temperature, more
simulations were performed between annealing temperatures of 400 K to 500 K with an
interval of 25 K. From the slopes of the fitted lines in Figure 12, the maximum nucleation
rate of 5.74x1035 m-3s-1 occurs at the annealing temperature of 475 K (Table 1). The typical
nucleation rate for the homogeneous nucleation of a pure metal near the critical temperature
has been estimated previously from experiment to be in the order of 10 30 and 10 40 m−3 s−1
[72], which is comparable to our MD results. Since the nucleation rate is maximum at 475
K, we can come to a conclusion that ~475 K is the critical temperature of nucleation for
Al. The calculated critical temperature from MD is ~

Tm
, where Tm is the melting
2

temperature. Once the solidification progresses the distance between different nuclei is
reduced, and the simulation box eventually transforms into the bulk solid crystalline Al
with hcp solidification defects and grain boundaries.

Table 2. Nucleation rates at different annealing temperatures. The statistical error is
estimated by obtaining the slopes for 5 different simulations of each annealing
temperature.
Temperature ( T )
400
450
475
500
600
700
(K)
Nucleation rate ( I )
4.00±0.13 4.48±0.08 5.74±0.07 5.32±0.05 3.51±0.01 0.07±0.00
(1035 m-3s-1)
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Figure 12. The number of nuclei as a function of time at various annealing temperatures.
The slopes of lines are the nucleation rates at different annealing temperatures which are
reported in Table 1. The slopes of lines are the nucleation rates at different annealing
temperatures which are reported in Table 1. Note that the maximum nucleation rate
occurs at 475 K, which defines the critical temperature of nucleation for Al.

3.7 NUCLEATION RATE: QUENCHING SOLIDIFICATION
In quenching crystallization begins by formation of small clusters of atoms at high
temperatures. Many of them form and dissolve back into the liquid; a few will survive. The
nuclei starts forming after sometime. The beginning time for the nuclei depends on the
cooling rate, slower the cooling rate the later the nucleus (nuclei) forms. From Figure 12
and Table. 2, the nucleation rates are obtained in the same way it was obtained for the
isothermal process. The time in Figure 13 is a small part of time among the whole time
steps. Most of the nucleation happens between this part, so it is chosen to study the
nucleation rate in quenching. It is shown in Table. 2 that the nucleation rate goes down
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from 1.12x1035 m-1s-1 at cooling rate of 5.83x 1012 Ks-1 to 8x1033 m-1s-1 at cooling rate
of 5.83x 1010 Ks-1.

Figure 13. The number of nuclei as a function of time for various quench rates. The
slope of these curves is the nucleation rate (see Table 2). The x axis shows the time
between the start and finish of nucleation.

Table 3. Nucleation rates for different cooling rates in the quench process calculated from
the fitted lines in Figure 12.
Cooling rate
(1011 Ks-1)
Nucleation rate ( I )
(1035 m-3s-1)

58.30

5.83

0.58

1.12

0.41

0.08

The isothermal simulations in the previous section showed that the nucleation rate
is temperature dependent. In quenching crystallization begins by formation of small
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clusters of atoms at high temperatures. In Section 3.5 (Figure 11) the nucleation regimes
for quenching show that the crystallization generally occurs between 586 K and 725 K. In
a slower cooling rate, the crystallization occurs at a higher temperature.
In Figure 14 we show that the nucleation rates in the quenching process and the
isothermal cases with high annealing temperatures are almost similar. At the highest
cooling rate of 5.83x 1012 Ks-1 the nucleation rate is 1.12x1035 m-3s-1 (Table 2) lies between
the nucleation rates isothermal cases at annealing temperatures of 650 K (1.12x1035 m-3s-1
) and 700 K (0.07x1035 m-3s-1 ). The rate of nucleation is calculated using the same
procedure used for isothermal process. Nucleation rate at cooling rate of 5.83x 10 10 Ks-1 is
very close to the nucleation of 725 K.

Figure 14. The log of nucleation rates for isothermal (600-725 K) and quenching cases
are plotted. The corresponding nucleation temperature range is shown for the quenching
simulations by horizontal bars.
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3.8 TIME-TEMPERATURE-TRANSFORMATION (TTT) CURVE
Utilizing the isothermal MD simulation data, the time required to crystallize at least
40% of fcc and hcp atoms from undercooled liquid Al is determined as a function of
temperature and plotted as a TTT curve in Figure 15. The TTT curve has the typical nose
shape for crystallization, which has been observed in various experiments for different
metallic materials and metallic glasses [73-75]. The TTT diagram was also replicated by
some MD simulations previously [76-78].
In Figure 14, the top horizontal line (dotted red line) presents the TTT diagram for
normal liquid Al. This is also the highest possible Tsc for Al. The bottom horizontal line
(dotted green line) is the normal solid or it can be also referred to the minimum possible
Tgg for Al. The circular points (with error bars) on the TTT diagram are the times taken to

crystallize at least 40% of fcc and hcp atoms at different temperatures. The vertical line on
the right side of the nose (dotted pink line) is the cooling with the highest quench rate of
5.83x 1012 Ks-1 applied in our study. This line remains on the right side of the nose that
suggests occurrence of crystal nucleation at 5.83x 1012 Ks-1. The tip of the nose is where
the nucleation rate is the highest as the fastest crystallization occurs. As mentioned before
in Section 3.6, the critical temperature for nucleation is determined to be around 475 K,
and the nose area in Figure 15 also belongs to a similar temperature range.
A higher quench rate of 1013 Ks-1 is also applied, which is shown by the vertical line
on the left side of the nose (dotted purple line) in Figure 15. The final structure obtained at
this quench rate is a glassy structure. This result is consistent with the prediction of other
TTT diagrams from MD simulations. In the work by Lu et al. [78], it was theoretically
shown that the quench rate for forming glass structures is generally above 10 12 Ks-1. Other
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MD simulation studies on bulk metallic glasses [79] also showed the critical cooling rate
for glass formation is 1011-1012 Ks-1. Bulk metallic glasses are generally multi metallic
compounds, so it is more difficult to promote homogeneous nucleation in bulk metallic
glasses than in single element metals. This happens due to different sizes of atoms and also
different thermal vibration at higher temperatures. Therefore, we suggest that the cooling
rate for formation of glassy structure from pure Al melt is 5x10 12 -1013Ks-1.

Figure 15. TTT diagram of Al determined by MD simulations. The top dotted red line is
the liquid line, and the bottom green dotted line is the solid line. The circular points (with
error bars) from isothermal MD simulations form the nose and are at the times needed to
crystallize 40% of fcc and hcp atoms at different temperatures. The pink dotted line on
the right of the nose is for cooling rate of 5.83x 10 12 Ks-1 and the purple dotted line in the
left is for the cooling rate of 1013Ks-1.
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3.9 COMPARISON WITH CLASSICAL NUCLEATION THEORY
CNT can provide some insights on the homogeneous nucleation process. CNT
suggests that there is a free (activation) energy barrier, W * , for formation of a solid nucleus
*
with a critical size of r . The nucleation typically happens when the probability of energy

fluctuation is sufficient to overcome the activation barrier. The probability of energy
fluctuation is given by the Arrhenius type equation and the rate of homogeneous nucleation
is [37, 80-82] ,

 W* 
I  I0 exp  

 k BT 

(1)

where T is the temperature, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and I0 is a coefficient that
depends on temperature and the interface free energy,  SL [82]. W * is defined by [83],

 16 3SL 
W*  
2 
 3 (GV ) 

(2)

GV is the difference between the free energies of liquid and solid crystal per unit volume.
If the change in molar heat capacities is constant, GV according to Hoffman is equal to

H m T T / Tm2  [84, 85], where T is the undercooling ( T  Tm  T ), and H m is
enthalpy of melting. By combining Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), the homogeneous nucleation rate
becomes:
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where, A is a constant that depends on the solid-liquid interface energy and enthalpy. Eq.
3 also suggests that homogeneous nucleation rate strongly depends on the undercooling or
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the annealing temperature. The nucleation rate is maximum at the critical temperature.
The critical temperature can be derived from Eq. 3 by setting its first derivative to zero.
This suggests that the critical temperature is Tcr 

3Tm
(~550 K). As it was mentioned
5

before, the calculated critical temperature from MD is ~

Tm
(475 K), which is a reasonable
2

estimation from MD simulations and close to the CNT and experimental values of critical
temperature of nucleation, which lies between 0.5-0.6 times of the melting temperature
[86, 87].
We can also find the critical radius from CNT, which is suggested to be:

r*  2

 SL
,
GV

(4)

We previously calculated  SL ,the specific free energy of the critical nucleus formation is
estimated to be the interface the solid-liquid interface free energy of 172.6 mJ-m-2 and

H m to be 11.50 kJmol-1 for Al [38]. The atomic volume in solidification is available from
isothermal simulation. By utilizing Eq. 2 and considering the normalized temperature for
annealing, Tnormalized

 T / Tm , GV is calculated for different annealing temperatures. So

according to CNT the calculated critical radius (size/diameter) lies between 1.25 (2.5) nm
and 2.0 (4.0) nm for different annealing temperatures.
The prediction of critical size from CNT is dependent on the annealing temperature
(Figure 15). In Section 3.2, we showed at that the critical size calculated by MD simulations
is between ~0.82 nm and 4 nm in the isothermal cases, and it is between ~1.8 to ~4.5 nm
for quenching cases. CNT predicts almost similar critical sizes to MD simulations from
650 K. As it can be noticed in Figure 16, MD simulation results are closer to CNT
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predictions at higher temperatures (700 K and 725 K) than at lower temperatures. Unlike
at large undercooling temperatures (e.g., solidification at 450 K) where multiple critical
nuclei form simultaneously, at lower undercooling temperatures (e.g., solidification at 700
K and 725 K) the critical nuclei form one after another (Figure 6). This is why each critical
nucleus can grow in size without any influence from neighboring nuclei. So the nuclei can
grow as much as predicted by CNT. Similarly, in MD simulations with slower quench rates
of at 5.83x1010 Ks-1 and 5.83x1011 Ks-1, the size of the critical nucleus matches well with
the CNT predictions because the nucleation starts at temperature higher than 725 K. In
Figure 6(c) and (d) this phenomenon can be clearly observed.

Figure 16. The critical nucleus size calculated by CNT at different temperatures is
compared with the results of the isothermal and quenching simulations.
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The difference between CNT and MD at lower annealing temperatures can be
explained by analyzing Eq. (4). To calculate the critical nucleation size at different
annealing (or undercooling) temperatures by Eq. (4),  SL at the melting point is used
similar to the most of the other works in the literature [88-90]. This means the numerator
of Eq. (4) is kept constant for calculating the critical size nucleus at different temperatures.
However  SL decreases by lowering the annealing temperature (or increasing the
undercooling) [91, 92]. Therefore the numerator of Eq. (4) should also decrease with
lowering the annealing temperature, making the critical size predicted from CNT to
become closer to the MD simulation data.
In Section 3.5 we divide the overall solidification process into three different parts.
In the unstable nucleation regime, T  Tsc , and the grain growth regime, below Tgg ,
nucleation does not happen and CNT is not applicable. CNT is only applicable in the supercritical stable nucleation regime between Tsc and Tgg . As shown in Figure 16, CNT is in
good agreement with MD simulations at higher temperatures, so CNT is mostly valid for
the temperature range right below the super critical temperature ( Tsc ).

3.10 DETERMINATION OF INDUCTION TIME
In Sections 3.6 and 3.7, nucleation rates are calculated for both isothermal and
quenching cases which show how frequently nucleation events occur in the superheated
melt of Al. For higher nucleation rates, a system can escape the metastable superheated
liquid state and form the crystalline phase. The ability of a system to sustain small thermal
fluctuations while in a metastable equilibrium state is characterized by the induction time,
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which is defined as the time elapsed between the establishment of supercooling and the
appearance of persistent, stable nuclei [19]. The theory of homogenous nucleation suggests
that the induction time is closely related to the nucleation rate, and the relationship depends
on whether the system escapes the metastable state [19, 93, 94]. Nucleation can be divided
into mono or polynuclear mechanisms [19]. When the system undergoes a phase
transformation under conditions allowing the formation of many statistically independent
nuclei it is called polynuclear mechanism, and for single nucleus it is called mononuclear
mechanism. The formulations for the induction time for mononuclear, polynuclear, and
combination of both mechanisms are given by Kashchiev et al. [94]. When the system
volume is small, similar to our cases, polynuclear formulation reduces to that of the
mononuclear case. The induction time for the mononuclear mechanism is given by,
* 

1
where V is the volume of the system and I is the nucleation rate. Through this
IV

relationship, the induction time * can be calculated from the previously obtained
nucleation rate. It is worth mentioning that the role of I is weaker in the polynuclear case
than in the mononuclear case [19]. As * refers to the time required for the system to escape
from the metastable to a stable crystalline state, we can also assume that it is the minimum
time required for the first crystalline nucleus to form.
*
Mullin [93] alternatively defined the induction time as   t r  t n  t g ; the

induction time is divided into three periods.

tr

is the relaxation time required for the system

to achieve a quasi-steady-state distribution of molecules in the system;

tn is the time

required for the formation of the first stable nucleus (critical sized); and t g is the time
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between formation of the first stable nucleus (or nuclei) and the second stable nucleus
(or nuclei) inside the melt, and after this time the cluster of crystalline atoms do not dissolve
back into the liquid phase.
The definition of induction time is valid for the quenching cases. But for
isothermal processes superheated melt is kept at an annealing temperature directly and the
nucleation occurs immediately. The time difference between first and second critical
nucleus is very small until 600 K. Only at higher annealing temperatures such as 700 K or
725 K, there is a detectable time between formation and growth of the first critical nucleus
and the formation of a secondary nucleus. This is evident by comparing the snapshots of
nuclei formation and growth during solidification for isothermal and quenching processes
in Figure 6(a) and (b). But as it was discussed before, in an isothermal process the whole
process of crystallization happens without any change in temperature. It is not possible to
generalize the induction time for isothermal processes, as we cannot get all the quantities
for the Mullin’s formulation for all the annealing temperatures. The isothermal process is
equivalent to CNT which also assumes constant temperature for nucleation. Overall it is
more meaningful to calculate the induction time for the quenching process.
During quenching solid atoms start gathering and attempt to form an initial nucleus
before it reaches the critical size. The number of atoms and the size of the initial nucleus
fluctuate for a few picoseconds before reaching the critical size. We refer to the time
between the initial attempt to form a nucleus (20-25 clustered solid atoms) at a site and the
formation of a critical size nucleus (1000-1500 clustered solid atoms, shown before in
Figure 3(b)) as the nucleus origin time ( to ). In Figure 15,
quench process at the cooling rate of 5.83x1011 Ks-1.

to and t g are shown for the
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We first determined to ,

tn and t g for different cooling rates by utilizing

snapshots of MD simulations (Figure 17). The induction times calculated by using Eq. (5)
and the Mullin’s definition [93] are presented in Table 3. The initial relaxation time for the
melt at 1,325 K (150 ps) is not included in the reported induction times. The problem with
calculating induction time from Mullin’s original formula is related to

tn . tn is dependent

on the superheat temperature and the nucleation rate. As it was shown previously in Section
3.3, the first nucleus (nuclei) occurs between 586 K and 725 K for Al for different cooling
rates, but

tn will be significantly different for different cooling rates. In this work, the

induction time is assumed to be the combination of

to and t g . These two quantities must

be minimum for the nucleation rate to be maximum and vice versa. The results show a
pattern of gradually increasing induction time with slower cooling rate.

Table 4. Induction time (ps) at different cooling rates.
Cooling Rate
(1011 Ks-1)

58.3

5.83

0.58

273.0

1,053.0

10,471.0

t o (MD)

5.0

12.0

15

tg

13.0

20.5

27.5

* (to  t g ) (Our Definition)

18.0

32.5

42.5

* (Eq. (5))

0.57

1.46

7.52

 (tn  t g ) (Mullin’s Definition)

286.0

1,073.5

10,498.5

tn

*

(MD)

(MD)
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to can be compared with the results of theory for * in Eq. (5). However the
theoretical values are much lower, because in theory, the induction time is based on the
fact that nucleation is stationary [94]. Stationary means the temperature is constant
throughout the solidification and a supersaturation is imposed on the system [94]. In a
realistic nucleation system such as in quenching of a superheated melt, none of these
conditions hold true.

3.11 GRAIN GROWTH
Grain growth is usually defined as an increase in the mean grain size in polycrystals
with an increase in annealing time. As discussed in Section 3.5, solid-state grain growth
occurs as soon as the simulation box is completely solid (the third regime), and this
phenomenon is interesting both from the experimental and theoretical points of view, as it
affects the mechanical properties of materials.

Figure 17. Formation of first and second critical sized nuclei is shown for quenching at
the cooling rate of 5.83x1011 Ks-1. The black circles show the process of first and second
nuclei formation. Few solid atoms made the first attempt to form a solid cluster at 1,041
ps. At 1,053 ps, the first critical sized nucleus of 3.9 nm diameter is observed. Stable first
nucleus and unstable second nucleus is shown at 1,065 ps.
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To study solid-state grain growth, the simulation box is quenched from 1,325 K
to 450 K, and then the resulting nanostructure is annealed at temperatures between 300 K
and 725 K for 3,000 ps. The average grain size before starting the annealing process was
~5 nm.
Insignificant grain growth is observed for annealing temperatures lower than 450
K, (such as at 400 K and lower in Figure 18(a)). At higher annealing temperatures, the
grain boundary motion results in formation of larger grains (Figure 18(b) and Figure 18(c)).
The effect of temperature on grain growth is related to the mobility of atoms. This is also
very relevant to experimental observations where more grain growth is generally detected
at higher annealing temperatures [95-98].

Figure 18. Snapshots of a 20 nm by 20 nm cross section from the simulation box. The
simulation box was quenched from 1,325 K to 450 K, and then the resulting
nanostructure was annealed at (a) 400 K, (b) 450 K and (c) 500 K. The black circles in
(b) and (c) show the area where the grain growth happens and fcc atoms replaced
amorphous solid atoms.
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The average grain size versus simulation time is shown for different temperatures
in Figure 19. The grain growth starts immediately for annealing temperatures higher than
600 K. For annealing temperatures below 450 K, the grain size remains below 10 nm at the
end of 3,000 ps of annealing, whereas at 600 K the grains become as large as 15-20 nm. At
600 K and higher annealing temperatures no separate grains remain at the end of 3,000 ps
of annealing, and the simulation box turned into a large single crystal, with a few stacking
faults.

Figure 19. Average grain size versus simulation time at different annealing temperatures.
Each data point is the average of five different simulations at the specific annealing
temperature. The dashed lines show the result of the fit using Eq. (6) with parameters
given in Table 4.

The temperature dependent grain growth can also be explained using a grain
growth exponent ( n ). Grain growth can be described by a power law [99-101],
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 D D0 

1/ n

 1  Kt

(5)

where D0 is the initial average grain size before annealing (at t=0 ), D is the average
grain size after a period of annealing, t is the time, and K is the overall rate constant.

n

is the grain growth exponent which depends on various factors such as grain boundary area,
surface area, grain volume, and number of grains. The parameters are determined by fitting
Eq. 6 to the simulation data (see Figure 19) and the results for

n and K are presented in

Table 4.
From Table 4, the grain growth exponent remains less than the ideal value (0.5 for
parabolic growth). At 600 K the growth is almost parabolic until ~1,000 ps. After 1,000 ps
the simulation box becomes a single crystal and the model does not apply. For lower
annealing temperatures, the smaller values of

n signify slower grain growth.

Table 5. The grain growth parameters n and K (ps-1) in Eq. (6) for Al at various
annealing temperatures.
Temperature (K)
Exponent

400 K

450 K

500 K

600 K

n

0.15

0.27

0.36

0.47

K

1.77x10-3

2.11 x10-3

3.1 x10-3

3.18 x10-2
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Homogenous nucleation from Al melt was investigated by million-atom MEAMMD simulations. The main challenge of experimental studies of homogenous nucleation
from pure Al is to observe the formation and growth of nuclei inside the melt during the
solidification period, and the current work has enabled overcoming this challenge. We used
both visual analysis such as direct observation of nuclei, and quantitative analysis of the
data such as nucleation rate, induction time, fcc/hcp volume fraction, etc., to study the
homogeneous nucleation process. Our MD simulations of homogenous nucleation utilizing
a 3D simulation box with maximum of 5 million time steps allowed investigating the
isothermal solidification process for 0.5 nanosecond and the quenching solidification
process up to 15 nanoseconds.
Inspections by CNA showed that each nucleus had mainly fcc atoms with some hcp
atoms. As the solidification process progressed, the hcp crystalline atoms aligned
themselves to form stacking faults.
The average size of critical nuclei was determined to be between ~0.82 nm and ~4
nm in the isothermal processes, and between 1.8 nm and 4.5 nm in the quench processes.
The size of critical nuclei follows the predictions of CNT. In the isothermal processes with
annealing temperatures between 300 K to 475 K the critical nucleus size doesn’t change
significantly. But after that till 725 K the critical size increases with increasing annealing
temperature. A relatively large number of nuclei formed (>50 nuclei in 25 nm3). Below
350 K, the nucleation phenomenon was suppressed by fast solidification due to a very high
driving force of solidification, and in cooperation with a low mobility of atoms resulted in
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formation of more amorphous solid atoms and lowering the number of crystalline nuclei
(<40 nuclei in 25 nm3). Above 700 K, the number of critical nuclei was reduced (<10 nuclei
in 25 nm3); at these high temperatures since there is not nucleation and growth of
considerable number of crystalline nuclei or amorphous solid atoms, the few crystalline
nuclei can growth to a much larger size before the simulation box is completely solid.
Utilizing the potential energy and percent crystalline atoms versus temperature
data for quenching simulations (Figure 10(c) and Figure 10(d)), the solidification process
can be divided into three temperature based thermodynamics regimes, where the specific
temperatures ( Tsc and Tgg ) depend upon the quench rate: Sub-critical unstable nucleation
regime above Tsc ,Super-critical Stable nucleation regime between Tsc and Tgg , and Solidstate grain growth regime below Tgg . These regions were not clearly seen for isothermal
cases with low annealing temperatures. Only at high temperature annealing of 650 K, 700
K and 725 K, could these three distinct regions be observed. The change in instantaneous
temperature during nucleation (i.e. solidification) indicated that quenching is more realistic
simulation procedure to study a nucleation process. As cooling rate decreases, the Tsc
moves towards the melting point.
We also determined the percentage of different type atoms for both isothermal and
quenching cases. In the isothermal cases with higher annealing temperatures such as 700
K and 725 K, the percentage of fcc atoms (~60-65 %) was higher compared with that of
the cases with lower annealing temperatures (~50-55 %). At very low annealing
temperatures such as 300K and 350 K, the percentage of fcc atoms was very low (< 45%).
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In the quenching cases, by decreasing the cooling rate from 5.83x 1012 Ks-1 to 5.83x 1010
Ks, the percentage of fcc atoms increased from ~20% to ~80%.
To determine the critical temperature for homogenous nucleation in the isothermal
cases, the nucleation rate was calculated by plotting the number of nuclei versus time. The
critical temperature of Al was determined to be ~475 K, with a maximum nucleation rate
of 5.74 1035 m-3s-1. The nucleation rate in quenching simulations was determined to be one
to two orders of magnitude lower than that in isothermal cases with annealing temperatures
lower than 600 K. This was attributed to the fact that in the quenching cases the nucleation
occurred only between ~747 K to ~586 K, however in the isothermal cases with low
annealing temperatures the nucleation and solidification occurred almost instantly. The
nucleation rates for the isothermal cases with annealing temperatures of 700 K and 725 K
are almost the same as those for quenching cases. Since nucleation during quenching
occurs at much higher temperature than the critical temperature, it is not clear that the
critical temperature and maximum nucleation rate has any significance for the actual
nucleation process.
The critical nucleus size and the critical temperature for nucleation determined by
MD simulations were compared to the CNT predictions. The critical temperature for
nucleation obtained from CNT was close to the results obtained by MD simulations for the
isothermal cases. The calculated critical size of nucleus using CNT increases with
increasing annealing temperature, and is very close to the values obtained from MD
simulations above 650 K. But, CNT estimates the critical size to be higher than MD
simulations for lower annealing temperatures. One reason is that there are simultaneous
critical nuclei forming in the system at lower annealing temperatures. But at higher
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temperatures the critical nuclei form one after another, and the increase in size of a
critical nucleus is not significantly influenced by other nuclei in the system. This is why
each nucleus can grow much more independently at higher temperatures and can become
closer to CNT predictions. The second reason is that, we have assumed  SL is independent
of temperature. Since the solid-liquid interface energy is expected to decrease with
decreasing temperature, using a temperature dependent  SL will result in an additional
decrease in the critical size of the nucleus at lower temperatures, confirming the MD
simulation results.
The induction time, which is closely related to the nucleation rate, was also
calculated by MD simulation results. In theory (Eq. (5)), the induction time is inversely
related to the nucleation rate and gives the time for formation of the first critical nucleus;
however since it assumes a constant temperature and superheated melt throughout the
solidification, it does not reasonably mimic the realistic experimental conditions. We
compared the theoretical value of induction time to our defined nucleus origin time ( t o ),
both showing it increased by decreasing the cooling rate. We defined the actual induction
time to be the time from the initial stages (3-5 clustered crystalline atoms) of formation of
the first critical nucleus (nuclei) until the formation of the second critical nucleus (nuclei)
( to  t g ).
Significant grain growth occurred in a temperature region above 500 K and below
650 K. At lower annealing temperatures, low mobility of atoms results in a very low grain
growth rate. Grain growth exponent (n) increased by increasing the annealing temperature,
and it reached the ideal value of 0.5 at 600 K.
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ABSTRACT

Formation of solidification defects and their evolution in uniaxial tensile
deformation of solidified polycrystalline aluminum (Al) were investigated by molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. First, solidification process was simulated both isothermally
and with different quench rates. At the initial stages of nucleation, coherent twin boundaries
and/or fivefold twins formed depending on the quench rate or the undercooling
temperature. The solidified polycrystalline Al consisted of randomly distributed grains,
twin boundaries, and vacancies. Evolution of nanostructures and defects in uniaxial tensile
deformation of solidified Al under different temperatures and strain rates were studied.
Void formation at grain boundaries and detwinning of preexisting solidification twins and
deformation twins were observed during the uniaxial deformation. It was also found that
the temperature of deformation has a stronger effect than the applied strain rate on the
strength of solidified samples. For solidified cases with grain sizes lower than 10 nm, the
yield strength and Young’s modulus increased with increasing grain size, indicating an
inverse Hall-Petch relationship. Similar to experimental data, MD simulations showed a
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higher yield strength for single crystal Al and a large plastic deformation for
polycrystalline Al.

1. INTRODUCTION

Solidification plays a significant role in various manufacturing processes such as
casting and additive manufacturing. The nano- and micro-structures that form during
solidification determine the mechanical response and deformation behavior of solidified
materials, which can be distinctly different from those of the single crystal counterparts.
Study the process-mediated defects at the nanoscale and their effect on deformation and
mechanical response of materials is very important for their reliable use in practical
applications.
Crystal defects such as dislocations (one dimensional line defects) and twins (two
dimensional planar defects) form in metallic materials during the solidification process.
These defects play critical roles in facilitating plastic deformation and ultimately control
various mechanical behaviors of most polycrystalline metals and alloys [1-3]. Formation
of twin phases in metallic alloys by means of deformation has been reported quite
frequently in the literature [4-8]. Formation of twins in solidified [9-11] and annealed [1214] metals are also reported. The final grain structure after solidification is modified by
multiple twins and they can affect the distribution of crystallographic orientations of grains
in the ingot [15]. It is essential to know the evolution of twin structures as the solidification
progresses. However, the initial stages of formation of twins during solidification have
never been investigated in depth. Tracing the origin of the twin formation in a
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manufacturing process is extremely difficult because the real-time monitoring of
nucleation and solidification process in metals and alloys at atomic scale is almost
impossible experimentally [16-19].
Controlling factors such as strain rate (SR) and temperature during plastic
deformation have critical effects on the deformation mechanisms (stacking faults,
twinning, voids, dislocations, and grain boundaries). These factors also affect the
mechanical properties of metallic systems. Usually dislocations govern the plastic
deformation [20-22], but as grain size decreases the dislocation activity is suppressed by
the grain boundaries (GBs) and twinning. When a critical average grain size is achieved,
which was reported previously to be ~10 nm for Al [4, 23]), GB related phenomena and
twinning become the primary deformation mechanisms.
In the particular case of aluminum (Al), first efforts to study solidification twins
were done more than half a century ago [24, 25]. The study by Fredriksson and Hillert on
Al showed how all the twin tips grow in the same (112) growth direction, and this gives
the tip a favorable shape. By producing sharp edges, feathery crystal growth is observed
during continuous casting. This proposed twining process during solidification of Al has
never been explained in depth. The study by Fredriksson and Hillert found a particularly
interesting case to correlate twinning and feathery growth of Al, and they reported twin
boundary motions in both (112) and (110) directions. Few other experimental studies
reported both solidification and deformation twins in single crystal of Al [4, 12, 26]. Also,
a previous study reported fivefold twining of Al during nanoindentation based on a
quasicontinuum method [27]. Most studies related to twinning in Al are based on
deformation induced twins, but studying twinning during solidification is also important in
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order to understand the origin and evolution of twins. However, five-fold twins are
studied using MD simulations for some other metals such as Cu [28, 29] and Fe [30].
Materials with a high SFE have difficulty undergoing twinning by deformation. Al
for example with a high SFE of 104-142 mJ m-2 has difficulty twinning [4, 31-34]. This is
due to the much higher shear stress needed for nucleation of the twinning partial
dislocations than the trailing partial dislocations , and also because of the large amount of
slip systems in the fcc structure, which make the slip a dominant deformation mechanism
[26, 35]. However, it has been shown that twinning in nanocrystalline Al is quite possible
[32, 35, 36]. Plastically deformed Al with a thickness between 200 nm and 400 nm and an
average grain size between 10 nm and 35nm [4] shows deformation twins, dislocations
and stacking faults. The interplay between twinning, stacking faults and dislocations was
also revealed extensively in nanocrystalline Al by MD simulations of tensile testing with a
load of 2.5 GPa and at 300 K [35]. Nanocrystalline twinning can be explained by a
dislocation based model. Glides of Shockley partial dislocations, twinning dislocations
with a Burges vector = ao<112>/6 (ao is the lattice constant), on consecutive planes create
multilayered intrinsic stacking faults which produces a twin [37]. Even though twinning in
bulk Al is less common, twinning in nanocrystalline Al is frequently reported in the
literature. Twinning is generally a permanent deformation, but under high SRs detwinning
has been observed in Al [32, 38]. Detwinning is usually a two-step process. First, the twin
boundaries come closer together causing the twin to get thinner, and then the twin
boundaries will get shorter and eventually disappear [38].
In the literature, there are several deformation studies done on polycrystalline
metals by MD simulations. But in these studies, the polycrystalline metals were created
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artificially by building the structure using Voronoi tessellation methods [39-42] or
introducing multiple nanotwins [3, 8]. The artificially created grain boundaries can only
observe twins/dislocations when the deformation process starts. In reality, the solidified
metals are supposed to have randomly distributed defects and solidification twins. The
other disadvantages of artificially created grains are that the initial twinning and
dislocations do not have any interactions with other defects other than the GBs.
In this work, we study twins that formed during solidification of Al melt and the
deformation twins caused by deformation of nanocrystalline Al. The twinning defects are
captured during crystal nucleation at the early stages of solidification and twinning growth
directions are identified as the solidification proceeds. Due to formation of defects and GBs
during the solidification, spontaneous formation of polycrystalline Al is achieved. The
solidified polycrystalline Al is deformed by a uniaxial tensile load. The effect of
solidification quenching rate, tensile testing temperature, and SR are investigated. Also,
the evolution of defects (twinning, detwinning, and voids) are studied under different
tensile loading conditions.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

2.1 INTERATOMIC POTENTIAL
Second nearest neighbor modified embedded atom method (2NN-MEAM)
potential is one of the most advanced and efficient semi-empirical interatomic potentials
for predicting both low temperature properties (e.g., elastic properties, stable-unstable
stacking fault energy, vacancy formation energy, and surface energy) and high temperature
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properties (e.g., thermal expansion coefficient, solid-liquid interface free energy, and
melting point) of metals very accurately [34, 43-45]. The 2NN-MEAM was initially
developed by Lee and Baskes [43], and recently we evaluated its performance in
calculating high temperature and solid-liquid coexistence properties of Al [34, 46],
showing good agreement with the experimental data. We used the OVITO to investigate
nucleation, solidification and deformation processes [47]. The local crystalline
environment of the crystalline atoms were studied by using common neighbor analysis
(CNA) in OVITO [48]. The CNA algorithm identifies the closet neighbor and calculate
number of neighbor atoms, then group them as fcc, bcc, hcp or other crystal structures [48].

2.2 SIMULATION DETAILS
MD simulations of solidification and uniaxial deformation of solidified pure Al
were completed using simulation boxes consisting of ~1 M atoms (25×25×25 nm3 or
64×64×64 unit cells). We utilized periodic boundary conditions for solidification
simulations and free boundary conditions for deformation simulations in all three
directions. The time step of simulations was 0.003 ps. Nose-Hoover thermostat governed
the temperature and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat to maintain the pressure [49]. We
utilized the LAMMPS code [50] (Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel
Simulator) for our MD simulations. The melt and a polycrystalline solidified structure are
shown in Figure 1. The melt (Figure 1(a)) is equilibrated for 100 ps to create a homogenous
liquid. As shown in Figure 1(b), the solidified Al is having GBs and twin boundaries (TBs),
which can be easily determined by visual investigation.
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Figure 1. Simulation box at (a) initial melt with temperature of 1,325 K, and (b) after the
solidification with the quench rate of 2.5x1011 Ks-1 to 300 K. Green atoms are fcc, and red
atoms are hcp, (c) Stress-strain curves for tensile deformation in x, y and z direction at
the strain-rate of 109 s-1. Temperatures show the tensile testing temperature. Amorphous
solid and liquid atoms are presented by grey color.

Solidified polycrystalline samples were prepared by both isothermal condition and
quenching. The isothermal samples were prepared by keeping the Al melt at a constant
undercooling temperature such as 300, 400 and 500 K for 3ns (3,000 ps). Average grain
size increases with increasing the undercooling temperature. The results on the effect of
undercooling temperature on the average grain size was provided in our previous work
[46], showing that the average grain size increases with increasing the undercooling
temperature. In a later part of our article, the grain-size dependent mechanical properties
of Al are studied. In the same way, Al melt is quenched from a high temperature such as,
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1,325 K to 300 K at constant cooling rates of 1011, 2.5×1011 and 5×1011 Ks-1. Six
polycrystalline samples are created, three for isothermal and three for quenching cases. All
the polycrystalline Al models are deformed at three different deformation temperatures
(300, 400 and 500 K) and three SRs (108, 109 and 1010 s-1), as shown in Table 2. For the
purpose of comparison, we also deform a single crystal Al at the same SRs and
temperatures (9 cases). To calculate the statistical error from all the simulations, each
uniaxial tensile simulation is replicated in (100), (010) and (001) directions. So, overall
195 simulations (6 solidification cases, and 63 deformation cases each at 3 directions) were
performed to analyze the deformation behavior and mechanical properties of solidified
polycrystalline Al.

Table 1. The quench rate and isothermal temperature of solidification cases. The SR and
temperature of deformation cases (54 deformation cases); a single crystal Al is also
deformed at the same SRs and temperatures (9 cases). Each uniaxial tensile deformation
simulation is replicated in (100), (010) and (001) directions.
Quench rate of solidification
Isothermal solidification at
SR (s-1)
Deformation temperature

1011 Ks-1, 2.5×1011 Ks-1, and 5×1011 Ks-1
300 K, 400 K, and 500 K
108, 109, and 1010
300 K, 400 K, and 500 K

The polycrystalline samples are prepared by spontaneous solidification. The
location, size, and orientation of grains or twins are not controlled in this method. Due to
the arbitrary locations of the GBs and TBs, each of the polycrystalline samples are
deformed separately in three orthogonal directions to get the statistical scatter. Figure 1(c)
shows a sample that is created by isothermal solidification at 400 K, and then deformed at
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300 K and 500 K with a SR of 109 s-1. For each tensile testing temperature, Figure 1(c)
shows slight differences in the elastic region, but more visible differences in the plastic
region based on different directions. The difference in stress-strain curves indicates that the
evolution of the pre-existing GBs and TBs are different and dependent on the applied load
direction. Therefore, the statistical error from direction-dependence is considered in
analyzing the mechanical properties of polycrystalline Al.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 FORMATION OF COHERENT AND FIVE-FOLD TWINS
The magnified crystalline nucleus in Figure 2(a-b) displays atoms with different
crystal structures, calculated by CNA [48]. In Figure 2 (a-b), the distance between two
nearest-neighbor atoms in Al matrix is ~ 2.86 Å, and this is consistent with the lattice
constant of 4.05 Å for Al. There is a small amount of thermal fluctuation of energy during
the solidification of Al melt. The fcc to hcp energy difference is only 0.03 eV whereas the
fcc to bcc energy difference is 0.12 eV [34]. During solidification while thermal
fluctuations happen, hcp stacking faults form in the Al system, and no bcc phase forms.
Depending on the cooling rate, different types of twins form within the critical nuclei. In
the quenching process when the crystallization occurs by homogenous nucleation, two
types of twinning are observed. Fivefold twins form for the relatively higher quench rate
of 2.5x1011 Ks-1 (Figure 2a), and coherent twin boundaries (CTBs) form for the quench
rare of 1011 Ks-1 (Figure 2b). The isothermally solidified Al also shows fivefold twins for
all the examined solidification temperatures. It takes about 60 ps from the formation of
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initial staking faults to formation of fivefold twins. Unlike the multifold twins by
deformation, the solidification twins are not assisted by sequential emission of Shockley
partial dislocations. CTBs and multifold twins both form spontaneously in the fcc crystal
nuclei during solidification. The twins grow further in the same direction of growth of the
fcc crystalline solid.

Figure 2. Formation of (a) five-fold twins and (b) CTBs during solidification at the
nuclei; the cooling rate is 2.5×1011 Ks-1 and 1011 Ks-1. Green atoms indicate fcc, and red
atoms are hcp. Amorphous solid liquid atoms are removed to only show the nuclei.

The instability in the solidification process caused by thermal fluctuations at solidliquid interfaces is the only reason that creates the twins. In general, Al has a relatively
high SFE which makes it difficult for twins to form in pure Al. But, this high theoretical
SFE happens at 0 K. It is a well-known that SFE gradually decreases as the temperature
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increases [51, 52]. Recent studies by Bhogra et al. [53] showed that the SFE of Al
reduces drastically by increasing the temperature. At higher temperatures, the SFE of Al is
almost equivalent to that of Nickel (Ni) [54], and formation of fivefold twins was observed
during electrodeposition of Ni thin films [55]. During solidification, crystal nucleation
occurs at very high temperatures where SFE is significantly lower that its value at 0 K, thus
formation of twins is probable.
In general the multifold twinning happens in different scenarios such as layer-bylayer growth during nucleation, successive growth twinning, or deformation twinning [55].
Twining during growth is observed in semiconductor growth process, but it is extremely
difficult to experimentally observe the same for metals due to the much higher temperatures
during solidification. The formation steps and direction of five-fold twins and the CTBs
are presented in Fig 4(a-f). To study the formation of five-fold structure in the nucleus, we
present only a sliced portion of the simulation box between 15-100 ps in Figure 3. In the
initial stages of nucleation, a solid cluster consisting of nearly 50 fcc and hcp atoms was
formed at ~15 ps inside the undercooled Al met, which can be regarded as the seed for both
the nucleus and the twin. Then the initial TB1 seed (hcp atoms) elongates and forms a
complete TB1 while the nucleus becomes critical simultaneously. Between 30 and 45 ps,
as the nucleus grows in size and TB2 began to form. Subsequently at ~45 ps, a lamellar
twined structure with two hcp planes apart by 73  formed at the bottom right of the
particle. The initial stage of formation of TB3 is noticeable by the extension of upper hcp
plane to connect at the junction of TB1 and TB2, forming a three-fold twin. The TB4 and
TB5 subsequently appears after ~60 ps, whereas TB1, TB2 and TB3 were still growing. At
the three-point twin junction, the hcp atoms start forming two other TBs, namely TB4 and
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TB5. As the solidification proceeds, these twins are arranged into a closed fivemembered circle at the twinning axis. Finally, the entire five-fold twins were formed at
~75 ps, when the TB4 and TB5 are fully stretched out.
The five-fold twins should be producing 360  while distributed in a circle, but the
average twin angle remains in a range of 70 to 73  . The twins also has a thickness, which
leave a gap while closing 360  (Figure 3(f)), and that later result in elastic strain during
deformation. The result shows consistency with the literature values of other fcc metals
[55-57]. Fivefold twin structure formations by successive twinning growth on alternate
cozonal twin planes also has been previously observed in the solid phase crystallization of
metal [52].

Figure 3. The sequence of formation of (a-f) five-fold twins at the nuclei at 500 K
isothermal temperature. The steps of twin formation is shown for (a) 15 ps, (b) 30 ps, (c)
45 ps, (d) 60 ps, (e) 75 ps and (f) 100 ps. The angle between the twins are measured
which remains between 70  and 73  .
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During the nucleation and growth of the noncrystallographic packing of atoms
to a crystalline fcc Al, small size ordered subunits of hcp atoms form as a twin to
compensate the angular misfit between different fcc growth planes.
Along with the fivefold twins, several CTBs are also identified during both
isothermal and quenching solidification (see Figure 4 for example). Some initial CTBs
occur within the fcc nuclei during solidification, Figure 4(b). In the annealing stage, more
twins form on the GBs, see Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) for example. Some TBs connect
with each other at the GBs, see Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(d) for example. As the grain size
increases with annealing, the smaller grains combine with the larger ones and some GBs
vanish, and during this process some hcp TBs form within the fcc Al grains.

Figure 4. The formation steps of coherent TBs at (a) 15 ps, (b) 50 ps, (c) 100 ps, (d) 250
ps at 400 K. The circles show the hcp TB formation and merger at a GB.
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3.2 TWINNING AND DETWINNING DURING TENSILE LOADING
Several phenomena simultaneously happen during the tensile loading of
polycrystalline Al. New deformation twins form and some of the preexisting solidification
twins detwin. Then some of the deformation twins also detwin while the simulation box is
stretched in a uniaxial direction. Along with the formation of usual CTBs, we also observed
formation of several fivefold twins during the deformation. Snapshots of formation of a
fivefold twin during deformation at 300 K and SR of 108 s-1 are revealed in Figure 5; the
initial nanostructures for this deformation simulation was for the solidification case with
the quench rate of 2.5×1011 Ks-1. The angles between the TBs of the fivefold twin remain
between 70 and 730, which is similar to those of the fivefold twins in solidification cases.
No fivefold twins were detected in planes perpendicular to the loading direction. Formation
of Fivefold twins has been observed for several nanocrystalline materials during
experimental deformation [58-60]. The arrow in Figure 5(a) shows one of the preexisting
solidification TB (TB1). This pretexting twin can be referred to as a microtwin, as it grows
in length when the uniaxial tension applied. Below the TB1 several other twins are present
but during the deformation some of them detwin by the GB movement; however, in this
case one of them forms the TB2 (shown in Figure 5(b)). The emission of partial dislocations
from GBs in different grains results in formation of other twins of the fivefold twin. By
simply applying uniaxial tension in a perfect single crystal Al, multifold twins cannot be
created, however by introducing pretwins in grain regions, multifold/fivefold deformation
twins can form in grains of a nanocrystalline system which undergoes a uniaxial tension
[61].
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In Figure 5 formation of several coherent and incoherent TBs can be seem as
well. A pair of CTBs are shown in Figure 5 with a dotted circle. The thickness (distance
between two twin planes) of the TB reduces from ~2.23 nm at 0.15 strain to 1.35 nm at
0.25 strain. As shown in the dotted circle some gray atoms at the front end of the TB. These
atoms can be referred to as partial dislocations [62, 63]. As shown in Figure 5(c) and Figure
5(d), a partial dislocation glides in the opposite direction of TB growth. Consequently,
detwinning happens with a combination of both reduction in twin thickness and the layerby-layer TB removal by the opposite glide of partial dislocations having a Burgers vector
identical to that of the twinning partial dislocations.

Figure 5. Fivefold twin formation during tensile deformation (in x direction) of
polycrystalline Al created from a quench rate of 2.5×1011 Ks-1 at SR of 108 s-1. The
normal black circle shows the fivefold twin formation and the dotted circle shows the
formation of CTB.
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The solidification TBs detwin by GB movements and dissolution into to the fcc
matrix, Figure 6(a)-(d). Once TBs are present from the solidification process, the
subsequent tensile deformation favors detwinning of the TBs over activating dislocation
slip. Since the TBs are already present from the solidification defects, it is not required to
generate new partial dislocations, and the trailing partial dislocations can dismantle the
stacking fault on the TBs. In this particular case, which was solidified at 400 K and then
deformed at 300K with SR of 109 Ks-1 (Figure 6), the initial GB transformed to one CTB,
then as the simulation box stretched up to total strain of strain ~0.45 (Figure 6(d)), the TB
dissolved back into the primary fcc Al matrix.
The deformation temperature influences the detwinning process. When the TBs
dissolve into the fcc Al matrix, the detwinning process mostly happens due to the stretching
of the TBs in the direction of applied uniaxial tension, and SR controls this process. But
when the detwinning happens due to GB movement, the detwinning process is mostly
influenced by the deformation temperature; as the temperature of deformation increases
from 300 K to 500 K, the detwinning happens more frequently. Multiple twins at the GB
are absorbed by both the GB and the fcc Al matrix. This detwinning phenomena is observed
for all the different samples prepared by isothermal annealing or quenching. The
detwinning process during deformation identified by MD simulations is similar to the
results obtained from previous experimental works on various fcc metals such as Al , Cu ,
Ni [64], etc. So MD simulations of polycrystalline metals can replicate the detwinning
observed in experiments such as thinning of the twins and shortening, and GB movement
during deformation [38].
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Figure 6. A solidification twin detwin as tensile deformation in x direction proceeds. (a)
The initial condition (t=0) is the nanostructure of an isothermally solidified sample at 400
K, and (b-d) the SR of 109 Ks-1 is applied at 300 K. (e) A typical Stress-strain plot of
polycrystalline Al produced by 400 K isothermal annealing, deformed at SR of 10 9 s-1
and 300 K. The inset images show twinning-detwinning during plastic deformation. The
microstructures are removed for clarity.

Typical detwinning of deformation twins is observed while the sample is plastically
deformed, which is similar to the observations in experimental work [38]. The stages of
detwinning of deformation twins is similar to those of the solidification TBs. It should be
noted that during the deformation only smaller sized TBs detwin. The small sized twins at
high SRs do not entangle with other defects (such as dislocations and GBs) in the Al matrix.
The length of TBs do not increase significantly during deformation due to the high SFE of
Al [65] at low temperatures.
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Some of the fivefold twins also detwin as the tensile deformation continues. The
driving force behind the detwinning comes from the excess energy variation of the system
during the tensile deformation. But for the detwinning of fivefold twins, grain sizes also
play a significant role. In Figure 7(a), the double fivefold twins are developed inside a
much larger grain during isothermal solidification of Al melt at 500 K. While tensile strain
is applied in [100] direction, the grain is stretched. During the grain elongation, the GBs
shrink the size of the fivefold twins. For nanocrystalline metals with average grain sizes
between 10 and 100 nm, it is recognized that the competition between dislocation- and GBmediated deformation mechanisms govern the deformation mechanism. Previous works by
MD simulations suggested that GBs in nanocrystalline metals act as both source and sink
for crystal defects such as dislocation, vacancy, and twins [66, 67]. The snapshots in Figure
7 show how GBs absorb the twins as the polycrystalline Al becomes plastic (See the stressstrain plot of a typical polycrystalline sample in Figure 6(e)).

Figure 7. At 500 K with a SR of 109 s-1 in the single crystal Al a twin formed and then
detwinned in the direction. The sample is quenched at 10 11 Ks-1.
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3.3 VOID FORMATION
The void formation process and the associated strain levels during the tensile
deformation are shown in Figure 8. The solid circle in Fig 8 shows the formation of a void
at a GB with increasing strain. The increase of void volume in a stretched area starts during
the plastic flow of polycrystalline Al. The void under tensile load generally happens due to
local shear stress by the GB movement. Comparing Figure 8(a) and (b), we see several full
and partial dislocation emission at a strain of 0.16. The emission of dislocation loops from
the GBs leads to void nucleation. Upon increased loading and strain, voids grow while
other dislocations are consumed by increasing void and GB volumes. In general, ductile
metals normally fail in monotonic loading through nucleation, growth and coalescence of
voids. The evidence of ductile fracture behavior via void formation/growth at GBs has also
been observed on facture surfaces by scanning electron microcopy in monocrystalline Al
under uniaxial tension [68, 69].

Figure 8. Atomistic illustration of the onset of void under the tensile stress. The solid
black circle shows formation of void at the grain boundary. The sample is solidified at
500 K, and the deformation is done at 109 s-1 at 300 K.
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3.4 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLIDIFIED POLYCRYSTALS
In this sub-section, we investigate the mechanical behavior of the polycrystalline
Al created by solidification at different isothermal temperatures and quench rates. Utilizing
uniaxial tension of polycrystalline Al samples having different solidified structures, the
stress-strain plots are obtained. From these curves, the mechanical properties such as yield
strength, Young’s modulus, and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) are derived. The yield
strength is found from the linear regression of the stress data with 0.2% offset on strain.
The intersecting point of the linear fit from the regression and the actual stress-strain curve
is the yield strength. No permanent deformation happens in the elastic (linear) part of the
curve. The highest point in the stress-strain curve is the UTS. The inverse Hall-Petch
relationship is discussed in this context of increasing yield strength with increasing grain
size for solidification at higher solidification temperatures or slower quench rates (Figure
10).
Young’s modulus of the solidified polycrystalline samples is compared with that of
the single crystall Al in Figure 9(a)-(d). The expected decline of Young’s modulus is
observed with increasing the deformation temperature when the SR is kept constant
(between 108 to 1010 s-1). A higher SR and/or a lower deformation temperature produced a
stronger sample in all the cases; for example, compare cases in Figure 9(a) with SR of 1010
s-1 to those in Figure 9(a) with SR of 108 s-1. In tension at 300 K and the SR of 1010 s-1, the
single crystal has a Young’s modulus of ~60-65 GPa which is comparable to the previous
experimental and computational results [70-72]. Under the same tensile loading conditions,
the polycrystalline samples prepared by isothermal solidification at 500 K could reach a
maximum Young’s modulus of 58 GPa (Figure 9 (a)). Overall the Young’s modulus
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remains between 46-65 GPa; these values are similar to those achieved by experiments
performed on nanocrystalline Al by Haque et al. [73]. Table 2 shows a comparison of the
Young’s modulus determined by our MDs simulations to those for single crystal and
nanocrystalline experiments. The margin of error is less than 5% for Young’s modulus of
a single crystal Al determined by indentation test [70, 74].

Table 2. Young’s modulus values at 300K for single crystal and nanocrystalline Al
determined by MD calculations or experiments. The average grain size of polycrystalline
cases is given in the parenthesis.
Young’s Modulus (GPa)
Al Bulk
Current MD work

Previous Results (Methods)

Single Crystal

58-64

67.2-69.5 (Expt.) [70], 64
(MD) [72], 62.3 ± 3.1 (Expt.)
[74]

Nanocrystalline

40-65 (Average grain size:
5-11nm)

67 (MD, Grain size 11.1nm)
[72], 60.2 (Expt., Average
grain size: 11.1nm) [73]

The UTS for single and polycrystals are shown in Figure 9(e) and (f). The UTS for
single crystal is much higher than the polycrystalline Al. The UTS of single crystal remains
between 5.5 GPa and 7.5 GPa (Figure 9(e-f)), and when the deformation temperature
increases by 200 K a decrease of strength by almost 24% is observed. However, this change
in UTS in polycrystalline samples solidified isothermally or by quenching is only less than
10%; for example in Figure 9(e) for the isothermal solidification at 500 K, the strength
goes down from 3.5 GPa to 3.25 GPa from deformation temperature of 300K to 500 K. A
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detailed discussion of mechanical properties of nanocrystalline metals by Meyers et al.
[31] shows the extremely high strength of 3.5-4 GPa for nanocrystalline Al with an average
grain size between 5 nm and 10 nm. The high strength results from our MD simulations
are comparable to the reported experimental data for nanocrystalline Al.

Figure 9. Mechanical properties of single and polycrystalline Al are plotted. (a) Young’s
modulus of isothermally solidified polycrystalline samples in tension at the SR of 1010 s-1,
(b) Young’s modulus of solidified polycrystalline samples prepared by quenching in
tension at the SR of 1010 s-1. (c) Young’s modulus of isothermally solidified
polycrystalline samples in tension at the SR of 108 s-1, (d) Young’s modulus of solidified
polycrystalline samples prepared by quenching in tension at the SR of 10 8 s-1, (e)
Ultimate tensile strength of isothermally solidified polycrystalline samples in tension at
the SR of 1010 s-1, (f) Ultimate tensile strength of solidified polycrystalline samples
prepared by quenching in tension at the SR of 1010 s-1.
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The yield strength of single and polycrystals can be studied by direct relationship
between the grain size of a metal and its yield strength, which is known as the Hall-Petch
(HP) relation. When the grain size is above its critical value, the strength increases as the
grain size decreases. At the critical grain size, the material has its maximum strength [20,
75]. Below the critical grain size, an inverse HP relationship is expected: the smaller the
grain size the weaker the metal [20, 76]. This is because an alternative deformation
mechanisms take over [31].
In general, the yield strength (  y ) increases by creasing the average grain size
based on the HP equation [77, 78]:

 y  0  kd 1/2 ,

(1)

where  0 is a materials constant which can be calculated in the absence of GBs, k is
strengthening coefficient and d refers to the grain size. The dislocation density becomes
a more dominating factor than the total number of dislocations, so when the grain size is
decreased the dislocation density increases. Due to that the dislocation pile up increases
with finer grain size and the yield strength increases. However, for very small grain sizes,
this mechanism will fail because grains are not able to support dislocation pile-ups. Usually
for Al, this is anticipated to happen for average grain sizes below 25 nm [71]. Additionally,
the shift in the HP slope usually happens for grain sizes larger than 10 nm. The inverse HP
relationship is shown in Figure 10; as the grain size increases (with increasing isothermal
solidification temperature from 300K to 500K) the tensile yield strength increases for all
the polycrystalline samples. The similar behavior is observed for the samples prepared by
quenching; in higher quench rates resulting in smaller grain sizes, the yield strength is
lower. The average grain sizes are also shown in the inset table of Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Inverse HP relationship is shown for different grain size (nm) and yield stress
(GPa); data for the uniaxial tensile deformation at 300 K and the SR of 10 10 s-1 are used to
plot this figure. The average grain sizes for 3 isothermal and 3 quenching solidification
cases are shown in the inset table.

4. CONCLUSION

We performed MD simulations utilizing 2NN MEAM interatomic potential to
study defect evolution process and deformation mechanisms of solidified polycrystalline
Al under uniaxial tension. The polycrystalline Al samples were created by solidification at
different quench rates and at different isothermal solidification temperatures. Several SRs
and deformation temperatures were investigated. Since the GBs, vacancies, and TBs form
spontaneously in arbitrary directions, the solidified polycrystalline Al was deformed in
three different (100), (010) and (001) directions to account for potential statistical errors.
For all different simulations at various isothermal temperatures and cooling rates
several defects such as twinning, dislocations, voids have been observed. The instability in
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the solidification process caused by thermal fluctuations at solid-liquid interfaces is the
primary reason for twin formation. The primary Al is identified as fcc whereas the twins
are hcp crystal structures. The evolution of solidification defects such as CTBs and fivefold
twins were analyzed. In case of the fivefold twins, the average twin angle was ~70-73  to
form almost 360  . Ideally it should be fully circular, but during the spontenous
solidfication the nuclei are not pefectly spherical and also TBs have have a few Angstrom
thickness themsleves, leaving a few degrees gap in the five-fold twins. Overall, our
simulations confirm the formation of CTB and multifold twins during solidification, which
is extremely difficult to observe in experiments as the entire process of layer by layer twin
formation happens in the interior part of the liquid metal. During the tensile deformation,
detwinning occurred for both solidification and deformation twins. The detwinning during
plastic straining is more evident at higher deformation temperatures. Nucleation of voids
at GBs were also observed due to the emission of dislocation loops from the GBs.
The effect of tensile testing temperature and SR was taken into account in analyzing
the mechanical properties of solidified samples. The Young’s modulus, yield strength, and
ultimate tensile strength reduced by increasing the deformation temperature. However, the
effect of SR is opposite, and the Young’s modulus and ultimate tensile strength increased
by increasing the SR of deformation. The uniaxial tensile strength of single crystal Al was
determined to be almost twice as that of the polycrystalline Al, but single crystal Al is
brittle in nature whereas the polycrystalline Al can be plastically deformed considerably.
Lower quench rates and higher isothermal solidification temperatures created larger grains
during solidification, and samples with larger grains showed higher yield strength and
Young’s modulus, and this is an indication of an Inverse Hall-Petch relationship. In the
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literature, there are several studies predicted the inverse Hall Petch for metals with
average grain sizes less than 10 nm which is consistence with our predications.
Overall the polycrystalline model prepared by spontaneous solidification can
reproduce the similar mechanical behavior of Al (i.e., dependency on temperature, SR
effects, etc.) expected from experimental or other simulation studies. This also indicates
that with larger computational resources the studies of polycrystalline Al and its alloys can
be extended to microstructural level comparable to experimentally available data.
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ABSTRACT

Due to significant increase in computing power in recent years, the simulation size
of atomistic methods for studying the nucleation process during solidification has been
gradually increased, even to billion atom simulations (micrometer length scale). But the
question is how big of a model is required for size-independent and accurate simulations
of the nucleation process during solidification? In this work, molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations with model sizes ranging from ~2 K to ~8 M atoms were used to study
nucleation during solidification. The most advanced second nearest-neighbor modified
embedded method (2NN-MEAM) interatomic potentials for Al (face-centered cubic), Fe
(body-centered cubic), and Mg (hexagonal-close packed) were utilized for MD
simulations. We have analyzed several quantitative characteristics such as nucleation time,
density of nuclei, nucleation rate, self-diffusion coefficient, and change in free energy
during solidification. The results showed that by increasing the model size up to 1 M atoms,
the simulations and measurable quantities become entirely independent of simulation cell
size. The prediction of cell size required for size-independent computed data can
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considerably reduce the computational costs of atomistic simulations and at the same
time increase the accuracy and reliability of the computational data.

1. INTRODUCTION

Solidification and crystallization by nucleation is very common in casting of
different materials, including metals and alloys. The major challenge in experimental
observation of nucleation is that the entire process of nuclei formation and growth happens
in the interior part of the liquid metals. Therefore it is beneficial to use theoretical or
computational tools such as classical nucleation theory (CNT) [1, 2], density function
theory (DFT) calculations [3], molecular dynamics (MD) [4-6], Monte Carlo (MC) [7, 8],
phase-field [9-13], and cellular automata [14, 15] to study solidification and nucleation
phenomena. Theoretical tools such as CNT do not predict the dependability on system size
as the probability of forming crystal nuclei is per unit time and unit volume and is related
to the free energy barrier for formation of the critical nucleus [16]. On the other hand, even
the most advanced and hybrid MC simulations are limited to very small number of atoms
[17, 18], whereas phase-field or cellular automata are applied in a considerably larger
length scales and unable to study nucleation [19, 20]. Among the mentioned methods, MD
simulations have the flexibility to cover length scales between sub-nanometer to submicrometer scales depending on the computing resources and they seem to be the suitable
computational method to study the nucleation process.
MD simulations have been used to study the nucleation process in different metals
and alloys at different length scales [21-23]. However, it is a well-established fact that the
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accuracy of MD simulations depends on the interatomic potentials. In the literature, the
nucleation process during solidification has been studied for model sizes ranging from a
few thousand atoms [24, 25] to million [6, 25] and billion atoms [26]. However by
increasing the model size the accuracy of the predictions is not necessarily improved. For
example, the interatomic potential used for the billion atom MD simulation of pure Fe
solidification [26] predicts the meting temperature to be 2,400 K, which is ~600 K higher
than the physical melting temperature of Fe. On the other hand, the simulation size can
influence the results, and to circumvent simulation size effects, it is customary to use larger
simulation boxes. There has been some disagreements on how large the simulation size
should be for a reliable study of nucleation [22, 27], however the expectation has always
been that a sufficiently large simulation cell would resolve the issues related to finite size
effect.
Size effect in MD simulations was studied by Streitz et al. [22] who predicted at
least 8 M atoms are required for size-independent MD models when utilizing many-body,
angular-dependent interaction potentials; it should be mentioned that this interatomic
potentials were not explicitly fitted to solid-liquid coexistence properties (e.g., melting
point). The other studies were done by utilizing Lennard-Jones [28] and hard-sphere model
[29] potentials, which are also very simple interatomic potential models and incapable of
predicting high temperature properties; basically such potentials should not be used to
study nucleation during solidification. As the interatomic potential becomes more accurate
to predict solid-liquid coexistence properties, it becomes more expensive computationally
[30]. Thus, it is important to determine the optimum model size for simulating the
nucleation process by MD simulations, in order to be scientifically accurate without any
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finite size effects. In recent literature, there are a few theoretical, computational and
experimental studies which investigated the size effect in crystal nucleation [31-33]. They
studied various aspects of nucleation such as free energy change, nucleation rate, and solidliquid coexistence properties, but they did not provide enough details about an optimum
finite size that can be used in general to get accurate insights about nucleation during
solidification of different material systems.
To address the issues related to the finite size effect of atomistic simulations, we
performed MD simulations ranging from a few thousand atoms to several million atoms
utilizing 2NN-MEAM potentials to predict an optimum simulation size for nucleation
studies. We performed computations for three different metals, Al with face-centered cubic
(fcc), Fe with body-centered cubic (bcc) and Mg with hexagonal-close packed (HCP)
crystal structures to ensure that the results can be extended to other metallic systems with
different crystal structures. Isothermal solidification is used in all the simulation, and we
quantified the nuclei size, density, diffusivity, free energy and also nucleation rate for
different model sizes in order to identify the size-independent models.

2. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

We built MD simulation models using 10 different box sizes, ranging from 2 K to
8 M atoms. Solidification temperatures was chosen between 300 K and 750 K for Al,
between 800 K and 1,250 K for Fe, and between 300 K and 700 K for Mg, with 50 K
intervals. Therefore total of 10 solidification temperatures were tested for MD simulations
of each of the studied metals. Each simulation was repeated 5 times with slightly different
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initial velocity of atoms to determine the statistical errors. Total of 1,500 MD
simulations were estimated (3 materials x 10 temperatures x 10 model sizes x 5 times) to
complete the study. However, below a specific box size and above a specific temperature
(see Section 3.2, Table 3), the nucleation doesn’t occur under any conditions. Therefore
about 1,000 simulation runs were sufficient to compete study on the size effect. The details
of the various simulations that we performed are given in Table 1. As the lattice constants
(Al, Fe and Mg are 4.05 Å, 2.86 Å, and 3.20 Å) and crystal structures are different, the
total number of atoms are not exactly same for the same supercells of these three metals.
We used isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble and a time step size of 3 fs for all simulations.
Temperature and pressure were controlled by Nose-Hoover thermostat and ParrinelloRahman barostat [34], respectively. All the MD simulations were performed in LAMMPS
[35]. The OVITO visualization package was used to monitor the nucleation and
solidification processes [36]. Within OVITO, common neighbor analysis (CNA) was used
[37] to identify the local environment of atoms. MATLAB was used to solve equations
numerically [38].

Table 1. The initial simulation set up for the MD simulation of solidification of Al, Fe
and Mg.
Element Unit Cells Box Size (nm3) Atoms (approx.) Temperature Range (K)
Al
Fe
Mg

10-160
10-125
10-178

2.86-45.80
4.05-50.70
5.0-55.39

2,000-8,000,000
4,000-8,000,000
5,000-8,000,000

300-750
700-1,250
300-700
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Many body interatomic potentials such as Finnis–Sinclair (FS) [39, 40] and
Embedded Atom Method (EAM) [41] have been extensively used for solidification studies
[6, 42-44]. Both FS and EAM potentials fail to predict the melting point or the solid-liquid
coexistence properties accurately for the most metallic systems. Extended FS potentials
were studied for solidification of various metals such as Fe, Mo, Ta, and W by Dai et al.
[45]. On the other hand semi-empirical many body EAM potentials has been used for solidliquid coexistence more often [41, 46] and predict the melting point properties more
accurately [47]. In this work, we are using the 2NN-MEAM potentials, which are the most
accurate interatomic potentials for high and low temperature properties of metals. The
detailed comparison of both low and high temperature experimental properties and those
calculated by MD simulations utilizing 2NN-MEAM potentials [42-44, 48] are given in
Table 2.

Table 2. Properties of Al, Fe and Mg predicted by MD simulations utilizing the 2NN
MEAM interatomic potential and experimental results.
Al

Mg

Experiments

MEAM
MD [42]

Experiments

MEAM
MD [43]

Experiments

MEAM
MD [49]

76.4a

79.4

167e

166

36.9 a

36.9

111.5a
29.5a

114.3
31.6

230e
117e

231
116

63.5a
1.84 a

62.9
1.71

Specific Heat
(J mol-1 K-1)
Thermal
Expansion
Coeff. (106
K-1)

26.15b

24.70

25.50e

26.18

25.9f

25.6

17.31b

23.50

12.10e

11.80

26f

27.8

Melting Point
(Tm) (K)

934c

925

1811e

1807

937.9f

923.2

Properties
Bulk
Modulus
(GPa)
C11 (GPa)
C44 (GPa)

a

Fe

[50] , b [51], c [51-53], d [54-56], e [57-60], f [61], g [62]
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 VISUALIZATION OF NUCLEATION
Regardless of the nature of solidification, the number of solid nuclei increases as
the simulation size increases. Figure 1(a-l) shows the nucleation for Al, Fe, and Mg in an
intermediate stage before the solid nuclei grown enough to merge and form grain
boundaries. The Al in the display (Figure 1(a-d)) was solidified at 500 K, Fe (Figure 1(eh)) at 1,100 K, and Mg (Figure 1(i-l)) at 600 K. The process of solidification by nucleation
is random and the solidification can start from any parts of the simulation box. In Al
solidification, the nucleation happens primarily by formation of fcc (green) atoms (Figure
1(a-d)) and it also accompanied by some solidification defects, which can be identified as
hcp stacking faults as shown in Mahata et al. [6]. The Fe and Mg nucleate by formation of
bcc (blue) atoms (Figure 1(e-h)) and hcp (red) atoms (Figure 1(i-l)), respectively. This is
clear from Figure 1 that the system size for MD simulations needs to be large enough to
support the formation and growth of multiple critical nuclei. It is important to point out that
this system-size dependence is due to the increased probability of forming a critical nucleus
when the system size is larger, and it is not an artifact due to the periodic boundary
conditions.

3.2 SIZE EFFECT CRITERIA IN MD SIMULATIONS
Both the solidification temperature and simulation size influence the solidification
process in MD simulations. Temperature is always the primary factor that impacts the
solidification, and beyond a threshold temperature range the simulation box cannot be
solidified for any box sizes in MD simulations. For example, above 725 K, the Al atoms
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cannot be solidified regardless of the simulation box size [63]. In the same way, there
is no solidification observed above 700 K for Mg and 1,250 K for Fe in MD simulations.
However, when the solidification temperature remains within the threshold range, the box
size can change the nucleation temperature.

Figure 1. Nucleation in different simulation sizes of (a-d) Al at 500 K, (e-h) Fe at 1100 K,
and (i-l) Mg at 600 K. The green atoms represent the fcc atoms, blue atoms represent the
bcc atoms, and red atoms represent the HCP atoms. This figure only shows the primary
crystalline phase, and hcp atoms in Al, ico atoms in Fe, fcc atoms in Mg, and the liquid
atoms in all the cases are not shown for better visualization of the nuclei.

There is no maximum threshold size for simulation to observe nucleation, because
increasing the simulation size (number of atoms) will statistically favor nucleation and
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crystallization. But it was observed that there is a minimum model size required for
nucleation and consequently for solidification to occur. Table 3 shows for isothermal
solidification of Al at 450 K and 500 K, a simulation box with only 24 K atoms was
required to observe nucleation and solidification, whereas a minimum of 62.5 K atoms was
required to form a critical nucleus at 700 K. The same applies for Fe and Mg, and the
number of atoms in the simulation box to observe nucleation during solidification varies
by solidification temperature. The nucleation happens optimally between a temperature
range of 400 K and 500 K for Al, between 1,000 K and 1,100 K for Fe, and between 500
K and 600K for Mg. At lower solidification temperatures (or higher undercoolings) such
as 300-400 K the solidification will occur, but crystal nucleation is rare. As shown in our
previous work on Al [63] and Fe by Shibuta et al. [64], a high undercooling results in
formation of a glassy solid. Therefore, to study the nucleation process by MD simulations,
the temperature-dependent simulation size effect should be considered.
In order to discuss the effects of mobility of atoms on nucleation from an undercooled melt, the self-diffusion coefficients of the undercooled Al, Fe and Mg melts are
estimated from the mean-square displacement (MSD) analysis, which is a common
technique to discuss the diffusion process. The MSD can be defined as the squared
2

difference of current and initial potions of atoms, ri (t )  ri (0) , where ri (t ) and ri (0) are
the position of atom i at time t and 0 , respectively [65]. The self-diffusion coefficient
can be estimated from Einstein’s relation [66], which is the slope of the MSD versus time
1
2
ri (t )  ri (0) . As shown in Figure 2(a-c), the self-diffusion
t  6t

divided by six, lim

coefficient fluctuates when the simulation size is very small (typically a simulation box
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with less than 20 K atoms). Diffusivity generally fluctuates in simulations with smaller
box sizes and tend to be more stable in larger size simulations [67-69]. By increasing the
simulation size to 1 M atoms, the self-diffusion stabilizes and converges to the value of the
simulation with the largest size box (~8M). This suggests that a million-atom simulation
can be the optimum simulation size for MD simulation of solidification. Figure 2 also
suggests that temperature is the primary factor in solidification, as the diffusion coefficient
increases with increasing the solidification temperature. At very high undercooling or very
low isothermal solidification temperatures, the solidification happens very fast due to
higher differences in mobility of high and low temperature atoms. The melt solidifies
extremely fast and a glassy solid is formed with a very few solid nuclei [6, 63, 64]. When
the solidification temperature is too high (or at very low undercooling temperatures), the
atoms have a higher mobility; the atoms remain liquid for solidification temperatures
higher than 725 K (0.77 Tm) for Al, 1,200 K (0.69 Tm) for Fe, and 700 K (0.75 Tm) for Mg
in MD simulations. As the simulation temperature approaches these threshold limits for
nucleation, the excessive thermal vibration and self-diffusivity makes it difficult to form
solid nuclei. As suggested in Figure 2, the simulation size at a specific temperature has to
be in an optimum range to observe the nucleation process. We present the minimum
simulation size to observe nucleation at different isothermal temperatures. Increasing the
simulation size will guarantee the nucleation to happen as the diffusivity becomes almost
constant with increasing the box size. But there is always a minimum simulation size to
stabilize the mobility or the thermal vibration in the atoms to form stable solid crystals.
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Figure 2. Self-Diffusion coefficient for different simulation sizes for (a) Al at 400 K, 450
K and 500 K, (b) Fe at 1,000 K.

The overall number of nuclei increases before the coarsening or grain boundary
formation as we increase the simulation sizes. The number of maximum number of
separable critical nuclei per unit volume (nuclei density) is plotted as a function of the
simulation size in Figure 3(a-c). At lower simulation size (up to 1,000, 000) for all the
metallic systems, a constant number of nuclei forms. This happens due to increasing
number of nuclei increases linearly with increasing box size. The lowest simulation size
considered for Al, Fe and Mg were 4000, 2000 and 5,000 respectively no nuclei formation
happens. Then simulation sizes of between 25,000-2,000,000 the number of total nuclei
only remains between 1.5-2.5x10-3 per nm3 (Figure 3(a)). Then the nuclei density actually
dropped and shows less fluctuation for 2 and 4M atom simulation sized. For Fe, the nuclei
density actually drops with increasing simulation sizes (Figure 3(b)).

However, once the

system size reaches 2M the nuclei density for Al, Fe or Mg, the nuclei density remains
within an error margin of 0.20x10 -3 per nm3.
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(b) Fe
(a) Al

Figure 3. The increasing number of critical nuclei with increasing box size shown for (a)
Al, (b) Fe at different temperatures.

We also illustrate the variation of incubation time depending on the system-size in
Fig 4. The incubation time is referred to the time taken by the liquid metal to form first
critical solid nucleus. This can be also referred to as induction time or nucleation time. The
nucleation time for the smaller simulation size is relatively much higher than the simulation
size of 2-8M for both Al and Fe. The nucleation time goes down with increasing box size.
This happens due to increasing probability of forming critical nuclei as there are more
number of metastable crystalline atoms for bigger simulation boxes.
The bigger the simulation size is, the larger the nuclei are expected to grow before
coarsening (microstructure formation). The size of the largest nucleus linearly increases
for the Al at 500 K (Figure 5(a)), and it also shows the size effect in Fe and Mg (Figure
5(b)) at 1100 K and 600 K respectively. The size effect is very significant at very small
size simulations up to 1M atoms. The maximum nuclei size increases linearly till 1M atoms
simulation size. However, when the simulation size is at least 1M for Al, 843,000 for Fe
and 2M for Mg the biggest nuclei in the simulation coarsen almost at a constant size.
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(b) Fe
(a) Al

(c) Mg

Figure 4. The formation time for the first critical nucleus is calculated for (a) Al and (b)
Fe and (c) Mg for different temperatures and system sizes.

The difference between number of atoms in the largest cluster reduce remain within
the error range. Even though the increasing simulation size increases the number of critical
nuclei, it also produces a large number of nuclei. Due to that the coarsening starts at a
constant size varies between 1M to 8M atoms simulation sizes. Howwver, the beginning
of the coarsening varies fof different metals, but this is certain that atleast 1-2M atoms
required for nucleation study.
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(a) Al

(b) Fe

Figure 5. The maximum nuclei size is shown for (a) Al at 500 K, (b) Fe at 1100 K for
different simulation sizes.

3.3 SIZE EFFECT ON FREE ENERGY AND NUCLEATION RATE
The free energy landscape during solidification by nucleation can be described by
the mean first-passage time (MFPT) method [70, 71]. The MFPT is defined as the average
elapsed time for a system that crosses the activated barrier to another steady state for the
first time When the system reaches a transition state (in our case its liquid to solid), it is
thought that the free energy barrier climbs its top and the system has a 50% probability of
stepping into a new steady state. So, the MFTP (or time), solid atom fraction and the free
energy are interrelated quantities and the dynamics of various nonequilibrium and activated
process can be described by Fokker-Plank equation [72],
P ( x, t )
 

J ( x, t )


D ( x )e G ( x )
( P ( x, t )eG ( x )   

t
x 
x
x


(1)

Where x is the number of particles/atoms in the system, P ( x, t ) is the probability density
that the number of atoms in the system is x at time t . J ( x, t ) can be referred to the
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nucleation rate for our case and D( x) is the diffusion coefficient. G ( x) is referred to
the free energy landscape and   1

kBT

, where T is temperature and k B is Boltzmann’s

constant. When the system is in steady state, the probability density Pst ( x) becomes time
independent and also

Pst
J

 0 , and thus Eqn. (1) yields to,
t
t
 ln Pst ( x )
 (G ( x ))
J ( x, t )


x
x
D ( x ) Pst ( x )

(2)

By integrating Eqn. 2 we get,
G ( x)  ln[ B( x)]  

dx '
C
B( x ')

(3)

B( x) can be evaluated from below Eqn. (4),
B( x) 

1 x
( x) 
 Pst ( x ')dx '

Pst ( x)  a
(b) 

(4)

( x ) and (b) are the time at any time before the formation of the maximum size cluster
or coarsening and the time required for coarsening respectively. The original MFTP
method was applied to very large number of systems but to a very small (200-1000 atoms)
simulation sizes in MD. The quantities and the computations for the MFTP and free energy
have been modified according to the large scale system like modern MD simulations [32,
73, 74]. In our cases of liquid to solid transformation the maximum nucleus size happens
right when the coarsening starts. As shown in Figure 6(a) and (b), the dotted circles show
one area of the coarsening for Al at 500 K. For a smaller system (Figure 6(a)), the
coarsening is very clear and it happens only at one area. So the probability ( Pst ( x) ) of
finding the maximum size solid cluster (or nucleus) is just the 1 divided by the total number
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of nuclei. However, for a larger size (Figure 6(b)), the coarsening can be identified but
there can be multiple maximum size clusters. The size and shape of the nuclei are weakly
defined and it’s hardly gets a perfectly spherical shape. At the same time, it is fairly simple
to compute the fraction of crystalline atoms in the system. As shown in Figure 6(c), the
crystallization time varies as we varied the simulation size. To form the crystalline nuclei,
each of the crystalline atoms had to overcome the free energy barrier. So, the formation of
crystalline atoms and nucleation time can also help us compute the free energy landscape.
Instead of the probability we utilize the solid fraction for estimate the free energy
landscape ( G ( x) ). The solid fractions in the liquid Al, Fe and Mg have been estimated
by averaging over five different simulations with different initial condition. Then we
applied standard discretization method to numerically evaluate Eqn. 4 and we get similar
free energy landscape in Figure 6(d) described by Wedekind et. al. [28, 71]. As shown in
Figure 6(d) in the marked points on the free energy landscape is that the fraction of solid
crystalline required for coarsening happens at different times for different simulation sizes.
The G ( x) generally goes down monotonically as the isothermal temperature of 500 K
guarantees the nucleation to happens. However, as the sample size is changing the time
required coarsening or the formation of the maximum size cluster is changing and also the
fraction of atoms in nucleate before the coarsening changes. In this way, we can estimate
the change in free energy before formation of the maximum nucleus size or coarsening. In
the same way, we also repeat the same procedure for Fe at 1100 K and Mg at 600 K, to
obtain the change in free energy for Fe.
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Figure 6. The maximum nuclei size (or beginning of coarsening) is shown for Al at 500
K for simulation size (a) 108,000 atoms and (b) 8,000,000 atoms. Then calculated. (c)
The percentage of crystalline atoms shown for different simulation size for Al at 500 K
for different simulation sizes. (d) The free energy landscape for Al at 500 K for different
simulation size.

As shown in Figure 7 the change is free energy is linear for simulation size 1 M
atoms for Al, Fe or Mg. The amount of free energy change gradually drops for Al till 1
million, then it becomes linear till 8 million. At the same time for Fe the free energy
fluctuates for very small size such as 31,500 and 100,000 atoms but then it almost linearly
reduces and becomes flat after 500,000 atoms. This observation suggests the simulation
becomes size independent after the system size is taken 1 million for any metallic system.
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 Al (500 K), Fe (1100 K) and Mg
Figure 7. The change in free energy  G ( x)

k
T

B 
(600K) for different simulation size.

The nucleation rate for each annealing temperature is calculated by fitting a straight
line to the data on number of nuclei versus time, where the slope of the line is the nucleation
rate [6]. Nucleation rate doesn’t show any significant change for system size beyond 1
million for Al, 500,000 for Fe and 1M for Mg (Figure 8(a-c)). The size effect is shown for
smaller simulation sizes in the inset of Figure 8, and it almost linearly increases with
increasing simulation size. As discussed earlier the incubation time (time to form first
critical nucleus) reduces gradually by increasing the size of the system (Figure4). The other
analysis shows nuclei density reduces with increasing box size (Figure 3). So, even though
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in the larger size simulations the nucleation starts earlier than smaller size boxes, the
nucleation rate remain constant because the number of nuclei density gradually reduces for
bigger simulation size.

Figure 8. The nucleation rate for different simulation size is shown for (a) Al at 500 K,
(b) Fe at 1,100 K, (c) Mg at 600 K.
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4. CONCLUSION

To summarize, we present the results of large-scale atomistic simulations of
solidification of molten metals such as Al, Fe, Mg and attempt to study the effect of
simulation size at various temperatures.

The temperature of nucleation is the most

important criterion for determining the minimum simulation size. At higher temperature,
the mobility of the atoms increases due to increasing kinetic energy in system, and the
metastable solid crystalline atoms fail to form nuclei. At much lower temperatures (such
as 300 K) the undercooling is so high, that the solidification happens by formation of glassy
amorphous solid. The mobility of the atoms remains in an optimum level between 400-500
K for Al, 1000 -1100 K for Fe and 500-600 K for Mg. However, there is a minimum
simulation size is required to nucleation to happen. At least 10,000-25,00 atoms required
to form solid nuclei in the undercooled liquid. By increasing the number of liquid atoms
above 100,000, the nuclei density (and also total number of nuclei) can be increased and
the solidification can happen below the threshold temperature for a particular metallic
system. However, the simulation remain size dependent as the maximum critical nuclei
size increases linearly. The nucleation time, nucleation rate or the free energy for
nucleation also influenced for increasing system size. The metallic systems show the stable
nuclei size, nucleation rate or the free energy when a 1 M atoms system size is considered.
1M atoms should be sufficient for simulating a size-independent nucleation phenomena
under the condition that the interatomic potential is verified in details for melting and solidliquid coexistence.
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ABSTRACT

Understanding the homogenous crystal nucleation process is of great fundamental
importance in processing of many crystalline materials. It is prone to formation of defects
and often experiences heterogeneities, and it has been debated in literature if the associated
heterogeneities are an integrated part of the homogenous nucleation. By large-scale
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations utilizing the most advanced interatomic potentials,
we attempted to settle the debate over the sources of heterogeneities in homogenous
nucleation during solidification of variety of metals, such as face-centered cubic Aluminum
(Al), body-centered cubic Iron (Fe), and hexagonal close-packed Magnesium (Mg). An
investigation based on an integrated probabilistic approach utilizing the MD simulation
data shows the densification of the liquid metal, which results in various short range and
medium range orderings of atoms prior to final crystallization process. Regardless of the
element type or the solidified crystal structure, the presence of the short lived metastable
phases during solidification attributes to the heterogeneities formed during homogenous
nucleation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Crystal nucleation plays a major role in processing of materials and controlling their
properties [1, 2]. The prediction and control of this nonequilibrium phenomena is necessary
across various fields of materials science and technology. The nucleation pathways are
classified as homogenous or heterogeneous nucleation, depending on how the process of
solidification (liquid to solid transformation) gets affected by inherent homogeneities or
foreign contaminants. In literature, the process of nucleation in materials has been argued
over if the mechanism can be completely homogenous or has to be partly heterogeneous[3].
In principle the homogenous nucleation in metals can occur during the solidification of a
single element without the influence of any other factors such as impurities (in other words,
pure metal solidification). Homogeneous nucleation can be fairly described in the
framework of classical nucleation theory (CNT). The experimental detection of a critical
nucleus and study its possible heterogeneities are extremely difficult as the nucleation
process starts at the interior part of the melt. Consequently, the study of formation of a
crystal nucleus, specially is solidification of metals, is rarely observed under the
microscope [4, 5]. This is why theoretical or computational tools such as CNT [6, 7],
density function theory (DFT) calculations [8], MD [9, 10], Monte Carlo (MC) [11, 12],
phase-field [13-15], and cellular automata [16] have been often used to study the nucleation
process in solidification of metals.
The presence and influence of heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation is found to
be suspected in literature. The work by Granasy et al. [17] showed a two-step method for
homogenous nucleation for bcc crystals, first a dense amorphous precursor forms, and then
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the crystalline phase appears via heterogeneous nucleation in/on the precursor cluster.
MD simulations of nucleation of crystalline solids from metastable liquids have often
produced results which are difficult to understand from the point of view of CNT. Utilizing
a hard sphere model, MD simulations by Kawasaki et al. [18] showed a hidden ordering in
a supercooled liquid suggesting an intimate link between crystallization and glass
transition. They concluded that a supercooled liquid is intrinsically heterogeneous, and in
other words the homogeneous nucleation may necessarily be heterogeneous. However, the
study was limited to imaginary hard sphere solid-liquid instead of a realistic example of
metallic elements.
Only one previous attempt was made to study heterogeneity in homogenous
nucleation from a metallic melt of Fe by a billion atom MD simulation [19]. Finnis-Sinclair
(FS) interatomic potential [20] was utilized for the simulations, predicts the melting point
of Fe to be 2,400 K whereas the experimental melting point of Fe is ~1,811 K, and
consequently results in inaccurate prediction of solid-liquid co-existence properties. It is
worth to note that to study homogenous or heterogeneous nucleation it is not necessary to
utilize such a large MD simulation, and several studies produced reliable and comparable
results to experimental observations with only thousands to million atom MD simulations
[18, 21]. In fact our recent study suggests the influence of the simulation size diminishes
when a model size is larger than approximately 1 million[22]. It is also worth to note that
a MD simulation using the less accurate FS potential utilizes orders of magnitudes less
computational power compared to a case utilizing a more accurate interatomic potential,
such as the Modified Embedded Atom Method (MEAM) potential. However, the primary
goal of scientific research should be accuracy rather than efficiency.
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In this work, we aim to provide comprehensive insights on the homogenous
nucleation process of crystalline pure metals with fcc (Al), bcc (Fe) and hcp (Mg) structures
utilizing the most advanced interatomic potentials for metals, second nearest neighbor
MEAM (2NN-MEAM) [23, 24], to accurately predict the homogenous-heterogeneous
nucleation phenomena during solidification of pure metals. The interatomic potentials
utilized in this work has been fully investigated for their low, high temperature and solidliquid coexistence properties and shows promising similarity with experimental results[2325]. Common neighbor analysis (CNA) method[26] and bond order parameters[27] would
be used to determine the structures of the solid and metastable phases in the super cooled
liquid metals during solidification. The probability distribution of the density over the bond
order parameter and density is also studied to capture the underlying heterogeneities in
homogenous nucleation of pure metals. This work reveals the inherent heterogeneities
during the homogenous nucleation of pure metals in a probabilistic framework generically
considering different crystal structures.

2. RESULTS

The nucleation process differs for different crystalline metals as shown in Figure 1.
The Al and Mg nuclei generally form twin boundaries (Figure 1b and 1h). A twin boundary
creates a misorientation angle inside the nucleus, which is the preliminary observation of
heterogeneity in the homogenous nucleation. The twinning has a different crystal structures
than the actual crystal structure of the metallic system. So, two different solidification
phases cause the heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation. The twin boundaries grow
within with the fcc or hcp matrix until the solidification process is complete. Unlike a
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metastable precursor which transform to one of crystalline structures or deposit in the
grain boundaries, the twinning exists during the entire nucleation and solidification
process. As suggested in previous literature[28] Fe has a different path to its nucleation
where the stable bcc phase appears via metastable icosahedral (ico) coordination (Figure
1(d-f)). Bcc atoms forms along with the ico atoms, and some of the ico atoms transformed
to bcc, however major bcc formation happens from short range ordered (SRO) atoms. It
will be discussed later in the article. However, the major differences from Al and Mg is the
absence of a second solid phase twin boundaries.

Figure 1. The homogenous nucleation of supercooled (a-c) Al at 500 K, (d-f) Fe at 1100
K and (g-i) Mg at 550 K. The green atoms are fcc, red atoms are hcp, blue atoms are bcc
and yellow atoms are icosahedral structure. The amorphous atoms are removed from the
box for better visualization of the crystalline atoms. Common neighbor analysis method
is applied for coloring the atoms.
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From the thermodynamics point of view the transformation of a molecular
(atomic for our case) liquid into a molecular crystal in homogenous nucleation is a firstorder phase transition. In the absence of a foreign surface or particle to promote
heterogeneous nucleation, this phase transition begins with the spontaneous nucleation of
the crystalline phase into small aggregates which, if they reach a critical size, form the
seeds for the new phase. But as we see from Figure 1, the single crystal phases always get
trap with a different crystalline phase inside a region of a metastable crystalline or glassy
states. 2NN MEAM predicts the structural energy difference between bcc-Fe and fcc is
0.044 eV/atom[25] and bcc to hcp transformation energy is negative. In case of fcc-Al the
structure energy difference between fcc and hcp are 0.03 eV/atom[24] and in hcp-Mg the
difference in hcp to fcc is 0.008 eV/atom[23]. The higher structural energy difference
between bcc-Fe and other crystal structures, suggests its very unlikely to observe a second
solid phase twins in Fe during solidification. For Al and Mg, due to very little difference
in energy between fcc and hcp atoms, they form both crystalline phases. One phase (fcc
for Al and hcp for Mg) is the primary phase, the other phase remains present inside the
crystalline phase as a stacking fault mediated twinning defect.
Heterogeneity is observed as a stacking fault in Al and Mg just by visual inspection
by using CNA method in Figure 1, however the heterogenous nucleation also happen
without twins or grain boundaries also. The twin boundaries act as a barrier between two
different nuclei. As shown in Figure 2 (a) there are multiple nuclei formation happens
simultaneously and this process of nucleation involves both homogenous and heterogenous
nucleation. The primary fcc crystal structure has been identified by common neighbor
analysis. These fcc atoms are always align along the coordination axes (i.e. x’, y’, z’).
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These coordination axes are not always aligned with the principle axes system
(i.e. x, y, z) of simulation box. The orientation coloring shows, orientation of the grains
from the principle axes. For the coloring purposes, we only considered the orientation from
the principle Z axis. The coloring scheme is applied in Ovito, and the details can be found
Larsen et. al. [29]. In Figure 2b heterogenous nucleation by both twin boundary formation
and embryo formation are shown. The twin formation starts at 96 ps has a higher angle of
misorientation than the fcc Al matrix. As both sides of the twin boundary are fcc they have
the same orientation angle but they have a relative misorientation with each other as shown
in Figure 2c.
We can also observe heterogenous nucleation by capturing the embryo formation
on top of the previously formed crystalline Al. In CNA method both the preexisting nuclei
and the newly formed embryo will be detected as fcc so the difference between the nuclei
and the embryo can be detected by the orientation coloring. The previously formed solid
nuclei in this cases can be considered as the foreign particle relative to the newly formed
nuclei. The process continues beyond one heterogeneous nucleus. As shown in Figure 2b
at 138 ps there are 8 different orientation for the atoms, so it forms 7 different embryos
from the liquid Al. At the same time we also has the heterogeneity from the twin formation,
which adds one more embryo to the cluster of nuclei.
The heterogeneity in Mg is similar to Al, and both twinning and embryo formation
is observed during the nucleation process. Figure 3a shows the simultaneous homo and
heterogeneous nucleation in the entire simulation box. The step by step heterogeneous
nucleation by formation of embryo on the solid nucleus is shown in Figure 3b. The
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heterogeneity from twin formation is also shown in Figure 3c. Along with the twins
there are also different orientation of atoms align successively.

Figure 2. Snapshots showing the atomic configuration at an intermediate stages of nuclei
formation. (a) The complete simulation box with multple nuclei formation. The solid
circles show homogenous nculeation with twin boundaries, the dotted circles show
heterogeneous nucleation during the process of homogenous nucleation. (b) The steps of
heterogenous nculeation, both twin boundary changes the relative orientaion of the atoms
and embryo formation on previously formed solid nuclei is shwon. OR represenation
orienatation along the simulation box axes. OR’ represents the orientation with respect to
the coordination axes.

In the initial stages of the nucleation there might be more than two different
orientation as shown in Figure 2c at 180 ps. Only two of the configuration finally become
critical and remain in the solid form, rest either dissolve back to the liquid or reorient
according to the existing solid nuclei. At 234 ps both the stacking fault and orientation
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coloring is shown (Figure 3c). Orientation coloring is clearly a better method of
detecting the heterogeneity as the CNA only detects one twinning where are there is a
difference in their absolute orientation in each layer of atoms.

Figure 3. Snapshots showing the atomic configuration at an intermediate stages of nuclei
formation in liquid-Mg. (a) The complete simulation box with multple nuclei formation
by orientation coloring. The solid circles show homogenous nculeation with twin
boundaries, the dotted circles show heterogeneous nucleation during the process of
homogenous nucleation. (b) The steps of heterogenous nculeation is shown for embryo
formation on prexisting solid Mg nucleus. (c) Heterogenity from twinning formation is
shown for both orientational coloring and CNA.
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As mentioned before unlike the Al and Mg, Fe doesn’t produce twins with any
other crystalline form. The twin investigation in Fe needs careful investigation with
orientation of the atoms to find the twins. As shown in Figure 4a, formation of several
nuclei, and among them there are both twin boundaries (Figure 4b) and heterogeneous
nucleation by embryo formation on the foreign particle (Figure 4c). The heterogeneity in
Fe originates as early as the critical nuclei formation. The foreign particle is a bcc Fe
nucleus that forms earlier than the embryo and has a different orientation. In case of
heterogeneous nucleation by formation of embryo after the initial foreign nuclei gets
critical. As suggested before [28], the pathway for the heterogeneity in homogenous
nucleation is the satellite nuclei (grain) get attached to the larger nuclei. As shown in Figure
4c, this not a necessary criteria or this criteria comes much later stages of the nucleation.
The local heterogeneity can originate form crystallization of liquid or short range ordered
atoms on top of a previously formed nucleus.
The spontaneous formation of heterogeneous nuclei formation can be attributed to
the use of highly accurate 2NN meam interatomic potential developed and verified in our
group[23-25]. The heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation is expected to be an atomic
scale phenomena which should originate in the earlier stages of solidification. As it is
shown for both Al and Mg that the heterogeneity starts along with formation of the critical
nuclei, Fe is no exception. In case of Al and Mg the heterogeneity during the twin formation
becomes a part of the initial nuclei formation. The nature of heterogeneity emphasize the
fact that heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation is also a part of Fe and it starts as early
formation of the critical nuclei formation.
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It should be noted that in nucleation from pure elements there is no difference
between a crystal nucleus and a grain. In case of Fe, if the crystal nuclei grow large, it
encounters other crystalline nuclei and form grain boundaries (GBs). So, if we consider the
orientation of the different grains in the semi-solid simulation box, it can be found that they
have heterogeneity based on the orientation of the grains.

Figure 4. Snapshots showing the atomic configuration at the initial stages of nculei
formation. (a) the entire simulation box with multiple critical nculei. The solid circles
show homogenous nculeation with twin boundaries, the dotted circles show
heterogeneous nucleation during the process of homogenous nucleation. (b) steps of twin
boundary formation in liquid Fe, (c) The heterogeneous nucleation by formation of
embryo on preexisting solid nucleus.

Because the grains have different orientations, it is obvious that different critical
nuclei also have different orientations during the solidification. This difference in the
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orientation also gives rise to the heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation. The similar
phenomenon also happens to Al and Mg, but for Al and Mg the twin boundary (TB) also
initiate the heterogeneity during the formation and growth of the critical nuclei.
As TBs and GBs both form during the solidification process we can apply the
Young’s relation [30] for heterogeneous nucleation and study how TBs and GBs influence
the free energy. The change in free energy will indicate that the homogenous nucleation is
influenced by any heterogeneity or not. The wetting angle  for heterogeneous nucleation
involving GBs and TBs can be approximated by Eqn. 1. The wetting angle in solid-liquid
phase change can be expressed in terms of the misorientation angle between the fcc
crystalline grain in both side of the TBs. Then the Young’s relation[31] for the case of
solidification is below,

cos   1 

GB
 SL

(1)

Where GB is the grain boundary energy and  SL is the solid liquid interface energy. We
can also consider TB , which is the twin boundary energy for the heterogeneity. Now if the
change in free energy in homogenous and heterogenous nucleation are GHomo and

GHetero respectively, then the change in free energy of crystal nucleation in general can be
approximated by Eqn. 2,

GHetero  f    GHomo 

(1  cos ) 2 (2  cos )
GHomo
4

(2)

If f    is less than 1 then there is heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation. The solidliquid interface free energy is provided in Table 1 for Al, Fe and Mg. The solid-liquid
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interfacial free energy for Al is 0.17 J.m-2 (Table 1), and the TB/GB interface free
energy for Al is ~0.23-030 J.m-2 [32] (for  3 111 coherent GB/TB structure). The TB/GB
interface free energy values have been taken for misorienatation angle of ~120 0. Then we
get f     0.61  0.90 from Eqn. 2. As a result the free energy for heterogeneous
nucleation is lower than that of the homogenous nucleation in Al. For Fe, the TB/GB free
energy is ~0.3 J.m-2 (for  3 111 coherent GB/TB structure) [33], and the solid-liquid
interfacial free energy is 0.188 J.m-2 (Table 1). These values give the wetting angle of 1270
and f    = 0.89 for Fe. For Mg, the solid-liquid interfacial free energy is ~0.122 J.m-2
(Table 1) and the GB energy is 0.114 J.m-2 [34, 35] , therefore the wetting angle is
calculated to be ~1050, and f    = 0.65-0.80, which also results in drop in required free
energy for nucleation. In case of Mg the GB energies are not relevant as the heterogeneity
mostly occurs from the stacking faults or embryo formation. The calculated f    values
for all these pure elements indicate that the free energy of nucleation goes down during the
formation of crystalline nuclei, and it indicates possible heterogeneities in homogenous
nucleation.
It was hypothesize that the ico atoms are precursor of the bcc crystalline Fe atoms
and the bcc nuclei are more probable to form where the ico has a higher density[28]. If we
consider the complete solidification simulation, as shown in Figure 5, the ico atoms goes
down when the bcc atoms increase at time beyond 300 ps. The hypothesis is right for a
small amount of Fe cryustallization in the beginning of the solidification, howebver in the
total simulation this can said that ico and bcc Fe are not completely interrelated.
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Table 1. The solid-liquid interface free energy, grain and twin boundary energy of Al,
Fe and Mg.
Elements

SL ( J .m2 )

GB ( J .m2 )

TB ( J .m2 )

f  

Al

0.17 [24]

0.25-0.3 [36, 37], 0.23 (427K)
[38]

0.08-0.20 [39, 40]

0.61-0.90

Fe

0.19 [25]

0.30 [41]

0.16 [42], 0.135
[43]

0.89, 0.290.38

Mg

0.12 [23]

-

0.14±0.05[44]

0.65-0.81

So, apparently, it might be mistaken that the ico atoms are bcc precursor. But just
by comparing the maximum number of ico atoms which is only ~5% at any moment of the
simulation, whereas the number of bcc atoms can reach as much as 70-80% or more
depending on the undercooling temperature. Number of ico atoms in the simulation box
can be also influenced by the amount of cut off use to identify them or the algorithm used
for identification (See Supplementary information). Number of ico atoms will also be
impacted by the accuracy of the interatomic potentials as well.

Figure 5. Time evolution of bcc and ico atoms in nucleation of Fe at 1100 K isothermal
solidfication simulation.
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In Figure 6 we study the how actually Fe atoms are forming in the undercooled
Fe-liquid. As shown in Figure 6a in the initial statges of the nculeation (~200-250 ps) both
ico and bcc atoms increases in the system. So as we looked into the detailed structure of
the undercooled Fe (Figure 6b-d), it is not necessary to have a dense ico atoms for the
origination of bcc Fe. In bond order parameters we assume the atoms having 0.3< Q6 <0.45
having short range order (SRO). Instead of the ico atoms, there are a large number of short
range order (solid or liquid) atoms remain in the system before bcc atoms forms. The
density of the SRO atoms increases in the areas where the bcc-Fe nuclei forms and vice
versa.

Figure 6. (a) Bcc and ico Fe atoms during the initial critical nuclei formation, The CNA
and the bond orientational order parameters at (b) 180 ps, (c) 204 ps and (d)240 ps. In
CNA the white atoms are liquid/amorphous solid, blue atoms are bcc and yellow atoms
are ico. Bond order coloring is shown in the color bar.
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To estimate the different phases in the isothermally solidified Al, Fe and Mg,
the bond orientational order parameters have been studied. To characterize the different
structural order we took the density and Q6 (see Materials and Methods below) parameter
plot to specify the local symmetry. Both Q4 and Q6 can indicate the order in a system, but
without thermal noises the Q4 parameter for ico is 0, so we utilized the Q6 parameter for
our analysis as it has a positive values for all the crystalline materials. The Q6 and density
(  ) have been studied during all the solidifications. For the analysis purpose ~5000 atoms
are chosen around the first critical nuclei and have been analyzed for the different time
steps during the solidification as shown in Figure 7.
Now we analyze the probability density function of the density of pure Al at 500 K
isothermal solidification over the range of Q6 . The probability density of density will be
referred to as P() . As shown in Figure 4(b) the initial area under the red dotted square for

Q6 < 0.3, is the atoms remains in liquid or short range order (SRO) for Al. Then the region
0.3< Q6 <0.45 in case of Al (Figure 7a) it’s a mix of medium range order (MRO) and SRO.
Anything above the Q6 >0.45 is considered to be crystalline fcc or hcp. The peak of the
P() remains within the same range but the range over Q6 increases from short to medium

range (Figure 7b). Finally when the SRO and MRO becomes crystalline fcc and hcp the
range over Q6 is narrow but the peak in probability density is much higher than its for SRO
and MRO. This signifies that most atoms have been converted to fcc and hcp. For Fe
(Figure 7d) and Mg (Figure 7f) the values for Q6 changes but three different regions can
be identified.
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Figure 7. The respective density () vs the bond order parameters are plotted for (a) Al at
500 K, (c) Fe 1100 K and (e) Mg 550 K for the same probability distribution function.
The probability density function of density P() with respect to bond orientation order
parameter Q6 for (b) Al at 500 K, (d) Fe at 1100 K and (f) Mg at 550 K. The dotted red
area shows the SRO atoms, the green area indicates the MRO and the blue area indicates
crystalline atoms.
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So overall the process of solidification by nucleation process is referred as twostep crystallization: the first step involves the formation of dense liquid/solid regions, and
the second step is the nucleation of the crystal phase inside these dense regions. This is
hard to differentiate between exactly the solid of liquid region by any method. But the
atoms referred to as SRO in the beginning of the solidification can be considered as liquid
and later stages of solidification those SRO are glassy solid.
As shown in (Figure 7a, c, e) we can clearly observe a two-step process of
crystallization as the super saturated liquid first forms a dense metastable phase which
contain several short range and medium range ordered atoms, then the crystallization starts.
The two-step mechanism is thus not strictly due to critical fluctuations of thermodynamics
quantities, rather due to the formation of a dense liquid/solid phase that is
thermodynamically stabilized below the critical point. Away from the metastable critical
point, the system was found to crystallize classically in one step, where densification and
structural ordering happen simultaneously. However, overall the bond order parameters
can indicate that the crystallization in single crystal metallic system is accompanied by
several other SRO and MRO phases which initiate the nucleation phenomena. This is how
we get a clear evidence of existence of heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation from the
bond order parameter analysis.
In the perspective of the solidification, we can also look into the details of whether
the nuclei appear in dense-precursors or in bond orientational-ordered precursors. A very
recent analysis of the simulation trajectories of (“density first” case) showed a
simultaneous increase of density and bond-orientational order leading up to nucleation
[45]. In the case of homogenous nucleation of the metallic system, we define the Landau
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free energy by taking joint probability of Q6

and density ()

such as,

F (Q6 )  k BT log P(Q6 , ) [46, 47]. Figure 8 represents the joint probability plot of Q6
and  . It displays a good decoupling between P(Q6 ) and P() , expressing the fact that

Q6 and  capture independently the fluctuations in bond orientational order and density.
We assume a cubic fit to the free energy that shows that the dominant cubic term is of the
form Q62 for possible free energy functional. The similar function had been used for
studying the comparison of bond order and density[47, 48]. Because the interaction is
quadratic in  and linear in Q6 , the system can increase its orientational order without
increasing the translational order, but the contrary is not true. This constrains the
fluctuations towards a stronger increase in its orientational order. The analysis also shows
2
a weak linear coupling between  and Q6 , from the lower values of correlation coefficient

(~0.20). This linear term also indicates that regions of high orientational order will, on
average, have also higher density than the melt. As we observed in Figure 8, there is a
(weak) linear coupling between bond-orientational order and density which ensures that
fluctuations toward high bond-orientational order will on average lead to a higher density
than the melt. This also means, as found in Berryman et al. [49], that following crystal
nucleation in time will lead to a simultaneous increase of density and bond orientational
order.
Overall in the context of the heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation this can be
claimed that the order appears at a very early stages of the solidification as both density
and order parameter increases. Initially it can be called an amorphous SRO or MRO. SRO
and MRO can be also compared with glassy structures. The long range crystalline order
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appears from the random fluctuations of the glassy structure in a highly dense
environment. As shown in Figure 8a in the initial liquid structure the atoms are having both
low P(Q6 ) and P() .

Figure 8. Landau free energy is shown from the joint probability P (Q6 , ) . The density vs
bond orientational order parameter joint probability plot for Al at 500 K at (a) 0 ps, (b) 90
ps, (c) 135 ps and (d) 180 ps.

As the simulation box of Al at 500 K is solidified at a constant temperature the
atoms move towards a higher density region but as shown in Figure 8b, Q6 doesn’t change
significantly but P() increases monotonically. The number of atoms having higher

P(Q6 ) also increases as shown in the color bar. At this intermediate stage the SRO and
MRO appears (Figure 8b). The SRO and MRO can be designated as part of the
heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation. This heterogeneity exists while the crystalline
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atoms form. As the solidification continues the atoms eventually branch out towards
the crystalline region and the joint probability moves towards the higher Q6 at a constant

 (Figure 8(c-d)). The steps of solidifications are also similar for Fe and Mg (see Figure
S1, S2) at different temperatures.

3. DISCUSSION

In summary, the homogenous nucleation during solidification from undercooled
Al, Fe and Mg is studied by utilizing 2NN MEAM interatomic potential in MD simulation.
In the process of studying nucleation it was also shown that million atoms MD simulation
is optimum to study homogenous nucleation when the interatomic potential predicts the
experimental high temperature and solid-liquid interface properties. MD simulation of
homogenous nucleation predicts the bcc in Fe, fcc in Al and hcp in Mg melt nucleation. Al
and Mg always nucleate with stacking faults and twin boundaries.
The TB and GB acts as a catalyst to the nucleation process, as different orientation
of the neighboring nuclei creates a wetting angle and as a result in reducing the free energy
of the nucleation. There are also clear evidence of purely heterogeneous nucleation during
the homogenous nucleation process, when an embryo forms on top of a previously existing
solid nuclei. The heterogeneities were further explored by using bond order parameters for
the short range ordering. Bond order parameter shows the intermediate non-crystalline
solid phases, which remains as a heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation for Al, Fe, Mg.
The ico atoms are not the precursor of the bcc-Fe, rather than the SRO are responsible for
forming the initial bcc-nuclei. The similar pathways can be also considered for fcc-Al and
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hcp-Mg. Al and Mg doesn’t have a precursor like ico. But all the fcc or hcp atoms form
from the random movement of the SRO atoms at a undercooled temperature. Overall the
sequence of crystallization from melt can be described as: (i) initial homogeneous
equilibrium liquid, (ii) A mix of intermediate supercooled liquid with bond orientation
order and intermediate semi-ordered phase (crystalline and non-crystalline solids), (iii)
final crystalline phase.
The probability density function of bond order parameter P(Q6 ) indicates short and
medium range order when plotted against the density. The joint probability distribution of
order parameter and density shows a weak linear coupling as the correlation coefficient
remains in a low range (~0.2). The joint probability also represents the Landau free energy
functional and the joint probability P (Q6 , ) is assumed to be Q62 . The interaction is
quadratic in  and linear in Q6 so the system can increase its orientational order without
increasing the translational order. This constrains the fluctuations towards a stronger
increase in its orientational order. And this results into large number of SRO and MRO
atoms.
Our findings confirm the heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation during
solidification, which has been suspected before. A supercooled liquid at an isothermal
temperature is intrinsically heterogeneous as the instant change in temperature creates
solids with or without crystalline structures. The heterogeneous phases doesn’t always
accelerate or decelerate the homogenous nucleation, but the coexistence of different
metastable phases are very obvious.
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4. METHODS

The predicted melting point of Al using a 2NN MEAM MD simulation is 925 K
[24], which is in a very good agreement with the experimental value of 934 K. We found
that at a temperature close to the melt temperature, the liquid has a fluctuating number of
fcc atoms. the interatomic potentials also predict the melting point for Fe 1811 K [50] and
Mg 924 K[51]. We found that at a temperature close to the melt temperature, the liquid has
a fluctuating number of fcc atoms. We wanted to start the nucleation simulations with a
pure liquid having no solid regions. In order to find the temperature at which a completely
melted simulation box with no fcc crystal can be achieved in a relatively short simulation
time (~150 ps), several simulations were performed by increasing the temperature of the
simulation box higher than 925 K using 25 K intervals. After 16 intervals, when the
temperature reached 1,325 K, we could obtain a completely melted simulation box in ~150
ps. The simulation is continued to 300 ps to make sure the initial melt is properly
equilibrated. The CNA of the simulation box for very large time scale is provided in Figure
S1(a). The percentage of amorphous liquid atoms keeps increasing with increasing the
annealing temperature. Finally, the box had no crystalline atoms at 1,325 K. The radial
distribution function (RDF, g(r)) of the simulation box was calculated for all the
temperatures, which is plotted in Figure 1(b). There are no long-range peaks at 1,325 K.
The CNA analysis and RDF plots confirmed that Al was completely melted at 1,325 K.
We repeat the same procedure for Fe and Mg. To create a completely liquid simulation box
Fe and Mg have been equilibrated for 300 ps at 3500 K and 1250 K respectively.
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MD simulations of homogenous nucleation from pure Al, Fe and Mg melt were
performed in a simulation box with size of 25, 23 and 29 nm3 respectively. The details of
the simulations has been provided in Table S1. We apply isothermal-isobaric (NPT)
ensemble and time step of 3 for all simulations. Temperature and pressure were controlled
by Nose-Hoover thermostat and Parrinello-Rahman barostat [52] respectively. Periodic
boundary conditions were employed in all three directions. All the MD simulations were
performed in LAMMPS [53]. Generally the nucleation occurs as low as 300 K for both Al
and Mg. In case of Fe the nucleation doesn’t occur below 800 K. However at the lower
temperature due to the lower kinetic energies of the atoms the nucleation rate decrease and
the nuclei get smaller. Similarly, at higher temperature such as above 0.7T m (melting
temperature) the kinetic energy of the atoms are too high to form stable crystalline
structure. So we chose the optimum temperature range of 200-300 K when the nuclei size
and nucleation rates are stable. The simulation box has been solidified isothermally with
50 K steps. The number of simulation runs performed were 5, 7 and 4 for Al, Fe and Mg
respectively. Then each temperature runs were replicated 5 times, so overall 80 simulations
performed isothermally. Each isothermal simulation was repeated five times to evaluate
the possible errors. Each isothermal simulation was run for a total of 3000 ps (1 million
time steps) to simulate the crystal nucleation and solidification. The details of all the
simulations have been provided in Supplementary information in Table S1.
The second nearest neighbor modified embedded-atom method (2NN-MEAM) [54,
55] was introduced to include the directionality of bonding in covalent materials in the
EAM formalism, as a result the 2NN MEAM potential predict more accurate results and
almost overlap the experimentally determined high temperature properties. The second
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nearest neighbor modified embedded atom method

(2NN MEAM) interatomic

potential of Al developed by Lee and Baskes [54] was used is this work to study
solidification of Al, Fe and Mg by MD simulation. We recently tested this 2NN MEAM
interatomic potential for Al and Mg [23, 24] and modified the potential for Fe [25] for both
low and high temperature properties. The results provided in Table S2. (Supplementary
information) show accurate prediction of solid-liquid coexistence properties (i.e. melting
point, solid-liquid energy, melting point, specific heat etc.) of Al, Fe and Mg. As the results
shown in Table S2, suggests the 2NN-MEAM potential predict good high temperature
properties, it can be used for solidification studies.
CNA was used to distinguish part of the crystal from those that belong to the liquid.
But CNA only detects the purely fcc/bcc or hcp crystalline phases, but not very effective
for detecting the intermediate crystal structures. So, we apply average local bond order
parameter to analyze the structure of the nuclei. CNA needs a reference frame such as 12
neighbors for fcc/hcp and 8 neighbor for bcc.
Averaged local bond order parameters however independent of the specific crystal
structure and does not require the definition of a reference frame, is provided by the
following algorithm based on spherical harmonics [27, 56]. The complex vector qlm (i) of
particle i can be defined as below Eqn. (7),

Qlm (i ) 

1 Nb ( i )
 Ylm (rij )
Nb (i ) j 1

(3)

Here, Nb (i ) is the number of nearest neighbors around an atom i , l is a free integer
parameter, m is also an integer that runs through m  l to m  l . The function Ylm (rij ) are
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the spherical harmonics and rij is the vector from particle i to j . Using the complex
vector q6m we can define the scalar product like below Eqn. (8),
6

Sij   Q6mQ6*m ( j )
m 6

(4)

Eqn. (8) measures the correlation between the surrounding atoms i and j , the *
represents the complex conjugate. An atom in the simulation box is solidlike if the number
of connections it has with its neighbors is above a certain threshold, typically close to 8 or
12 for our case. If an atom is connected to number of atoms close to 8 or 12, it is considered
to be solidlike. If the particle is connected to less number of particle then it will be
considered as liquidlike. Using this criterion to distinguish solidlike from liquidlike
particles one can then search for clusters of connected solidlike particles.
This procedure is very efficient distinguishing soli-liquidlike atoms but unlike CNA
it doesn’t actually determine the crystal structures. A set of parameters holds the
information of local structures is called the bond order parameters defined below in Eqn.
(5),

Ql (i) 

4 l
2
 Qlm (i)
2l  1 ml

(5)

Depending on the choice of l , bond order parameters give different values as the
sensitivity of the parameters differs for different crystal symmetries. Different approaches
based on these local bond order parameters were developed to analyze the structure of the
crystalline nucleus during the freezing event. Especially Q4 and Q6 are often used as they
are a good choice to distinguish between cubic and hexagonal structures [18, 57]. It is to
be noted that at the zero temperature (without thermal noises) the simple cubic lattice has
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(Q4 , Q6 ) sc  (0.764,0.354) ,

the

body-centered

cubic

lattice

has

(Q4 , Q6 )bcc  (0.036,0.511) , the fcc has (Q4 , Q6 ) fcc  (0.191,0.574) , the hcp has

(Q4 , Q6 )hcp  (0.097,0.485) , and the icosahedral symmetry gives (Q4 , Q6 )ico  (0,0.663)
[57].
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ABSTRACT

Interatomic potentials for binary Al alloys were developed based on modified
embedded-atom method (MEAM) potentials for predicting low temperature and melting
properties. The binary alloys chosen for this study are, Al-Cu, Al-Fe, Al-Ni, Al-Si and AlGe. Using these interatomic potentials, we compare calculated low-temperature properties
of the binary Al alloys such as formation energy of stable and unstable intermetallic, elastic
constants, lattice parameters, enthalpy of solid and liquid mixing with experimental data.
In addition, we also compare the liquidus temperature of the Al-alloys from the phase
diagram to the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. Available MEAM potential for AlMg is also considered for solid-liquid coexistence.

1. INTRODUCTION

The goal of any computer simulation is to predict the material properties as accurate
to the experimental data. Due to the rapid progress in computer technology, there are
several physics based methods developed and made progress. The computational methods
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can be classified in different classes depending on the time and length scale studied by
those methods [4, 5]. In particular to the study of computational metallic solidifications,
there are several methods have been applied such as, density functional theory (DFT) [7],
MD [13, 14], Monte Carlo (MC) [16], phase field [17, 18], front tracking (FT) model [19],
extended finite element method (FEM) [21, 22] etc. The issues with most of the methods
are with the length scale, accuracy or practicality. Solidification in metallic systems begins
at the atomistic realm at the interior part of the liquid. Phase field is a popular method to
study solidification but the studies are in micrometer scale and mostly analytical then direct
observation of solidification from atomistic nucleation stages. DFT can be used to study
melting properties can be derived accurately but its limited to very small scale, which
prevents it from directly observing solidification from atomistic scale. MC simulations are
also performed in a much smaller scale, whereas FT or FEM methods for solidification are
analytical.
MD has gained popularity in nucleation-solidification research due to its flexibility
in the length scale. MD has been used to study solidification from a few thousand atoms to
multibillion atom systems [24, 25]. Along with flexible length scale solidification study in
MD is also very accurate. In our previous work [27] and various other recent MD works
[28-30] shows a good agreement of critical nucleus size, nucleation temperature,
incubation time etc. with experimental and classical nucleation theory (CNT) results.
However, the accuracy of MD simulation depends on the interatomic potential. The initial
MD studies of solidification based on pair potential such as, Lennard-Jones potential [3133], hard sphere model [42, 43] could produce quantitative details (free energy, critical
temperature, nuclei size etc.) of nucleation and solidification the scale of simulations were
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limited. Later the development of many body interatomic potential such as, embedded
atom method (EAM) [44, 45] and Finnis–Sinclair (FS) [46] enhanced the capability and
accuracy. However, both EAM and FS do not predict the high thermal properties
temperature properties very accurately.
The MEAM was introduced to include the directionality of bonding in covalent
materials in the EAM formalism [47, 48]. Today, the MEAM potential is widely used in
the computational materials science and engineering community to simulate unary, binary,
ternary and multi-component metallic systems with microstructural features, such as grain
boundaries, defects, free surfaces, etc. The MEAM formalism reproduces successfully the
physical properties of face-centered cubic (fcc) [49, 50], body-centered cubic (bcc) [39],
hexagonal close-packed (hcp) [51] and diamond cubic [52] crystal structures. Recently
MEAM potential has also been extended to binary [53, 54] and ternary alloys [55, 56]. In
our recent studies of solid-liquid coexistence for Al, Cu, Ni, Fe and Mg we showed the
comparisons of accuracy predicting the high temperature melting properties of MEAM
potential compare to EAM and other interatomic potentials [57-59]. In a different study by
Ryu et. al. [60] also shows the accuracy of predicting thermal properties by MEAM
formalism over other many body interatomic potential such as, FS, EAM and StillingerWeber (SW) potential [9]. By including the electrostatic parameters MEAM has been also
applied to oxides and corrosion studies [61, 62].
In the present study, we developed and modified the interatomic potential for
melting-solidification studies of Al-Cu, Al-Fe, Al-Ni, Al-Si and Al-Ge. In previous studies
the thermal properties and melting temperature has been verified for Al, Cu, Ni, Fe and Mg
by Asadi et. al. [57-59] and Kim et. al. [63]. The MEAM potential developed by Jelinek
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et. al. [54], is also studied for high temperature properties and melting point in this
work. The melting point of Ge predicted by the MEAM is 2200 K, In the first step, the
interatomic potential has been parameterized for formation energy for the B1 crystal
structure or the available stable compounds. Then, the next stage of parameterization is
done while verifying the solid and liquid mixing enthalpy of the alloys, thermal expansion,
higher temperature lattice parameters. After the interatomic potential perform reasonably,
with the low and high temperature properties we calculate the solid-liquid coexistence
properties at different composition of Al and its alloying elements. Then we also, determine
the formation energies of intermetallic and imaginary structures, which can be crucial
doing the precipitating studies of the Al alloys. The MEAM potential for Al-Mg [63] was
also studied for liquidus temperature by changing the Mg atomic composition in Al-Mg.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

The interatomic potential parameters for single elements presented in Table 1. The
single element potential parameters for Al, Cu, Ni, Fe and Mg predicts the melting points
925, 1552, 1998, 1807 and 926 K [57-59, 63] respectively. This reasonably close to the
experimental data. Further analysis on solid-liquid coexistence on these single elements
also shows good agreement with experimental solid-liquid interface free energy [57-59].
The interatomic potential for Si was developed by Jelinek et. al. was fitted for all the low
temperature properties (i.e. elastic modulus, vacancy formation energy, formation energy
etc.) [54]. We verify the high temperature properties in this work and shows promising
results compare to experiments. The MEAM interatomic potential for Ge predicts the
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melting point 2200 K [52] because the interatomic potential was primarily developed
for Si-Ge alloys, where the melting point was less important than constancy between Si
and Ge. However, as the Al-Ge phases at higher Ge concentration generally happen at
higher temperature and large pressure, we only focus on the Al-rich Al-Ge alloys. So, the
melting point of Ge is not important for studying solidification nucleation in Al-rich AlGe alloys.

Table 1. 2NN MEAM parameters for binary Al alloys are shown. Ec (eV ) is the cohesive
energy; R0 ( Å ) is the nearest neighbor distance in the equilibrium reference structure. 0
is the exponential decay factor for the UEOS of Rose et al. [64]; A is the electron
density scaling factor for the embedding function; (03) are the exponential decay
factors for the atomic electron densities; t (13) are the weighting parameters for the
atomic electron densities; and Cmin and Cmax are the screening parameters. Cmax is taken
2.8 for all the cases.
Element

Ec (eV )

R0 ( Å )

A

0

(0)

 (1)

(2)

(3)

t (1)

t (2)

t (3)

Al

3.36

2.86

1.16

4.61

3.20

2.60

6.0

2.60

3.05

0.51

7.75

Cu

3.54

2.56

0.99

5.20

3.83

2.20

6.0

2.20

2.72

3.04

0.85

Fe

4.90

2.47

0.57

5.03

3.67

1.00

1.00

1.00

2.90

1.00

-8.7

Mg

1.55

3.20

0.52

4.61

2.30

1.00

3.00

1.00

9.00

-2.00

-9.50

Ni

4.45

2.49

0.99

5.08

2.56

1.50

6.0

1.50

3.10

1.80

2.20

Si

4.63

2.58

1.00

4.87

4.40

5.50

5.50

5.50

2.05

4.47

-1.80

Ge

3.85

2.45

0.66

5.04

3.95

2.00

0.00

7.50

2.90

5.77

-2.20

In MEAM for single element can be extended to alloys system if the potential
parameters are verified for physical mechanical properties of the alloy systems. In MEAM,

Ec , R0 ,  and the attraction-repulsion term describe the material properties. So, the
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experimental data available from the literature can fitted by altering the Ec , R0 ,  and
the attraction-repulsion parameters for the alloys. Instead of Ec , we fit the heat of
formation H for alloy, which is the difference of the cohesive energy of the alloy to the
average of each of the element of in the alloy. In all the binary alloys, we utilized the
experimental data for B1 (Al-Si and Al-Ge), B2 (Al-Fe, Al-Ni) or other stable phases
(Al2 Cu for Al-Cu) for the initial parameterization. Then we study the formation enthalpy
by changing the alloying component from 0 to 100 atomic (at.) %. If the results are doesn’t
replicate the experimental results then we modify the H , R0 ,  , Cmin , Cmax and the
attraction-repulsion parameters and recalculate the elastic properties and formation
energies. Depending on the accuracy of predicting heat of formation, solidus liquidus
temperature, we compromise on the elastic properties of formation energies at 0K. The
MEAM parameters for Mg-Al is directly utilized from Kim et. al. as it was fitted heat of
formation of solid and liquid, thermal expansion, lattice parameters etc. and reproduce the
experimental or computational results [63].
For the initial fitting to B1 and B2 structures we utilized MEAM Parameter
Calibration (MPC) tool [65] and the MD simulations were performed in LAMMPS [66].
The two-phase solid–liquid coexistence is to determine the exact liquidus line for the binary
components. The exact liquidus line in the phase diagram is calculated by simultaneously
equilibrating the solid and liquid phases in a simulation box. The methods have been
discussed in details in our previous works [57-59]. The methods used for single elements,
has one single phase, however for alloy the solid and both the liquid has been chosen at the
same at. % of the alloying elements.
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Table 2. The MEAM potential parameters for element pairs. H BXY
1/ B 2 (eV ) B1(NaCl)
or B2(AlFe) reference structure. B2 is compared with the type-X and type-Y elements
relative to the energies of elemental X and Y in their equilibrium reference state, reXY ( Å )
is their equilibrium nearest neighbor distance,  XY is the exponential decay factor for the
universal energy, Cmin and Cmax are screening parameters ( C XYX denotes type-Y element
between two elements). All the Cmax are 2.8.

X

Y

H BXY
1/ B 2 (eV )

R0XY ( Å )

 XY

XYX
Cmin

YXY
Cmin

XXY
Cmin

XYY
Cmin

Al

Cu

0.20

2.53

4.65

0.50

1.00

0.00

0.90

Al

Fe

0.27

2.49

5.50

2.00

2.00

0.00

2.00

Al

Mg

0.46

2.95

7.63

0.36

0.36

0.49

0.36

Al

Ni

0.25

2.75

5.58

2.00

2.00

2.00

1.60

Al

Si

0.28

2.58

3.57

2.00

2.00

0.50

2.00

Al

Ge

0.24

2.56

3.94

2.00

2.00

0.49

1.41

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 INTERATOMIC POTENTIAL FOR AL-CU
Al2Cu-θ and θ’ phases are very stable and well researched Al-Cu compound. The
interatomic potential studied for the prediction of the experimental properties for Al2Cu-θ
phase. Table 3 shows the formation energies, elastic properties, interfacial energies, surface
energies for both Al2Cu precipitates. For some properties, the experimental data for all the
different properties are not available for the propitiates, so we supply the first principle
data for some of the cases.
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Table 3. The formation energy, elastic properties, surface and interfacial energies for
Al2Cu-θ and θ’ phases predicted from 2NN-MEAM MD. The results are compared with
experimental/first principle data. Superscript a, b and c denotes experimental, first
principle/DFT of previous MD simulations respectively.
Al2Cu-θ (C16)
Properties

Experiments/First Principle/MD

MEAM
MD

Formation
Energy
(eV/atom)

-0.135a [67], -0.139a [68], 0.184b[69], -0.169b [70], 0.190c[72], 0.180c [74]

-0.187

Bulk Modulus
(GPa)

113.4a [76] 99.4b [70], 147.6c [72]

113.11

C11 (GPa)
C12 (GPa)
C44 (GPa)

186.20a [76], 150.3b [70], 199.3c
[72]
71.5a [76], 86.1b [70], 98.2c [72]
29.2a [71], 29.4b [70], 59.7-78.6c
[72]

166.23
86.33
40.0

Al2Cu-θ’ (C1)
Experiments/First
MEAM
Principle
MD
-0.199b [75], -0.2030.74c [72]
117b [69], 135.9199.2c [72]
190b [75], 192.8310.5c [72]
80b [77]
b

90 [77]

-0.161
121.845
188.724
88.352
77.312

In order to verify the applicability of the interatomic potential, the thermal linear
expansion coefficient of Al2Cu, Al4Cu9, AlCu and AlCu3 is verified. As shown in Figure
1(a), it reproduces the experimental results. In Figure 1(b) and (c) the enthalpy of formation
of solid and liquid alloys is shown. To determine the liquid enthalpy the liquid of Al-Cu
alloys has been equilibrated at a very high temperature to produce a homogenous liquid.
Then the liquid has been brought down to the desired temperatures such as 1373-1773 K
(Figure 1(c)). Then again it was equilibrated for 1000 ps and then the formation energies
are taken accordingly. A similar system of pure Al and Cu also equilibrated at the same
temperature after producing the liquid at a higher temperature, then energy of liquid Al and
Cu is used as the reference. The time steps in MD simulations are limited to picosecond or
nanosecond level. If the system can be equilibrated for a longer amount of time the
formation energies can be even more close to the experimentally available data.
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Figure 1. Therml expansion coefficiet, solid and liquid mixing enthalpy prediction by
MEAM potential for Al-Cu. (a) Calculated thermal linear expansion for different Al-Cu
compounds and intermetallic such as Al2Cu, Al4Cu9, AlCu and AlCu3. The experimental
data of thermal expansion is obtained from Touloukian et. al. [78]. (b) The enthalpy of
formation of solid phases is compared with experimental data at 773K from Liang et. al.
[79], Witusiewicz et. al. [80], Hair et. al. [81]. (c) Liquid mixing enthalpy for Al-Cu with
increasing Cu content. The experimental values for different temperature between 13731773 K have been taken from the literature [82-87].

By changing the Cu content and also the temperature of the Al-Cu solid solution
formation energy can be changed. To verify the solid solution formation energies, we
evaluate the Al-Cu formation energies for different phases. The reference structure used
for pure Al and Cu are fcc solid single crystal at 298 K and 773 K as the temperature shown
in Table 4. The experimental data has been taken from Murray et. al. [73]. As shown in
Table 4, the computed formation energies for the different alloying phase for Al-Cu remain
reasonable close to the data available from the experimental works.
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Table 4. Enthalpy of formation (kJ.mol-1) of solid alloys at 298 K and 773 K referred
to pure fcc Al and fcc Cu from 2NN-MEAM MD is compared with experimental data.
Temperature

773 K

298 K

Phase
[73]
Al (fcc)

Composition at.-%
Cu
0.4

Experimental
[73]
-0.170



33

-13.050

-12.288

2

51

-19.920

-11.04

Cu

93

-6.190

-3.840



33

-13.390

-12.960

2

50

-20.040

-15.370

85

-9.560

-9.600

90

-7.637

-7.680

Cu (fcc)

MEAM
-0.057

In the Al-Cu phase diagram, the experimental or theoretical solidus and liquidous
line for changing amount of Cu in Al in Al-Cu alloy [88]. For studying solidification, the
prediction of solid-liquid coexistence is necessary. In Table 5 the solid-liquid coexistence
has been calculated with the current 2NN-MEAM potential and the prediction are almost
similar to the temperatures predicted by the phase diagram. At 100% Al and the eutectic
point the solidus and liquidous lines are expressed by a single point. As shown in Table 5,
the prediction from MD simulations are close to the experimentally available liquidus line.
Finally, the interatomic potential is tested for various other Al-Cu compounds (Table 6).
The prediction from the MEAM poitential also works well for most of the theoretical and
experimental phases of Al-Cu. It also matches the previous values of first principle
calclulation or experimental data from previous work. So, along with the single metals the
MEAM potential works well for the binary alloys such as Al-Cu.
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Table 5. The liquidous temperature from the experimental phase diagram is compared
with the prediction of 2NN-MEAM results. The * is the eutectic point.
Al-Cu
Composition
(Al-at. % of
Cu)
Al-10% Cu
Al-15% Cu*

Liquidous
Temperature
(K) (Expt.) [89]

Meam
(K)

873.0
821.2

868±5
821±5

The MEAM potential predicts the energies for B1 and the other Cu rich
composition such as, L12, A15 and D022. MEAM overestimates the formation energy for
the low Al rich compounds. This is consistent with other interatomic potential in MD [72].

Table 6. Formation energies of different possible Al-Cu compounds compared with firstprinciple data and previous MD simulation.

E f (eV/atom)
Formula

Structure

This Work

DFT

MD

Al3Cu

L12

-0.18

-0.284 [54]

-0.040 [54]

Al3Cu2

D519

-0.299

-0.164 [77]

-0.345 [72], 0.0047 [72]

AlCu

B2

-0.435

AlCu

B1

-0.205

AlCu

“40”(NbP)

-0.0159

-0.198 [54], -0.195 [90] -0.635 [72], -0.198 [54]
0.195 [72], -0.079 [72]
-0.190 [54]
-0.191 [91]

-0.257 [72]

3.2 INTERATOMIC POTENTIAL FOR AL-NI
Similar to Al-Cu, Al-Ni has the L12 and B2 crystal structure available naturally.
The lattice parameters, formation energy and bulk modulus for Al-Ni B2 structures are
initially utilized. Then MEAM parameters are modified to also reproduce the formation
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energies and of the L12 AlNi3 phases. As shown in Table 7 MEAM reproduce the
experimental and first principle results very accurate. The interface energy for γ -Ni and
γ’-AlNi3 is also available from Silva et. al. [92], which we calculated utilizing a larger
supercell (50 x 25 x 25 unit cells). Then, the internal energy of the supercell is calculated
by relaxing the simulation box. We also create a similar box of γ -Ni and Ni3 Al and
calculate the per atom energy. After the three different per-atom energies are available,
the surface energy can be calculated from the difference of the average energy Al and Ni
to the supercells.

Table 7. The formation energy, elastic properties, surface and interfacial energies for
AlNi3-L12 and AlNi-B2 phases predicted from 2NN-MEAM MD. Results are compared
with experimental/first principle, MD simulation data. Superscript a, b and c denotes
experimental, first principle/DFT of previous MD simulations respectively.
AlNi3 (L12)
Properties

Lattice
Parameters (Å)
Formation
Energy
(eV/atom)
Bulk Modulus
(GPa)
C11 (GPa)

AlNi (B2)

Experiments/First

This

Experiments/First

This

Principle

Work

Principle/MD

Work

3.567a [93]

3.566

2.886a [93], 2.866c [92]

2.867

-0.436a [94], -0.436c
[92],

-0.604-0.69a [94-98], -0.50-0.437

0.83b [99-102], -0.71.5c [92,

-0.600

103],

177a [104]

179

158a [105]

160.26

230a [104]

254

199a [105]

192.92

a

a

C12 (GPa)

150 [104]

142.70

137 [105]

143.94

C44 (GPa)

131a [104]

115

116a [105]

127.58
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The thermal properties of Al-Ni alloys have been shown in Figure 2. The
thermal linear expansion has very good agreement with the experimental data (Figure 2(a)).
The mixing enthalpy of solid alloys at 980 and 1100 K also replicate the experimental
results presented in Figure 2(b). The small difference in the energy in the solid solution can
be attributed to the strain energy that can resulted in comparatively higher formation energy
as the Ni content increase in Al-Ni alloys. In liquid, the strain energy doesn’t play any role,
as it remains close to the experimental results (Figure 3(c)).

Figure 2. Therml expansion coefficiet, solid and liquid mixing enthalpy prediction by
MEAM potential for Al-Ni. (a) Calculated thermal linear expansion for different Al-Ni
compounds and intermetallic such as AlNi and AlNi3. The experimental data of thermal
expansion is obtained from Touloukian et. al. [78]. (b) The enthalpy of formation of solid
phases is compared with experimental data at 980 and 1100 K from Rzyman et. al. [106],
Ansara et. al. [107] and Hcnig et. al. [108] (c) Liquid mixing enthalpy for Al-Ni with
increasing Ni content. The experimental values for different temperature between 16861923 K have been taken from various Calphad or experimental data [99, 107, 109-112].
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Finally, the liquidus temperature has been verified for different Ni content
(Table 8). At lower Ni content the liquidus temperature remains close to phase diagram
data, however as the Ni content increase the liquidus temperature is overestimated. This
may happen as the MEAM interatomic potential predicts the melting temperature for Cu
14 K higher than experimental values where as it predicts 8.5 K lower melting point for
Al. However, the margin of error remains within 5% of the experimental results.

Table 8. The liquidous temperature from the experimental phase diagram is compared
with the prediction of 2NN-MEAM results. The * is the eutectic point.
Al-Ni
Composition
(Al-at. % of Ni)

Liquidous
Temperature (K)
(Expt.) [89]

Meam
(K)

Al-0%Ni

933.5

925

Al-2% Ni*

917

922±2

Al-10% Ni

1050

1074±2

Al-20% Ni

1150

1180±10

Al-50% Ni

1949

2039±50

Al-75% Ni

1624

1689±20

Al-90% Ni

1700

1720±8

Al-100% Ni

1728

1742

The Al-Ni intermetallic and imaginary compounds have also been studied for their
formation energies. The formation energies for most intermetallic remains with small
margin of errors for most of the compositions (Table 9). There are also different formation
energies were reported in different publications [82, 102, 113] because the computed
values of formation energies depend on the crystallographic structures used in the work.
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We relaxed our structures before calculating the formation energies and as it works
well with naturally existing Al-Ni compounds as shown in Table 7, we expect the
predictions from MEAM potentials are consistent with the other structures.

Table 9. Formation energies of different possible Al-Ni compounds compared with firstprinciple data and previous MD simulation. Superscript a, b and c denotes experimental,
first principle/DFT of previous MD simulations respectively.

E f (eV/atom)
Formula

Structure

This
Work

Expt.*/DFT
a

DO3

-0.375

-0.393 [82], -0.439b [113], -0.236b
[102]

DO20

-0.603

-0.019b [102]

L12

-0.232

-0.250b [102], -0.401b[114]

Al4Ni3

I112

-0.478

-0.683b [113]

Al3Ni2

D513

-0.209

-0.499b [102]

B32

-0.215

-0.485b [102]

L10

-0.486

-0.572b [102]

Al2Ni3

P4

-0.534

-0.509b [114]

Al3Ni5

C16

-0.170

-0.63b [113], -0.583b [115]

DO3

-0.223

-0.262b [102]

DO22

-0.589

0.949b [102]

Al3Ni

AlNi

AlNi3

3.3 INTERATOMIC POTENTIAL FOR AL-FE
For Al-Fe, we first fit the parameters for Al-Fe-B2 structures, which naturally
happens and expensively studied experimentally for its physical properties [116-118].
Once it fitted for the B2 Al-Fe formation energies and elastic properties, then the properties
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are fitted for D03 and L12. As we have to fit all the formation energies and get
reasonable values, so the potential parameters are compromised accordingly. As shown in
Table 10, the formation energies and lattice parameters are reproduced with less than 1%
of the error. The results of the elastic properties underestimate the C44, which comes with
the expense of fitting all the formation energies and elastic properties and also the high
temperature melting properties.

Table 10. The formation energy, elastic properties, surface and interfacial energies for
FeAl-B2, Fe3Al-DO3 and Fe3Al-L12 phases predicted from 2NN-MEAM MD. Results are
compared with experimental/first principle, MD simulation data. Superscript a, b and c
denotes experimental, first principle/DFT of previous MD simulations respectively.
AlFe (B2)
Properties

Al Fe3 (DO3)

Experiments/First

MEAM

Experiments/First

MEAM

Experiments/First

MEAM

Principle/MD

MD

Principle/MD

MD

Principle/MD

MD

-0.250-0.280a [82,
Formation
Energy
(eV/atom)

-0.202a [82], -

97, 123, 127], 0.311-0.420b [71,
115, 128, 129], c

0.342 [54], 0.298

0.321a [130], -0.267

Bulk

136a [104], 155-

Modulus

172b [122-124],

(GPa)

c

144.1a [104], 151135.676

174b [122-124],
148.9c [120],

172.641

[122], 159.2b
[124], 222.5 [120]

127.1a [104],

131.7a [104], 140b

[120], 111.7 [54]

115, 123, 128]

-0.177

88.00

[54], 109.1c [120],
c

129 [54]

123, 126], 166.3c
[54], 149.6c [120],

145.293

139.5c [54]

212.08

c

126], 124.6 [120]

c

146.00

171.0a [104], 164b

c

138.8b [54], 78.0c

-0.187-0.222b [71,

143-185b [122,

137.5c [54]

181.1a [104], 143-

C44 (GPa)

-0.223

131], -0.206c [120]

124.6 [120]

185b [122-124,

0.200-0.230b [54,
71, 115, 123,

c

[120]

C11 (GPa)

Al Fe3 (L12)

184b [122], 174.3c
[120]

181.289

160b [122], 125.1b
97.50

[54], 96.9c[54],
c

76.0 [120]

72.00
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Once the low temperature properties are fitted thermal expansion, solid-solution
enthalpy and liquid mixing enthalpy of Al-Fe alloys have been studied (Figure 3). The
thermodynamic properties (enthalpy of formation and enthalpy of mixing) are reproduced
well within the scattering range of experimental or first principles data. We also compare
the result of the MEAM results to previous MEAM for Al-Fe alloys by Lee et. al. [120].

Figure 3. Therml expansion coefficiet, solid and liquid mixing enthalpy prediction by
MEAM potential for Al-Fe. (a) Calculated thermal linear expansion for different Fe
content in Al-Fe alloy. The experimental data of thermal expansion is obtained from
Touloukian et. al. [78]. (b) The enthalpy of formation of solid phases is compared with
experimental data at 1073 and 1173 K from Breuer et. al. [133] and Eldridge et. al. (c)
Liquid mixing enthalpy for Al-Fe with increasing Fe content. The experimental values
for liquid has been taken from various MD data from Lee et. al. [120] or experimental
data from Elliott and Woolley [134], Petrushevsky et. al. [135] and Dannöhl et. al. [136].
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As the potential parameters fitted for the thermal properties, now high
temperature solid-liquid coexistence temperatures have been calculated for different at. %
of Fe. The prediction from MD simulation is very close to the experimental data. Fe–Al
binary system is characterized by a large solubility of Al (up to 50 at. % Al) in the bodycentered cubic (bcc) solid solution. Due to mostly single phase bcc or fcc dominates at a
particular at. % of Fe in Al-Fe and as a result the two phase solid-liquid temperature
coexistence remains very close to the experimental data.

Table 11. The liquidous temperature from the experimental phase diagram is compared
with the prediction of 2NN-MEAM results.

Al-Fe Composition
(Al-at. % of Fe)

Liquidous
Temperature (K)
(Expt.) [89]

Meam
(K)

Al-0%Fe

933.5

925

Al-10% Fe

1273

1302±10

Al-25% Fe

1435

1432±10

Al-50% Fe

1650

1663±15

Al-80% Fe

1790

1780±15

Al-90% Fe

1805

1805±5

Al-100% Fe

1809

1807
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The formation energies bulk modulus for various intermetallic and imaginary
structures have been calculated by utilizing the MEAM potentials and similar to the other
alloys Al-Fe alloys also have large difference in literature data. However, as most of the
cases the energy remains close to first principle data, it is possible that these alloys can
form during the MD simulation of the solidification of Al-Fe alloys. The difference in the
formation in all the alloying structures

Table 12. Formation energies and Bulk modulus of different possible Al-Fe compounds
compared with first-principle data and previous MD simulation. Superscript a, b and c
denotes experimental, first principle/DFT of previous MD simulations respectively.

E f (eV/atom)
Formula Structure

Bulk Modulus (GPa)

This
Work

DFT/MD

This
Work

DFT/MD

Al6Fe

C8

-0.172

-0.196b [114]

122.491

106 [114]

Al9Fe2

P32

0.114

-0.236b [114]

83.36

95.38 [114]

A15

0.481

-0.161b [54], 0.321c [54]

73.349

67.7 [54], 1.8c [54]

L12

0.428

-0.122 b [54] -0.105 [115],
-0.049c[54]

150.0

DO3

0.223

-0.025b [54] , 0.266c [54]

117.378

Al3Fe

b

126.5 [54], 98.8
[123], 108.5c [54]
126 [54], 119 [123],
93.8c[54]

b

C11b

0.280

-0.371 , -0.42 [115],
0.106c[54]

125.869

149 [54]

C1

-0.051

-72b [54], -76c [54]

103.128

98.6 [54], 90.4c [54]

Al12Fe7

P4

0.099

-0.313 [114]

129.32

129.12b [114]

Al8Fe5

I52

-0.272

-0.283 [114]

123.456

133.72b [114]

AlFe

hp6

0.973

0.807 [114]

135.799

85 [114]

AlFe2

C15

0.042

-0.099[114] -0.115[54], 0.060[115], 0.925c[54]

139.563

130.2[54],
127.8c[54], 117
[114]

AlFe4

B24

-0.025

-0.060 [114]

180.363

185.17 [114]

Al2Fe
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3.4 LIQUIDUS TEMPERATURES OF AL-MG
The MEAM potential developed by Kim et. al. [63] was studied for formation
energy, elastic properties, solid and liquid mixing enthalpies, melting temperature of Mg
and Al-Mg alloy. As it was tested for all different thermal properties of Al-Mg, it is
expected the MEAM can replicated the experimental solid-liquid coexistence properties.
As shown, in Table 13, the temperature for liquidus line for Al-Mg alloys, remains very
close to the experimental/theoretical values. So, along with the other binary Al alloys, AlMg can also be studied for melting and solidification phenomena.

Table 13. The liquidous temperature from the experimental phase diagram is compared
with the prediction of 2NN-MEAM results. The * is the eutectic point.

Al-Mg
Composition
(Al-at. % of Mg)

Liquidous
Temperature (K)
(Expt.) [137]

Meam
(K)

Al

933.5

925

Al-10% Mg

895

900±10

Al-20% Mg

845

862±10

Al-50% Mg

731

740±15

Al-75% Mg

750

760±10

Al-90% Mg

860

865±10

Mg

923.2

937.9
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3.5 HIGH TEMPERATURE AND MELTING POINT OF SI
The MEAM potential for Si developed by Jelinek et. al. [54], was not studied for
all the high temperature and melting properties of Si. To utilize the Si interatomic potential
for AL-Si alloy melting and solidification, the Si interatomic potential should be verified
for its application in Si high temperature properties such as latent heat, thermal expansion,
change in volume in melting, coordination number and also amorphous structure. As
shown in Table 14.1 and 14.2 the melting properties are close to the experimental
predictions. The enthalpy of melting is predicted higher than the expected values. However,
it could be modified by changing the heat of formation. But with a change the heat of
formation ( H ), it can alter all other properties. As the prediction need to kept in a
reasonable error margin for all the different alloy system, we kept the parameters
unchanged.
The liquid structure factor shown in Figure 4is compared with first principle
calculation by Štich et. al. [138]. The MEAM-MD calculations of the liquid structure factor
match the alternative experimental curves, even for the height of the first peaks (15%)
except for the height of the first peak for Cu. The reason for this error might be the
difference in the liquid structures used for first principle calculations. The study of ab-initio
MD [138] of Si-melt was also performed only on 64 atoms, whereas the MD simulation
has been performed on ~10,000 atoms. So, these differences may have resulted in a
difference between the peaks.
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Figure 4. The radial distribution function of Si melt compared with first principle
calculation data. High temperature properties of Si compared with data from experiments,
first principle or MD simulation.

3.6. INTERATOMIC POTENTIAL FOR AL-SI
After verifying the melting properties of Si, the formation energies and elastic
properties of AlSi alloys have been verified with previous first principle and MD data.
Unlike the other metallic alloys, Al-Si has positive formation energies (Table 15). The
MEAM potential is primarily fitted for the AlSi B1 structure. Then, we verify the results
with other AlSi compounds, and modify the MEAM parameters H , R0 ,

 , Cmin , Cmax

accordingly.
Once the MEAM parameters are fitted for the low temperature properties, the
enthalpy of of Al-Si liquid with increasing Si content is calculated. As, shown in Figure 5
the enthalpy of liquid predicted by the MEAM potential is reasonably close to experimental
data.
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Table 14. The formation energy, elastic properties for AlSi phases predicted from
2NN-MEAM MD is compared with experimental/first principle. Superscript a, b and c
denotes experimental, first principle/DFT of previous MD simulations respectively.

E f (eV/atom)

Bulk Modulus
(GPa)

C44

Formula

Structure

This
Work

DFT/MD

This
Work

DFT/MD

This
Work

DFT/MD[54]

Al4Si

R4

0.160

0.085b
[114]

77.37

77.12b
[114]

4.269

-

Al3Si

L12

0.124

0.121a [54],
0.113c [54]

75.220

74.3,
96.7c [54]

21.923

24.1b, 31.2c

Al2Si

C1

0.231

0.178b [54],
0.157c [54]

62.689

62.9,
73.6c [54]

11.160

25.4b, 15.3c

B1

0.28

0.28b [54],
0.28c [54]

74.490

19.255

10b, -13c

B2

0.206

0.291b[54],
0.150c[54]

71.0

25.756

22.4b, 29.1c

AlSi

76.7,
76.4c [54],
85c [139]
78.8a [54],
102.1c
[54]

The enthalpy of mixing could be modified to fit the experimental data, however the
elastic properties at low temperature may alter slightly. As Al-Si has positive formation
energies, the compounds will rarely occur naturally. The solubility of Si in Al will depend
on the pressure applied on the solid solution. However, as the goal of the interatomic
potential is to study nucleation and solidification, which can be done anyways as the
melting properties are verified for both Si and Al. Along with that as the low temperature
mechanical properties are also studied , the MEAM interatomic potentials can be directly
use for mechanical failure of Al, Si and Al-Si alloys as well.
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Figure 5. Liquid mixing enthalpy for Al-Si with increasing Si content. The experimental
values for liquid Al-Si alloys has been taken from various experimental data [84, 140142].

The liquidus temperature has been studied for Al-Si alloys up to 50 at. % Si. The
solid-liquid coexistence temperatures are close to experimental data when the Si content is
less. However, increasing Si content need high pressure to stabilize the Al-Si solid phases.
Most applications on Si based alloy systems are done in low content of Si [143-145].

Table 15. The liquidous temperature from the experimental phase diagram is compared
with the prediction of 2NN-MEAM results. The * is the eutectic point.
Al-Si Composition
Liquidous Temperature (K) (Expt.) [146] Meam (K)
(Al-at. % of Si)
Al

933.5

925

Al-5% Si

857

886±20

Al-12.2% Si*

850

1037±50

Al-20% Si

985

1107±50

Si

1690

1713
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3.7 INTERATOMIC POTENTIAL FOR AL-GE
The MEAM interatomic potential for Ge has been developed by combining the Ge
potential developed by Kim et. al. [52]. The melting point of Ge is estimated to be 2200 K
by this MEAM, however similar to Al-Si, the solubility of Ge in Al-Ge alloys depends on
the pressure. So, the focus here will be lower Ge content. As shown in Table 17, the
formation energy and per atom volume data available for Al-Ge. The formation energies
are good for B1, DO3 and L12. The formation energies are also positive, which is similar
to Al-Si alloys. After the formation energies and atomic volumes are fitted to the first
principle data, we fit the potential for potential for Al-Ge radial distribution function
(RDF), lattice parameters and liquid enthalpies. The results shown in Figure 6 (a), shows
in long range the RDF is lower than the experimental results, which can be attributed to
the difference in the structures of our study and previously performed first principle results.

Table 16. The formation energy and per atom volume for Al-Ge is compared with first
principle data.

E f (eV/atom)

V0 (Å3/atom)

Formula

Structure

This Work

DFT [147]

This Work

DFT [147]

Al3Ge

DO3

0.198

0.170

17.499

17.699

L12

0.128

0.102

17.494

17.146

B1*

0.163

0.164

B2

-0.084

0.195

19.627
17.061

19.137
17.831

L10

0.214

0.175

17.857

17.823

B19

-0.084

0.181

17.064

17.651

B3

0.537

0.230

20.608

23.101

AlGe
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This is also to be noted that the first principle study on the structure factors were
done on only 50 atoms. The first peak however, very close to the first principle results,
which indicates that the first nearest neighbor is at the same position as it was found in the
first principle studies. The lattice parameters also show upward trend with increasing Ge
content (Figure 2(b)). The enthalpy of liquid also remains close to experimental data, but
as the Ge content increases the solubility reduces, which in fact deviates the liquid
formation energies for Al-Ge alloy.

Figure 6. Therml expansion coefficiet, solid and liquid mixing enthalpy prediction by
MEAM potential for Al-Ge. (a) Calculated radial distribution function of liquid Al-Ge.
The Ab-inito MD data is taken from Wang et. al. [148]. (b) The increasing lattice
parameter of Al-Ge alloy with increasing Ge content. The experimental data has been
taken from Matsumuro et. al. [149]. Similar low temperature data can be also found in
Degtyareva et. al. [150] (c) Liquid mixing enthalpy for Al-Ge with increasing Ge content
is shown for 1273 K. The experimental values for liquid Al-Ge alloys has been taken
from various experimental work [151, 152].
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After fitting the low and high temperature properties, we verify the liquidus
temperature for Al-Ge alloys. The results are close to the experimental data up to 40 at. %
Ge. However, above 40% of the Ge content the temperature predicted by MD is
considerably higher than the Al-Ge phase diagram. This can be attributed to the solubility
as well as the prediction of Ge melting point by the MEAM potential. However, for lower
Ge content the MEAM potential can predict reasonably good results for melting and
solidification.

Table 17. The liquidous temperature from the experimental phase diagram is compared
with the prediction of 2NN-MEAM results. The * is the eutectic point.
Al-Ge
Composition
(Al-at. % of
Ge)
Al

Liquidous
Temperature
(K) (Expt.) [146]

MEAM
(K)

933.5

925

Al-5% Ge

900

887.9±9

Al-10% Ge

875

854.2±6

Al-20% Ge
Al-28.4% Ge*
Al-40% Ge
Ge

790
693
840
1211.4

780±10
699.5±10
860±10
2200

4. CONCLUSION

In this study, we developed MEAM potentials for binary Al alloys for both lower and
higher temperature applications. These binary potentials reproduce melting properties and
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solid-liquid coexistence temperatures as predicted in the phase diagram of the Albinary alloys. The fully metallic alloys such as Al-Cu, Al-Fe, Al-Ni and Al-Mg reproduces
the enthalpies and coexistence temperatures more accurate than Al-Si and Al-Ge. Al-Si
and Al-Ge has been studied up to 50 and 40 at. % of the alloying elements. The potentials
are however, subject to further testing and improvements for Al-Si and Al-Ge. However,
these potentials are one step toward designing multicomponent metallic alloys by
simulations.
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ABSTRACT

Directional solidification of Al-11 at % Cu is investigated by molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations utilizing second nearest neighbor modified embedded atom method
(2NN-MEAM) interatomic potential. The condition for directional solidification is
produced by imposing dissimilar temperatures at the model boundaries along the [100]
solidification direction to create a temperature gradient. During solidification, the solidliquid front travels through the Al-Cu liquid along the [100] direction towards the high
temperature end. At the initial stages of solidification, several solidification defects such
as twins, stacking faults, and grain boundaries form. As directional solidification
progresses, grains elongate along the solidification direction, and at the final stages of
solidification no new defects or grain boundaries form. The elongated grain boundaries
form a few layers with lamellar like structures along [100]. When the solidified
polycrystalline is deformed in the [001] direction, glide of partial dislocations happen
around the grain boundaries, whereas during elongation along [100] some defects from in
the Al-Cu matrix. Since formation of defects requires more energy, the solidified samples
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show a higher tensile strength and strain when deformed along the [100] solidification
direction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Rapid directional solidification happens in several manufacturing processes,
especially in additive manufacturing (AM) of metals and alloys. AM has become an
exciting technique for manufacturing complex components and/or functionally graded
materials from the instructions provided digitally [1]. In AM, instead of conventional
joining and machining, manufacturing is done layer by layer addition of materials. The
most common way to add metals and alloys is by layer by layer through rapid unidirectional
melting and solidification. State of the art AM have successfully printed components made
of several metallic systems such as, Al, Co, Ni, Ti, Fe and their alloys [1-4]. For metallic
systems, the AM processes are generally based on fusion, and the ease of fusion can be
determined by the weldability of the metals/alloys. If a metallic system is easy to weld, it
will be also practical for AM processing. Compared to the conventional machining
process, AM needs much less material and most of the material converts to the final
product. Most of the AM materials researches are focused on harder materials such as Ti
and Ni and their alloys [5]. Al and its alloys are known for lower weight to density ratio
and lower melting point, but there has not been sufficient research on these alloys for AM
processing.
AM processes, such as selective laser melting (SLM) [6] and powder-feeding-based
laser metal deposition (LMD) [7], involve rapid melting followed by rapid solidification.
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The influence of nano/microstructures developed after the rapid liquid- solid
transformation on mechanical properties is not fully understood. Although Al cast alloys
seem to be well suited for AM processing, they suffer from lower mechanical performance
relative to precipitation hardened wrought aluminum alloys [8-10]. Thus, studying
deformation and mechanical behavior after rapid unidirectional solidification of Al can
provide useful insights for further development of Al alloys for AM processing.
Computational modeling can play a critical role in understanding the
nano/microstructure-property-processing relationships in AM processes. Integrating
models at several length and time scales are required to replicate the experimental meltingsolidification in AM processes. Different theoretical or computational tools such as the
classical nucleation theory (CNT) [11, 12], density function theory (DFT) calculations
[13], molecular dynamics (MD) [14-16], Monte Carlo (MC) [17, 18], phase-field [19-23],
cellular automata [24, 25] have been used to study solidification and nucleation
phenomena. However, solidification by nucleation is an atomistic phenomenon, which
starts in the interior part of the liquid. Phase-field, cellular automata, and finite-element
models generally represent length and time scales much larger than those of the crystal
nucleation and can’t inherently account for solidification defects, whereas DFT or Monte
Carlo simulations can only represent a few hundred atoms, which is barely enough to
represent a single critical crystal nucleus. MD simulations with proper and efficient
interatomic potentials are capable of nanoscale study of solidification [16, 26, 27]. MD
simulation has been also extended to billions of atoms, which is in submicron length scales
[28].
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There are a few studies in which atomistic simulations are utilized to study rapid
melting and solidification process in AM processes [29, 30]. For example, Monte Carlo
simulations were recently used to preform uncertainty quantification in mechanical
properties of laser sintered nanoparticles [30], and in a separate work MD simulations were
utilized to simulate the melting of nanoscale powders in SLM [29]. There is no study on
directional solidification at nanoscale and the subsequent mechanical properties.
In this work, we perform rapid directional solidification of Al-Cu alloy (Al-11 at%
Cu) by applying three different temperature gradients. The directional solidification
produces inhomogeneous polycrystalline structures. We study solidification defects, such
as twins, GBs, Cu segregation, and Al2Cu precipitation. We also investigate the
deformation behavior and mechanical properties of the rapid directionally solidified
polycrystalline Al-Cu alloy by uniaxial tensile simulations.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

In Al-11 at% Cu mixture there are three fundamental interactions between atoms:
Al-Al, Cu-Cu and Al-Cu. The second nearest neighbor modified embedded atom method
(2NN MEAM) interatomic potential of Al developed by Lee and Baskes [31] was used is
this work for the interaction between Al-Al and Cu-Cu. We recently tested this interatomic
potential which showed reliable predictions of low and high temperature properties of Al
and Cu [16, 32]. Table 1 shows the detailed properties of Al and Cu predicted by 2NNMEAM MD simulations. The interatomic potential was recently extended for Al-Cu
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interactions, which also shows good agreement with experimental phase diagram of
Al-Cu (up to 33 at% Cu) and various properties of Al2Cu θ/θ’ [33].

Table 1. The low temperature elastic properties and high temperature melting properties
of Al predicted by 2NN-MEAM MD simulations.
Al

a

Cu

Properties

Experiments

MEAM
MD [32]

Experiments

MEAM
MD [34]

Bulk Modulus
(GPa)
C11 (GPa)
C12 (GPa)
C44 (GPa)
Specific Heat (J
mol-1 K-1)
Thermal
Expansion Coeff.
(106 K-1)
Melting Point (Tm)
(K)
solid–liquid
interface free
energy (mJ/m2)

76.4a

79.4

143.5a

166

111.5a
58.8a
29.5a

114.3
61.9
31.6

176.8a
126.9a
81.8a

176.8
125.0
81.8

26.15b

24.70

25.30b

24.50

17.31b

23.50

14.76b

17.0

934c

925

1357c

1320

168.9±21 to
158±30d

172.6

237±26 to
270d

255.0

Reference [35] , b Reference [36], c Reference [36-38], d Reference [39-41].

The Al-Cu simulation box with size of 50×50×50 nm3 (125×125×125 unit cells,
with ~8 M atoms) was created by randomly distributing 11 at% Cu in Al. Figure 1(a) shows
the initial dimensions for the simulation box. To prepare the homogenous Al-Cu melt, the
simulation box was equilibrated at 1,500 K for 150 ps with a time step of 3 fs. Temperature
and pressure were controlled by Nose-Hoover thermostat and Parrinello-Rahman barostat
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[42], respectively. Periodic boundary conditions were employed in all three directions
during the melt preparation. All the MD simulations were performed in parallel LAMMPS
[43] code. The OVITO visualization package was used to monitor the melting,
solidification and deformation processes [44]. Within OVITO, common neighbor analysis
(CNA) was used [45] to identify the local crystalline structure of atoms. We also utilized
orientation coloring to study the grain orientations. CNA was used to identify the primary
fcc crystal structures. These fcc atoms are always align along the coordination axes (i.e.,
x’, y’, z’), but these coordination axes are not always aligned with the principle axes (i.e.,
x, y, z) of simulation box. The orientation coloring shows, orientation of the grains from
the principle axes, and for the coloring purposes we only considered the orientation from
the principle axis Z. The coloring scheme was applied in Ovito, and the details of the
implementation can be found in Larsen et al. work [46].

Figure 1. Simulation box at (a) initial melt with temperature of 1,500 K. The red atoms
are Al and 11 at% Cu is distributed in the Al matrix is colored blue. (b) The initial
simulation set up for the directional solidification. The solid front travel in the [100]
direction towards the hotter region (900 K in this case).
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To facilitate directional solidification, two regions are created at the two end of
the simulation box in the [100] direction, Figure 1(b). The low temperature region is kept
at a constant temperature of 600 K, and three different temperatures (800 K, 850 K and 900
K) is applied at the high temperature region for three distinct simulations. We refer to the
600-800 K box as Case-1, 600-850 K box as Case-2, and 600-900 K box as Case-3
throughout the paper. At the two temperature regions, each with 8 nm thickness (Figure
1(b)), the temperature is kept constant by applying Langevin thermostat. The temperature
is not controlled for 34 nm region in the middle region creating a temperature gradient.
Non-periodic boundary condition was applied in the direction of the solidification. The
details of the different simulations performed is provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Simulation cases; three different temperature gradient for directional
solidification, and two strain rates for uniaxial tensile deformation in two directions (total
of 3 solidification simulations and 12 deformation simulations). A single crystal Al-Cu is
also deformed at the same strain rates and temperatures (2 cases).
Temperature Regions
Strain rate (s-1)
Deformation
temperature

600-800 K (Case-1), 600-850 K (Case-2), and
600-900 K (Case-3)
9
10 (SR1) and 1010 (SR2)
300 K

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION
In rapid directional solidification process, serval twins form (red atoms in Figure
2(a) and (b)) inside the fcc grains (green atoms in Figure 2(a) and (b)), especially in the
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beginning of the process when smaller grains are forming. At each spontaneous time,
the solidified part of the Al-Cu simulation box acts as solid seeds for rest of the liquid. The
solidification font moves towards the liquid and gradually transform it into solid
crystalline. The new solid formation happens in a much slower pace than the initial
solidification, as a result there is not much defects or twins observed after initial
solidification stages. Three dimensional (3D) views are shown in Figure 2(b) and (c). The
grains generally elongate along the temperature gradient. Figure 2(c) shows the grain
boundaries (GBs) and grain orientations. Initially several randomly orientated grains form,
however as the solidification font travelled towards the liquid region, many of them
dissolved in the surviving grains. It can be also visualized from Figure 2 that only few
grains actually elongate.
The average temperature was measured along the solidification direction and
shown in Figure 3(a). The temperature gradually increases from the lower to the higher
temperature region. The amount of solidified Al-Cu can also be identified from the
percentage of crystalline atoms, which is plotted in Figure 3(b).

3.2 FORMATION OF TWINS AND DETWINNING
Directional solidification creates different types of nanostructures in different
planes. The nanostructures in the (001) plane plane (Figure 4(a) and (010)plane (Figure
4(b)) look very similar; at the left side of the domain, where initial stage of solidification
occurs, smaller grain sizes and both coherent twin boundaries (CTBs) and five-fold twin
are present. Figure 4(d) and (e) show 3D and 2D slices of planes from the simulation box
along the (100) plane. Only CTBs are seen in the (100) plane.
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Figure 2. Snapshots of the directional solidification of Al-11 at% Cu for Case-3
solidification. The figures are (a) 2D and (b) 3D views of solidification font travelling
through the simulation box; atoms are colored by CNA coloring: green atoms are fcc, red
atoms are hcp and the white atoms represents the liquid and amorphous solids. (c) 3D
views of grains forming during the solidification with different orientations.

As the solidification progresses and some grains become elongated and larger, no
CTBs or five-fold twins are observed. The average grain size in (010) plane is shown in a
trapezoidal form in Figure 5 for Case-2 solidification. Fivefold twins is observed during
the initial stages of solidification, as shown in Figure 4(a) and (b). In general, fivefold
twinning can happen in metals in a layer-by-layer growth during nucleation, successive
growth twinning, or by deformation [47]. We previously observed formation of similar
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fivefold twins in solidification of pure Al [48], and the process of forming successive
twin boundaries is similar to what we observe here for Al-11 at% Cu.

Figure 3. (a) Average temperature of atoms along the [100] solidification direction for
three different initial simulation set ups, (b) Number of crystalline atoms in each of the
simulations during the solidification.

During the initial stages of solidification and packing of atoms to form
nanocrystalline fcc Al, small size ordered subunits of hcp atoms also form as twin
boundaries to compensate the angular misfit between different fcc growth planes.
Formation of CTB and fivefold twins is consistent with the literature data on other fcc
metals [47, 49, 50]. Also, fivefold twin structure formations by successive twinning growth
on alternate cozonal twin planes was also previously observed in the solid phase
crystallization of metal [51]. However, in our cases of directional solidification, formation
of fivefold twins is only possible at the (001) and (010) planes. In the (100) plane, which
is the solidification font, no multifold twins are observed (Figure 4(e)). We can also
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observe from Figure 4(e) that the grains from slice II to slice IV gradually become
defect free.

Figure 4. Orientation coloring of the twins and nanostructures of the directional
solidification for sample Case-3. The figures are the following, (a) Twins and GBs are
viewed from the top of the simulation box, (b) the grains and twins along the [100]
solidification direction viewed from [010] direction, (c) the entire simulation box and the
arrows shows the viewing directions (d) four layers has been sliced along the [100]
solidification direction to observed the nanostructure facing the solidification font, (e) the
nanostructures corresponding to the slices made in (d). The solid circles show coherent
twin boundaries and dotted circles show fivefold twinning.
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3.3. CU SEGREGATION AT GRAIN BOUNDARIES
Previously, Cu segregation in Al-Cu alloys was studied by atom probe tomography
in Al-5 at% Cu [52], and Al-2 at% Cu [53], and MD simulation was only used to study the
solid-state segregation of Cu to GBs by strain effects [54]. Al and Cu both are fcc, however
there is a lattice mismatch between Al and Cu: the lattice constant for Al is 4.05 Å and Cu
is 3.54 Å. As mentioned by Liu et al. [54], there is a strain effect that mediates diffusion of
Cu atoms to GBs. To investigate and visualize Cu segregation during solidification and
possible formation of precipitates, a slice with 5 nm thickness from the simulation box is
taken (dotted plane in Figure 6(a)).

Figure 5. The average grain size on the (010) plane along the solidification direction for
Case-3.
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First, we visualize the copper atoms on the solidification font, and the 3D
surface mesh in Figure 6(b) shows the topology of the solidification front; the blue Cu
atoms are shown at the grain surfaces and GBs. This results suggests segregation of Cu
atoms from the primary Al-Cu matrix onto GBs. Figure 6(c) shows the [100] plane at the
slice shown in Figure 6(a); crystalline fcc and GBs contain both Al and Cu atoms. In Figure
6(d), Al atoms are removed and only Cu atoms are shown. It is clear that a large number
of Cu atoms are deposited or segregated at the GBs.
To measure the Cu segregation on the GB, we used the same slice of the simulation
in Figure 6(a). This surface is chosen from a distance of 10 nm from isothermal region at
600 K. In this way the chosen slice has a spontaneous temperature of between 650 and 700
K (Figure 3(a)) for different solidification cases. All the Al atoms are removed from this
and only copper atoms are kept, then we calculated the ratio of Cu atoms on GBs to the all
Cu atoms in the slice. The result is shown in Figure 6(e); the percentage of Cu atoms on
GBs gradually increases as the annealing progresses in that area. This results suggest that
a portion of Cu segregation onto GBs happens during solidification, but the majority of Cu
segregation happens after the region in solidified but while it is being annealed.

3.4.AL2CU PRECIPITATION
If concentration of Cu atoms is locally increased, formation of Al2Cu precipitates
especially at the GBs is probable. In Figure 7, two stages of solidification (450 ps and 900
ps) for the Case-1 solidification are presented. Both liquid and solid amorphous atoms are
shown and then we performed coordination number (CN) analysis. The CN for Al2Cu is
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derived to be remained within 12 to 13 for the temperature range between 600 to 800
K [55]. All Al and Cu atoms with crystalline fcc and hcp atoms are removed in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Detection of Al2Cu Precipitation during directional solidification of Al-Cu. (a)
The 3-Dimesnional simulation box at 350 ps for Case-2. The dotted line shows the sliced
planes for studying the interior of the solid font. (b) Surface mesh shows the copper
atoms (blue) at the solid font and the GB regions. (c) The GB with both Al and Cu atoms
from the sliced plane, (d) Only copper (blue) atoms shown on the GB and in the matrix.
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As Figure 7 suggests, there are several precipitates that can be detected inside
the grains and on the GBs. A low CN (blue or green colors) suggests that there is no
particular structures for the liquid or solid atoms. The cluster of red atoms are having the
exact CN for Al2Cu, so those atom clusters can be identified as Al2 Cu precipitates. One of
the areas with high CN is enlarged in Figure 7(c) where the bigger atoms represents the Cu
and smaller atoms represents the Al, clearly shows a higher density of Cu atoms locally.
Experimentally Al2 Cu-θ precipitates can reach have sizes in a range of 25-50 nm [56, 57],
which is beyond the scope of this study. If the simulation size can be extended to billions
of atoms (submicron length scale), one can expect to visualize Al2Cu-θ precipitates similar
to those observed by scanning electron microscopy.

Figure 7. (a) GBs facing the solid font in [100] direction for Case-1 solidification at 450
ps and (b) 900 ps. Atoms are colored with coordination number. All the crystalline fcc
and hcp atoms are removed. Amorphous solid and liquid are having same coordination.
(c) An enlarged GB area that shows a much higher density of Cu and a high CN which is
suitable for forming Al2Cu precipitates. The bigger atoms represent Cu and smaller atoms
represents Al.
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3.5 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
After obtaining the solidified polycrystalline structures of Al-11 at% Cu, the
structures are deformed under uniaxial tension with two strain rates (109 s-1 -SR1 and 1010
s-1 -SR2) along ([100]) and perpendicular ([001]) to the solidification direction. The typical
deformation process is shown in Figure 8. The snapshots on top of the stress-strain plot is
the deformation along [100] direction and the bottom snapshots represents the deformation
in the [001] direction. The trend for the stress strain curves are similar for all the other
cases and strain rates in this work. The stress-strain curves in Figure 8 indicate the ductile
nature of the polycrystalline Al-Cu alloy. After the simulation box reaches the elastic limit
and plastic begins, partial dislocations glide in the opposite direction of deformation for
tensile stress along [100] direction. Consequently, detwinning happens with a combination
of reduction in twin thickness and the layer-by-layer twin boundary removal by the

1
2



opposite glide of partial dislocations with a Burgers vector ( [101] ) identical to that of the
twinning partial dislocations. Typical detwinning of deformation twins is also observed
while the sample is plastically deformed, which is similar to the observations in
experimental work [58]. The stages of detwinning of deformation twins is similar to those
of the solidification twins, and the details are discussed in our recent work [59]. The
fivefold twins also detwin as the tensile deformation continues. The driving force behind
the detwinning comes from the variation in the excess energy of the system during the
tensile deformation.
As shown in the Figure 8, the bottom snapshots don’t show any detwinning
phenomena for deformation along the [001] direction. The difference in newly formed
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deformation twins in two different deformation directions are significant. As shown in
Figure 8, the twins formed during deformation along [100] direction are much smaller than
those formed by deformation along [001] direction. In the fcc crystal structure, the

1 
1 
1 
[101](
full
)

[112](
partial
)

[211]( partial ) . When stretching
dislocations glide by
2
6
6
in the solidification direction, the dislocations get compressed and only remain partial for
most cases causing formation of shorter twins, whereas deformation in [001] direction the
dislocation can be stretched to a longer length and the defects becomes persistent. This is
also another reason that UTS is lower when deforming perpendicular to the solidification
direction.

Figure 8. Stress-strain curves for uniaxial deformation along and perpendicular to the
solidification direction [001] of solidified Al-Cu for Case-2 at 300 K. The corresponding
snapshot of the Al-Cu simulation box is also shown on the stress-strain plot. The [100]
and [001] directions are same for all the deformation snapshots.
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Stress-strain curves for different polycrystalline cases produced by rapid
solidification are presented in Figure 9 and compared with single crystal cases. Single
crystal Al-Cu cases show a much higher yield stress, but fail immediately after the yield
point us reached, suggesting a brittle behavior. The polycrystalline Al-Cu shows a long
plastic region in the stress-strain plot. This indicates the ductile nature of polycrystalline
Al-Cu and its ability to deform plastically. The stress–strain curve of polycrystalline AlCu under tensile loading has a trend identical to that of conventional polycrystalline metals,
and it can be characterized into three stages: an initial elastic region, a yielding region, and
a failure region. The ultimate tensile strength for single crystal Al-Cu is found to be 6.87
and 7.09 GPa for the strain rates of SR1 and SR2, respectively, which is much higher than
the directionally solidified polycrystalline Al-Cu.
The failure strength for Al-11at% Cu remains in the range between 2 to 3 GPa for
all the cases at different strain rates. The investigation of mechanical properties shows that
the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) when deformed in the direction of solidification [100]
is always higher than cases deformed perpendicular to the solidification direction, Figure
9(b). Figure 9(c) shows that the strain at UTS is also higher for cases deformed along [100]
direction. This can be explained based on the grain orientations and the evolution of grains
and twins during deformation. As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 4, during directional
solidification grains forms in a lamellar pattern along [100] direction. Due to the formation
of the elongated grains along [100] and lack of GBs oriented perpendicular to the
solidification direction, the tensile deformation along [100] direction sees less influence
from GBs. During the tensile deformation along the [001] direction, GBs act as weak links
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and somewhat cause discontinuity in the Al-Cu matrix, therefore a lower yield point
and plasticity at a lower stress are expected.
The orientation and alignment of the twins inside the grains also play a crucial role
on determining the UTS. As shown in Figure 8 for the deformation along the solidification
direction, partial dislocations glide in the opposite direction of twin boundary growth and
also the [100] direction. Due to this reason the ultimate tensile strength as well as the
ultimate tensile strain (Figure 9(a-b)) both remain higher for deformation along the
solidification direction. When deformed in the [001] direction the twins only get stretched,
and once it becomes plastic there are several partial dislocation glides at the GBs.

Figure 9. (a) The comparison of strength of Al-Cu single crystal and directionally
solidified polycrystalline Al-11 at% Cu. (b) The ultimate tensile strength and (c) tensile
strain is shows for strain rate of 109 (SR1) and 1010 s-1 (SR2) along the solidification
direction, [100], and perpendicular to the solidification direction, [001]. The different
solidification model is shown in the X axis. All deformation is performed at 300 K.
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4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we performed MD simulations utilizing 2NN MEAM interatomic
potential to study rapid directional solidification of Al-11 at% Cu, and studied Cu
segregation, Al2Cu precipitation and deformation mechanisms of solidified polycrystalline
under uniaxial tension. Initial solidification was performed with three different temperature
gradients, and then mechanical properties were studied by uniaxial tensile deformation
under two different strain rates.
At the initial stages of solidification, several small grains, twin boundaries and GBs
formed, but as solidification progressed only a few of these grains grew and elongated
towards the solidification direction. These elongated grains contained less defects, twins
or GBs. The elongation of GBs also formed a layer by layer fcc matrix along the
solidification direction. As the solidification font traveled along the [100] direction, some
Cu atoms segregated to the liquid side of the solid-liquid interface, and the Cu segregation
increased gradually during annealing after the region was solidified. The percentage of
segregated Cu atoms increased as the solidification proceeds. Utilizing CN analysis, Al2Cu
precipitations were identified in the solid and liquid and at the GBs.
Deformation simulations suggested that the directionally solidified Al-Cu alloy has
more strength when deformed in the direction of the solidification than other directions.
When the simulation box was deformed perpendicular to the solidification direction,
deformation occurred easier because GBs which are weak links were perpendicular to the
loading direction. Also, the newly formed deformation twins by partial dislocation glide,
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1 
aligned along [101] direction, got stretched in the [001] direction and caused the Al2
Cu matrix to fail at a lower strength than [100] direction.
Overall, we demonstrated some capabilities of MD simulations in study of rapid
directional solidification of a binary system. With larger computational resources,
solidification studies of metallic alloys in submicron scale are possible and comparable to
experimental data. In the future, this computational approach can be applied to more
realistically replicate several fundamental aspects of manufacturing processes involving
solidification.
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SECTION

3. CONCLUSION

This Ph.D. research aimed to study the solidification phenomena by utilizing
molecular dynamics and also develop interatomic potential parameters to simulate the
similar solidification by nucleation for binary Al-alloys. The results from the solidification
can be replicated to any other materials systems and can be compared with experimentally
available data of the nucleation and solidification process. This proves the accuracy and
predictability of molecular dynamics methods as well as the applicability of the MEAM
interatomic potentials. The study of size effect on solidification simulation by MD
simulation predicts an optimum size to study the homogenous nucleation.
The study of homogenous nucleation then extended to study the more fundamental
aspects of nucleation such as, heterogeneity in homogenous nucleation. By utilizing very
accurate MEAM interatomic potential, twinning and initial short range order in liquid
orders is observed in all different materials systems (fcc Al, bcc Fe and hcp Mg). This study
also argued that ico is not the precursor for the crystalline Fe atoms, rather than the shortrange order in the supercooled liquid transform to bcc-Fe.
The binary interatomic potentials developed during in my PhD will be able to
replicate the same mechanical and solidification properties of those alloys. As both low
and high temperature properties are fitted to parameterize the potentials it can be also used
for studying mechanical properties of the different binary Al alloys. The interatomic
potential for Al-Cu was utilized to analyze the directional solidification.
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK



Multiscale modelling by bridging atomic and mesoscale

There are several quantities from MD simulation such as solid-liquid interface free
energy, diffusion coefficient, anisotropy, surface energy etc. can be obtained and then those
data can be used to simulate the phase field model. Those the atomistic scale calculation
can be linked to mesoscale and a multiscale modellig framework can be developed. In this
work, all the interatomic potential has been developed considering both soliid and liquid
properties, low and high temperature melting properties. Interatomic potential of this kind
is a step towards a true multiscale modelling framework.


Extending the alloying interatomic potential to ternary alloys

The interatomic potential for binary alloys can be easily extended to ternary by
mixing the potential parameters. The single crystal was fitted to melting properties, the
mixed binary alloys predicted reasonable results to compare with experimental or first
principle data. In the same way, the ternary alloy interatomic potential can also be
developed. As the MEAM potential for single crystal Al, Fe and Ni was already available,
and the binary combination such as Al-Fe, Al-Ni is deleoped, it is possible to extend the
interatomic potential to Al-Fe-Ni or similar ternary interatomic potential.


Development interatomic potential for metallic oxides

In order to study the realistic solidification in open atmosphere, it is necessary to
have interatomic potential that can replicate the oxidation behavior at lower and higher
temperature for metals and its alloys. To develop interatomic potentials for oxidation the
electrostatic parameters should be taken into consideration. The approach of this kind is
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state of art and the interatomic potential should be parameterized by considering have
both the metallic and oxide properties.


Billion to multibillion atom simulation

Although the solid nuclei in the interior part of the liquid can be analyzed by only
a million atoms simulation, to compare the MD results for validation of experimental data
for solidification and mechanical properties, the simulation size can be extended to billion
atoms (or micrometer scale). In directional solidification if the box size can be kept up to
micrometer scale, it is possible to replicate dendritic structures in solidification.
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